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MEASUREMENT OF np ELASTIC SCATTERING SPIN-SPIN CORRELATION

PARAMETERS AT 484, 634, AND 788 MeV

BY

ROBERT WILLIAM GARNETT

ABSTRACT

The spin-spin correlation parameters CLL and Cst were measured for np elastic scatter-

ing at the incident neutron kinetic energy of 634MeV. Good agreement was obtained

with previously measured data. Additionally, the first measurement of the correlation

parameter Css w«s made at the three energies, 484, 634, and 788Jl/eF. It was found

that the new values, in general, do not agree well with phase shift predictions. A study

was carried out to determine which of the isospin-0 partial waves will be affected by



this new data. It was found that the x P\ partial wave will be affected significantly at all

three measurement energies. At 634 and 788A/eV\ the 3S\ phase shifts will also change.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

It has been known for some time that the strong nucleon-nucleon (N — N) interaction

depends upon the relative orientation of the spins of the interacting nucleons. This

characteristic was originally discovered through the analysis of scattering experiments

and from the study of nuclear energy levels. With the development of highly polarized

proton beams and targets in the last 15 years or so, it has become evermore possible to

do detailed studies of the N - N interaction for spin states which are experimentally

well-determined.

The N - N interaction is poorly understood in the intermediate energy region from

about 200 to lOOOMeV. However, an understanding of this interaction is fundamen-

tal, of course, to a basic understanding of nucleon-nucleus interactions and of nuclear

matter in general. At present, there is no coherent and tractable theory of the N — N

interaction at intermediate energies. It is hoped that the QCD descriptions, for example

Bag Models of the nucleon [De-75,Mu-83,Fa-87], will eventually lead to such a theory.

However, to date, the predictive power of these models has been weak. Other, more

phenomenological, types of analyses such as dispersion relations [Gr-82], potential mod-

1



els [El-88], and phase shift analyses (PSA) have been the most sucessful approaches to

date. In order to study the spin dependence, polarization phenomena in the N - N in-

teraction have been studied in great detail over the past several decades, and measured

polarization (spin ) parameters have been used to remove ambiguities among various

otherwise acceptable sets of N - N phase shifts. It is hoped that in the near future a

unique set of phase shifts will be determined in the intermediate energy region.

A complete determination of the five isospin-one (7 = 1) and five isospin-zero (7 = 0)

elastic scattering amplitudes requires a large number of measurements of different spin

parameters at each energy and scattering angle. In general, a minimum of nine ob-

servables in both the proton-proton (pp) and neutron-proton (np) systems are required

to determine an unambiguous set of amplitudes above the pion production threshold.

These ideas will be discussed further in the next chapter. The 7 = 1 elastic scattering

amplitudes are fairly well known up to about iGeV from pp elastic scattering experi-

ments [Ar-83]. The 7 = 0 amplitudes are poorly known. The np elastic and inelastic

interaction data base is particularly sparse above 500MeV. There are a significant

number of np differential cross section and polarization measurements, but only a few

measurements of other spin parameters. Figure 1.1 shows a plot of the present np and

pp scattering data as a function of laboratory incident beam energy and cm. scattering

angle [Ar-83]. Only spin parameters other than differential cross sections and polariza-

tions are shown. The location of the measured data is indicated by a "box" for data
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taken before 1978 and by an "N" for data taken later.

Phase-shift predictions of unmeasured spin observables have generally not fit the pp

data very well until a model independent amplitude (MIA) analysis of the existing data

was performed. It is likely that this will also be true for the np data. An MIA analysis

is able to determine the amplitudes and, consequently, the observables without the bias

of particular theoretical assumptions. This will also be discussed in greater detail in

the following chapter.

It should be noted that various theoretical approaches have shown qualitative agree-

ment with the observed behavior of the / = I phase-shifts. However, they generally

fail to reproduce the measured spin-averaged total cross sections to better than within

5 - 10m6. In addition, the partial waves corresponding to the short range part of the

N — N interaction are generally not well understood.

Various phase-shift predictions for measured spin parameters have indicated the

possibility of resonance-like behavior in certain partial waves. This behavior has been

attributed to the possible existence of dibaryon resonances. Evidence for these reso-

nances has been seen in pp (I = 1) scattering experiments [Au-77]. The interpretation

of the observed behavior of the lDi, 3F$, and possibly the 3PQ partial waves in pp elas-

tic scattering seen variously in the phase-shift analyses of VPI [Ar-87], Japan [Ho-78],

Saclay-Geneva [By-87], and Queen Mary College [Du-82] are clouded by the presence of

the pp —> NA and pp -* irD inelastic channels. It has been proposed that the opening



of inelastic channels such as these may be responsible for the observed energy-dependent

structures [Sh-88]. For this reason, a comparison between the 1=1 and 1 = 0 am-

plitudes should prove instructive because these inelastic channels are not allowed in

the 1 = 0 amplitudes. However, the inelastic channels NN —» NN* and N N —* A A

can occur at higher energies and can take place through both I = 1 and / = 0 states.

Because of the fundamental nature of the N - N interaction, it is important to know

whether such resonances exist. This question is crucial to the further development of

six-quark Bag Models. Some of these models predict rich resonance structures in the

N - N channel above 2l80MeV [He-83j. Therefore, these investigations suggest that

large spin effects are related to the composite, or quark, nature of the nucleon.

The experiment discussed in this dissertatic • was motivated by both the possible ex-

istence of dibaryon resonances and the goal of determining the / = 0, N — N amplitudes.

This experiment was but one in a group of experiments performed at the Los Alamos

Meson Physics Facility and other laboratories to measure spin-dependent parameters

in np elastic-scattering . The aim of this work was to contribute to the rather sparse

existing data base of measured np spin-dependent parameters in the 500 - 800MeK

energy range.

The nucleon-nucleon scattering formalism, amplitude reconstruction, and phase-

shift analysis are discussed in the next chapter. Chapter 3 gives a brief discussion

of dibaryon resonances and their possible relationship to measured spin observables.



Chapter 4 describes the experimental set-up used to measure the spin-spin correlation

parameters and Chapter 5 describes a Monte-Carlo model developed to check the mag-

netic field parameterization for our spectrometer. Chapter 6 discusses the data and

error analysis techniques. Chapter 7 gives a summary of the results and, finally, Chap-

ter 8 gives the conclusions. A comparison of the measured results to various theoretical

predictions is also made in this final chapter. Appendix A discusses a study done to

determine the contribution of the background nucleon polarization to the total target

polarization. Appendix B describes the algorithm used to do a 3-dimensional fit of the

magnetic field of the spectrometer magnet. Appendix C is a listing of the Monte-Carlo

program used to check the spectrometer magnetic field parameterization. Appendix

D gives a brief description of spin precession in the presence of magnetic fields and

Appendix E gives a description of corrections made to the data for this effect.



CHAPTER 2 NUCLEON-NUCLEON SCATTERING FORMALISM

2.1 Introduction

The discussion in this chapter is meant to be a brief overview showing the connection

between various aspects of the nucleon-micleon scattering formalism when one consid-

ers spin degrees of freedom. For a rigorous discussion and development of the ideas

presented here, the reader is encouraged to examine the articles written by Hoshizaki

[JIo-68] and Bourrely et al. [Bo-80].

2.2 The Spin-Spin Correlation Parameters

Experimentally, spin observables are characterized by the particles for which the spin

is observed and by their spin direction. The initial-state spin-spin correlation parameters

measured in this dissertation are defined by the expression below:

'J PbPt (/++ + / - - ) + ( / + - + / - + ) l '

where the subscripts i and j denote the initial beam and target spin directions, respec-

tively. The numerator is the difference between the number of particles scattered with



beam and target spins parallel, and the number scattered with spins antiparallel. This

measured asymmetry is then normalized with respect to the inverse of the beam and

target polarizations, pi, and pt. The spin directions, in the laboratory reference frame,

are denned as shown in Fig. 2.1. It should be noted that for these parameters, only

the initial beam and target spin directions need to be known.

2.3 Isospin Decomposition

The total isospin, / , of a nucleon (neutron or proton) is defined to be I = \. The third

component of / is used to distinguish neutrons and protons; J3 = + | for the proton

and I3 = — I for the neutron. This component, in isotopic spin space, is analogous to

the 2-component of spin in ordinary spin space. The charge of the nucleon is related to

I3 by the expression

q = h + \ • (2.2)

The N — N interaction depends only on the total isospin of the state and not on the

isospins (charges) of the individual nucleons in this state. Therefore, conservation of 73

in any reaction is simply a manifestation of charge conservation, whereas conservation of

I is a representation of the charge independence of the strong interaction. Because the

strong interaction obeys this symmetry principle (charge independence) it is possible to

simplify the N - N elastic scattering matrix. This will be discussed in the next section.



INCIDENT

N: NORMAL TO THE SCATTERING PLANE

L: LONGITUDINAL DIRECTION

S«NxL IN THE SCATTERING PLANE

Figiire 2.1: Spin directions as denned in the laboratory for a typical two-body scattering
process.
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The proton and neutron isospin wavefuiirtions can be defined as follows:

Up = = proton

and

Un =

1
= neutron

where U"VP {U^Un) is the probability that the particle is a proton (neutron). For two

nucleons labeled (1) and (2), there are four possible isospin wavefunctions &, which can

be written:

i2{nn) = Un{l)Un(2)

±

-j=[Up(l)Un(2)-Up{2)Un(l))

(2.3)

(2.4)

(2.5)

(2.6)

The wavefunctions ^ , &, and £3 are symmetric under the interchange of particles

whereas £4 is antisymmetric. It should be mentioned that these wavefunctions are

derived in a manner exactly analogous to that used to derive spin wavefunctions for two

spin-^ particles (see for example, Eder [Ed-68]).

For two nucleons, the total value of the isospin / is either 0 or 1. The three symmetric

isospin wavefunctions correspond to / = 1 where I3 = +l(pp), 0(np), or — l(nn). The
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antisymmetric wavefunction, £4, corresponds to the I = 0, h — 0 state of a neutron-

proton system. Therefore, it can be seen that for the case of neutron-proton elastic

scattering the state is a mixture of both isospin-0 and isospin-1. In order to be able to

extract pure 7 = 0 elastic scattering amplitudes from n.p scattering the 7 = 1 amplitudes

must be known from pp elastic scattering.

2.4 The Nucleon-Nucleon Scattering Matrix

For each energy and angle, elastic nucleon-nudeon scattering can be described by

a scattering matrix in which the amplitudes depend upon the spin orientation of the

nucleons. It is convenient to describe the scattering amplitude, f(u\ as a matrix in spin

space [Wo-52]. Let \ ^ be a spinor with four components representing one of the initial

spin states u. The scattered wavefunction can then be written as a vector

with / (") = Mx'" ' . M is a 4 x 4 matrix operating on the initial spin state. It is called

the spin scattering matrix for the two-nucleon system. Here fM is the total scattered

wave amplitude. The operator M depends on the initial and final momenta in the cm.

system and on the Pauli spin operators for the two particles. If one assumes parity and
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time-reversal invariance in addition to isospin invariance for the N - N interaction, the

spin scattering matrix can be written in the form (Oe-54, Pu-57, Le-67]

M(kf,ki) = -[(a + b) + {a - b){*i h){<f2 • n) + {c + d)(<?i • m){<r2 • m)

+ (c - d){d\ • i)(<r2 • I) f c{<jy + <?2) • h] . (2.8)

The five independent amplitudes a, b, c, d, and e are complex functions of the cm.

system energy k and the scattering angle 0. These amplitudes are called the invariant

cm. amplitudes and are just one possible set of amplitudes to use to describe the

system. The basis vectors for this representation are given by

kt + k{ . kt - ki
I = — r-, m = — —

\kf + ki\ \kf - ki\
n =

kt x k{
= —r — (2.9)

\kf x ki\

where kj and kf are unit vectors in the direction of the incident and scattered particle

momenta, respectively.

Isospin invariance requires that the most general form of M be

M = MoPo + (2.10)

where Pi is the projection operator for states with total isospin / . These operators are

given by

PQ =

Pi =

I - (/i • h)

3 + (li • ft)

(2.11)

(2.12)
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where I\ and It are the nucleon isospin matrices, and M<j and Mi are isosinglet and

isotriplet scattering matrices, respectively. The matrices, Mo and Mi, are represented

by the same form as M given in Eqn. 2.8. The real scattering processes are therefore

described by

= M(nn -» nn) = Mx (2.J3)

= ^(Jl/o + Mi) (2.14)

Jif(pn-»np) = ^ ( A f i - M o ) . (2.15)

The spin scattering matrix, M, is related to the usual scattering matrix 5 by [Ho-68]

M = ~{0f<pf\S - Wok) . (2.16)
IK

The observables are determined by taking the trace of various combinations of M and

the Pauli spin matrices, «r,:. For example, the spin-spin correlation parameter CNN, as

defined in the laboratory coordinate system, is given by

CNN = \rr{MM^^a^]) (2.17)

where ^ is the spin-averaged differential cross section and <r^' and <rN are the initial

spin matrices for the incident and target particles, respectively. A complete list of

observables expressed as traces of M can be found in either Hoshizaki's paper [Ho-68]

or the paper of Bystricky et al. [lly-78].
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2.5 Helicity Amplitudes

As discussed earlier, the invariant cm. amplitudes are not the only amplitudes which

can be used in a description of N - N scattering when one does not want to ignore

spin effects. There are many sets of amplitudes which can be used; however, the most

widely used are the so-called cm. s-channel helicity amplitudes of Jacob and Wick [Ja-

59]. These amplitudes are defined with respect to two-body reactions and are labelled

by the individual particle 3-momentaand helicities. By choosing this rejjresentaion, the

relativistic corrections to the scattering matrix are also simplified.

The helicity, A, is defined as the component of spin along the direction of motion

of the particle. The helicity operator commutes with the momentum operator and is

defined by

X = fp. (2.18)

However, since L • p'= p'• L — 0, the helicity operator depends only on the spin angular

momentum. Therefore, the expression above simplifies to

A = « ? p . (2.19)

It should be noted that A is a pseudo-scalar rjunnt ity. The s-channcl helicity amplitudes

are defined in the rest frame where p\ + pi — 0 for the reaction 1 + 2 —• 3 + 4. The

helicity of a nucleon is then chosen to be -\ \ if the spin is parallel to the momentum

and -\ if it is antiparallel.
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The total number of helicity amplitudes in the process 1+2—> 3 + 4 is given by

n = (2si + l)(2a2 + 1 ) ( 2 J 3 + 1 ) ( 2 J 4 + 1), where s, is the spin of the t'th particle [Ka-84].

For NN —* NN this gives 16 amplitudes. However, assuming the symmetries discussed

in Sec. 2.3 (time-reversal, etc.), then for N - N elastic scattering these reduce to five

independent amplitudes. These can be expressed in the form:

Mfi = {A3A4|Af|A1A2> (2.20)

where \j is the helicity of the ji\\ particle. The five independent amplitudes are then

given by

fa = (+ + |M| + +>

(2.21)

It should be noted that <j>i and <j>z are non-spin-flip amplitudes, fa is a single spin-Nip

amplitude, and fa and <jn are double spin-flip amplitudes.

By substituting Eqn. 2.8 for M and calculating the appropriate matrix elements, it

is possible to obtain expressions for these five amplitudes in terms of the invariant cm.
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amplitudes a, b, c, d, and e:

fa = -(acos8 + b - c -I d -f iesmO)

<j>2 = - {acosO - b + c + d + icsin&)

fa = -{acosO + b+c - d+ies'mO) (2.22)

<f>4 = -(-acos8 + b-{-c + d - ies'mO)

4>5 = -(-acos9 + iesinff)

where B is the cm. scattering angle [By-78]. It should be noted that for forward

scattering {6 = 0), angular momentum conservation requires that 4>4 — 4>h — 0.

When discussing meson exchange, it is useful to use the t-channel exchange ampli-

tudes. Here t is the four-momentum transfer given by t = (p\ - p^)2 = (p2 - P4)2 =

mj f m | — 2E\ Ez + 2/Ji -p^. These amplitudes are defined as various linear combinations

of the s-channel helicity amplitudes and are given by [IIa-74]

# 0 = K{4>i + 4>z)

N2 = K(<j>4-4>2) (2.23)

U2 =

where A" is a constant.
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2.6 Observables and Amplitude Reconstruction

For N - N elastic scattering there are a total of 41(= 256) possible spin observables

which one can measure at a single scattering angle. Most of these are either redundant

or zero. For example, 128 of the observables are pseudo-scalars which vanish since

parity is conserved. Table 2.1 lists many of the pertinent spin observables in terms of

the s-channel helicity amplitudes. It should be noted that in this table, the differential

cross section, ^ is denoted by <r and the total cross section by atot. In addition to the

notation introduced in Sec. 2.1, a somewhat more informative notation is also shown

for each observable. The notation (i,j; k, 1) is shown where i and j are the initial beam

and target spins, respectively. The final state scattered and recoil spins are given by k

and /. A value of zero for i, j , k, or I implies that the spin orientation is not known or

measured. As can be seen, there are a wide variety of spin observables, including those

where both initial and final state spin orientations are measured. Table 2.2 shows the

same observables expressed in terms of the (.-channel exchange amplitudes.

The normalization of the s-channel cm. helicity amplitudes is chosen such that

[Go-60]

2ir
<*tot = ~. Im \4>i(Q) + <j>3(0)} at t = 0 (2.24)

fc

and
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Table 2.1: Spin observables expressed in terms of the s-channel helicity amplitudes.

Observable*
(»,T;S,W

Hellcltjr Amplitude*

(Single Scattering)

,Tot

ao Tot
(2w/k)
<4«/k)
-(4»/k) Xm

•3(0)}

o - (0,0;0,0)
P • (0,N;0,0)
{fa - (N,H;O,O)
C s s - (S,S;O,O)
C ^ - (S,L;O,O)
C^h - a,L;O,O)

dote: dcr/dt « a • w/k2.

(Double Scattering
(1) Kjk aeaaureaent

K,s - (S,O;O,S)

lhS - (L,O;O,S)

(2) D>k aeasureaent

Dm, - (0,H;0,M)

D s s - (O,S;O,S)

D, . - <0,L;O,S)

*3 -

* * 2 -
5

2|45|2J/o

c o g eR
}+ co. 6 •5}]/o

{!•(*, * ••, - * 2 • »4) + 2Uj|2)/o

t

(3) Three Spin MtMureaent

'sus

"ins
BSSK
HL3M
*NLS

[-•In

[•la » - coe
" *3 "

- (S,S;O,H)
• (L,S;O,M)

- (M,L;O,S)
- (S,L;0,S)
- a,M;0,3>

-!•(*! • »2 -
t»ln

Hotel l i the laboratory recoil angle.
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Table 2.2: Spin observables expressed in terms of the t-channel exchange amplitudes.

Obacrvablaa
(B. T; S , E)

(Single Scattering)

A O T
T o t

0

p

CSS
CSL

CLL
Hota:

(Doubli

1. K j ,

*SS

2 . Dj|,

°m
»ss
"LS

- (O.OjO.O)

• (O.N;0,0)

• (N.NjO.O)

- (S,S;O,O)

- (S.LjO.O)

- U.L;O,O)

(do/dt • o»i

t Scattering)

.Heaeureaent

- (M.0;0,H)

- (S.O.O.S)

- (L,O;O,S)

Meaauraaant

- (O.HiO.M)

- (O.SjO.S)
- <O,L;O,S)

8t/k I«O0

-8«/k I>U2

|M0 |2 • 2|M,|2 + |N 2 | 2 ••

-2Is {(No - N2)N l*)/o

2Re(U0U2* - No»2* + |Kj2

2ta(M0U2* - » 20 0*)/o

2Ka{(U0 • O2)Mt*)/o

-2U(H000* - H2D2*)/o

/k 2 )

- 2 t o ( n 0 U 2 * + MoH2* - iKj

l-2«a £U2-D0)Ht*) aln S j

{-2Ka(H0U0* • H202*) alo

{ | » 0 | 2 + 2|M l |
2 * |H 2 | 2 •

[-2Ra {(Ro + N2)M1*} alo

Kl"ol2 - l*2l2 - Io2l2i
3. Thraa-Spln Ntaauraaaat

••sio
«HSS

HSSH

"LSN

"NLS

"SLM

% « .

- (S.M;O.S)

- (H.S;O.S)

• (S.SjO.W)

- (L,S;O,K)

• (N.L;0,S)

- (S,L;O.H)

- a.«;O,S)

[2I«(K0U2* + M200*) aln (

l-2I«(00U2* - NQK^) aln

-2Ia{(0 2 + 00)H1*)/o

2Ia(U0M0* - \)1*1*'>/o

[-2I«{(H0 * N2)H,*)aln 9,

-2Im(»oO2* - M2U0»)/o

[-2I»{(D2 - U0)H1*)aln 8 ,

Exchange

• | D 0 | 2 + |t>2

)/o

- 2U(Ho02*

8 , - 2Ka(M1<

- I o o | 2 - to.
e R - ( |K O | 2

!• | O O I 2 > » l n

\% + 2I«{(02

8 , + 2I«{(«0

[ • 2Ia(00U2*

, + 2I«{00M0»

Aaplltudca

I2

* N2"o*' c o t '
' <U2-D0))coa (

,|2}/<i

- I»2I2 • l»2
8K - 2H*{(N0 *

- UQ)MJ*} coa

+ M2)Hi*/ col

+ MAM2*) coa

• 02H2*} coa

J,]/o

»t>/o

I 2 - l<r0:
*• M 2 ) Mi 1

9R)/o

1 6K]O

e,,J/o

8R]/o

| 2 ) coa 8RJ/o

>} coa 9R)/o
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Because of isospin conservation, if the pp scattering matrix is completely known at a

specified energy and angle, then it is possible to reconstruct the / = 0 scattering matrix

from fewer np measurements. This can be understood by the following argument. An

np elastic scattering observable, tinp(9), is expressed in the form of a trace such as

W + *W0) (2-26)

where #,nt(#) is an interference term. The isospin-0 and isospin-l pieces have the form

#1 = --Tr(Mj<T^M}crM) (2.27)

and the interference term has the form

^) f Tr(MocrMMl<T(fl))] . (2.28)

Because of the interference term, measurements of i?np at a pair of scattering angles 0

and 5r - 0 are still independent. This is not the case for pp elastic scattering since the

particles are identical. The relations between the amplitudes at 9 and ir — 0 are given

simply by

(2.29)
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These expressions were taken from Goldberger et al. [Go-60]. From Eqn. 2.14 it is clear

that the np amplitudes in terms of the 7 = 0 and 7 = 1 amplitudes are giver, by

4i,nP= 2(^,0 + ^,1) ' (2.30)

where i = 1,2,3,4, or 5. It can therefore be seen that by taking appropriate combi-

nations of the observabies for np elastic scattering, and if the 7 = 1 amplitudes are

known from pp elastic scattering, the 7 = 0 amplitudes can be determined in a model-

independent fashion up to an arbitrary phase. The phase can be determined relative to

the coulomb phase.

It has been shown by II. Spinka [Sp-84] that measurements of the six non-zero up

elastic scattering spin observables J^, P, CLS, fjvjv, Css, and C'n at one energy and

both angles 0 and ir — 9 allows the determination of the 7 = 0 amplitudes up to a

four-fold ambiguity. Because the observables are bilinear in the amplitudes, it would

be necessary to measure spin observables where the initial and final spins of one of the

particles (beam or target) were measured in order to remove the ambiguity, such as the

spin-transfer (Kjj) or depolarization (Dij) parameters.

Following the analysis of Spinka, it is useful to form the following linear combinations

of the s-channel helicity amplitudes:

4>s - -{4>i - fa)

fa - - ( 0 1 + <f>2)
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<t>T = \ ( < h - f a ) (2-31)
it

4>r = - ( ^ 3 + ^4)

where 4>s contains only spin singlet, contributions, <j>i and <f>T contain only spin triplet

partial waves, and 4>t and 4>s contain coupled spin triplet terms [Sc-65]. The relations

between these amplitudes at 0 and x - 9 are given by

(2-32)

for both / = 0 and / = 1.

In terms of these linear combinations of the helicity amplitudes, the elastic scattering

spin observables are given by:

% = I0.I2 + W 2 + \4>T\2 + \<t>r\2 + 2|<A5|
2 (2.33)

^ (2.34)

(2-35)

— = - | ^ | 2 + | ^ | 2 + | ^ r | 2 - | ^ ! 2 + 2|^s|
2 (2.36)
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% + l<Ar|2 (2.37)

~ = -\</>t\
2-\4>t\2 + \<h\i + \4>r\2- (2.38)

The spin directions L, N, and S are as defined earlier. By taking the appropriate

combinations of the five equations above, it is possible to express the amplitudes given

in Eqn. 2.31 in terms of the observables. These relations hold for either the / = 0 or

7 = 1 amplitudes, where

K/l2 = \{1-CNN-CSS-CLL)~~ (2.39)

2 ^ CSS + CLL)~ (2.40)

\ CSS - CLL)~ (2.41)

\4>T,i\2 + \fc.i? = \(1 + CM-CSS + C L L ) ~ . (2.42)

At 9 = 90°, the conditions in Eqn. 2.32 require that two / = 1 and three / = 0

amplitudes vanish, namely <j>Ti\, <f>Sti, < ,̂,o, 4>t,o> and <Ar,o- The following relations for the

/ = 0 observables can be derived from Eqns. 2.33-2.38 and the vanisliing of the three

7 = 0 amplitudes:

CNN + Css + CLL = 1 (2.43)

Css = CLL = 1(1-CNN). (2.44)

Equation 2.43 is analogous to the well-known 7 = 1 relation at 9cm — 90° when <£Tii = 0:

CNN,PP - Css,PP - ChLvp - 1 • (2-45)
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The magnitudes of the two non-zero / = 0 amplitudes at &cm = 90° are given by

(

It is not possible to determine the phase of <j>T,o from these measurements. The amplitude

4>s<o, however, can be determined uniquely from the relations

n £ * » . o - t f r . i « . o ) (2-48)

= 5 ^ ( 0 - ^ , 0 - <t>T,i<f>\fl) (2-49)

assuming the / = 1 amplitudes are known. Therefore, the evaluation of |^BI provides a

consistency check of the different experimental measurements and provides an estimate

of the systematic errors on the amplitude determination.

There are other relations between np and pp spin observables wliich can be derived

(see reference [By-78] for a more complete list.):

Css.np = Cn^p + -[CNN,pp - 1 - 2C££iW,j ^ (2.50)

2Css<np = 1 - CNN>np + \[ZCNN<VP - 3 -

2CLL,np = 1 - CNN,np + \\CNN*, ~ 1 ~ 2CLL,pp]
{<^/^)pp . (2.52)

1 [ad/allf

Equation 2.50 above will be a particulary useful cross-check for the data discussed in

this dissertation. It will provide a check of the overall normalization of the measured

values of Css-
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2.7 The Partial Wave Analysis

In the intermediate energy region, the N — N amplitudes are usually determined using

a partial wave analysis. The amplitudes are decomposed into a linear combination of

spin singlet, and triplet partial waves. Since each spin observable is some combination

of the amplitudes, it can be expressed in terms of a partial wave expansion; in general,

these are rather complicated expressions. The final step is then to fit the experimental

data to obtain the partial wave amplitudes.

There are two ways to treat the data. One is to do an energy-dependent analysis.

Possible forms of the energy dependence of the partial waves must, be assumed in ord^r

to fit the data. The other method is to do a single-energy search where the phase shifts

are determined for that energy alone. However, the two methods are interdependent; the

energy-dependent analyses use single-energy searches as anchor points for the fitting and

the single-energy searches frequently use the known energy dependence to make data

measured at slightly different energies compatible. The energy-dependent analysis is

used to connect and choose single-energy solutions.

In order to make the partial wave analysis tractable, the number of partial waves

must be limited. This limits the number of free parmeters for the fitting. It is at this

point, in general, that differences between the various partial wave analyses become

apparent. Various theoretical inputs and constraints are used and these often differ
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among the various partial wave analyses, reflecting to some extent the philosophies,

styles, or judgements of the individual doing the analysis [Sp-84]. This point will be

discussed in more detail at the end of this section.

The total scattered wave amplitude of Eqn. 2.7 can be written as follows [Wi-61]:

/ = I £ fi&TT) HL^IZI in-*) (2.53)

where the quantities ^[i]iex\)(2i6i)-l] are (he partial wave amplitudes and the}y(cos<?)

the spherical harmonics. The 8[ are the phase shifts which contain the effect of the ac-

tual interaction which causes the scattering. The amount of inelasticity in each partial

wave is contained in the 77 or "elasticity" parameter. Of course, for pure elastic scat-

tering, r] is identically equal to 1. Equation 2.53 can also be written in terms of the

S-matrix. By combming Eqns. 2.7, 2.16, and 2.53, it can be seen that the 5-matrix is

given by

5 = e2'* (2.54)

where 8 is the phase shift operator. If one assumes charge-independence of the N — N

interaction, then in the collision of two nucleons, the total angular momentum J, total

spin 5, parity P = ( -1)^, and total isospin / are conserved. The orbital angular

momentum, L, is no longer a good quantum number. The Pauli exclusion principle

gives the condition of antisymmetry of states:

- 1 . (2.55)
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For the case of two protons in the spin singlet state, the orbital wave function can

contain only partial waves wilh even-L. If the two protons are in the spin triplet state,

only partial waves with odd-L are allowed. The same conditions hold for the case of

two neutrons. Therefore, any two-proton (or two-neutron) state can only be a linear

superposition of singlet atid triplet spin states in the series

XS, 3P, XD, 3F, '(7, 3H, ...., etc. (2.56)

where the states are defined by the following notation: 2S+lLj. Here 2s + 1 = 1

(2s + 1 = 3) denotes the spin singlut (spin triplet) state. The total angular momentum

value of the state, J, has been omitted.

For neutron-proton scattering, because the particles are different, there are no sym-

metry requirements; therefore, the np system can be a linear superposition of any of

the spin singlet or triplet states:

*S, 3 5 , lP, 3 P, lD, 3D, *F, 3F, lG, 3G,....,etc. (2.57)

The presence of both spin singlet, and triplet states corresponds to the presence of both

isospin-singlet and isospin-triplet states.

Since parity is conserved, there can be no transitions between singlet, and triplet

states since these always have opposite parity. Transitions can occur, however, between

states of different orbital angular momentum but the same J and parity. It. is easily

possible to define phase shifts for all initial states which cannot, change their L values.
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The triplet spin states having Leven > 2, however, can undergo i-mixing transitions. It

is necessary to define quantities which give the degree to which the mixing occurs and

to define the phase shifts for these states. This is accomplished through the S-matrix

formalism.

Because the orbital angular momentum, L, is no longer a good quantum number,

the S-matrix is not diagonal with respect to L. It is necessary therefore, to express the

partial waves in terms of the total angular momentum J. For a given / , there are in

addition to the L = J states, two triplet states with L = J ± 1 which couple to each

other. These correspond to two outgoing elastic scattering channels having the same

properties. These channels are connected by a 2 X 2 submatrix, Sj, of the full scattering

matrix. This submatrix is defined by

/

?J-i,J -R3

~RJ RJ+I,J

where the RJ and Rj±itj are the partial wave amplitudes. If there are no inelastic

channels, Sj is a symmetric unitary 2 x 2 matrix which can be diagonalized using the

parameterization of Stapp et al. [St-57]

/ \

Sj - 1 =

Sj =
0

0 tsin(2fj) cos(2ej) 0
/

where the hj-\j and Sj + u are the "nuclear-bar phase shifts" and the fj are the "mixing

parameters". The case where inelastic channels are open is even more complicated.
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As described earlier, it is possible to express the helicity amplitudes in terms of

singlet and triplet partial waves. Let the partial wave amplitudes be defined as by

Scotti and Wong [Sc-65]:

Rj = ~(VJe2iS'-l) (2.58)

RJ,J = l.(riJje2iS" - 1 ) (2.59)l.(
(2.60)

Rj+\,J = ^[»?J+i,j(cos(2ej)exp(2^j+lij)-l)] (2.61)

RJ = ^sm(2ej)exp[i(6j_ltj + 6j+lij + TiJ)] (2.62)

The first equation above is the singlet amplitude, the second is the uncoupled- triplet

amplitude, and the last three are the coupled-triplet amplitudes. The last equation is

sometimes also called the "mixing term". The partial wave expansion of the s-channel

helicity amplitudes is given by [Go-60]:

<̂ i = r E./{(2J + 1)RJ + JRJ-I.J + (J + 1)£J+I . / + 2[J(J + l)]llaRJ}Pj (2.63)

<t>2 = I E . ; { - (2^ + i)R.J + JRj-i.r + W + i)Rj + i.J + 2[J{J + W-R'yPj (2.64)

^3 = £ £.,{(•/ + l)Rr-i.r + JRj+i.j - 2[J(J + I)}1'2*' + (2J + l)J?7.j}df1 (2.65)

= r ZAV + l ) ^ i 7 + JRi+i.j - 2{J(J + l^^-R1 - (2J + l)Rj.i}diu (2.66)

i.7 - *J+i..r) + ̂ ' K , • (2-67)
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Here A- is the cm. momentum, Pj is the usual Legendre polynomial, and

rf"> = 2.7 + 1

where z = cos# and 0 is the cm. scattering angle. By using Eqns. 2.63-2.70, it is pos-

sible to express the observables (Eqns. 2.33-2.38) in terms of a partial wave expansion.

As can easily be seen, the expressions for the observables will be rather complicated and

will not be given here. For the case of an inelastic scattering observable, the situation

is even worse since, in general, there are more than five amplitudes involved.

In the beginning of this section it was mentioned that various theoretical inputs

and constraints are generally used in each partial wave analysis to limit the number of

partial waves used in the expansion. Meson exchange calculations are generally used to

determine the cutoff of the partial wave expansion. Of course, this cutoff varies from

one analysis to the other. These are also used to determine the long-range part of the

N - N interaction. At energies below the pion production threshold (T ~ 3Q0A/el"),

the amplitudes must be purely elastic. Continuity constraints are also applied to the

phase shift parameters in order to require a smooth energy dependence.

It was pointed out by II. Spinka [Sp-84] that in order to fully determine a partial

wave amplitude with total angular momentum J, at least J angles must be measured.
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This is because, for a given angular momentum ./, the order of the Legendre polynomial

in the partial wave expansion (see Eqns. 2.68-2.70) is of order J or ./ ± 1. This point

further complicates the situation from both an experimental and partial wave analysis

point of view.

The main purpose of this section was to give the reader a sense of the complexity of

the partial wave analysis and the extent to which additional inputs are required in order

to actually perform the analysis. For the explicit theoretical inputs and constraints used

by the various partial wave analyses, the reader is referred to the works of Arndt et al.

[Ar-87], Bystricky et al. [By-87], and Iloshizaki [Ho-68], for example. Each author gives

a description of both the theoretical assumptions and the global fitting procedures they

use. It was recently pointed out by Sprung and Klarsfeld [Sp-88a] that perhaps one of

the largest sources of discrepancy between the various partial wave analyses is due to

their being based on different j'arameterizations of the coupled states.



CHAPTER 3 DIBARYONS

3.1 Introduction

As discussed in Chapter one, one of the motivations for doing the experiment discussed

in this dissertation is the possible existence of non-strange diharyons in the N -N sector.

The following sections will describe some of the criteria used to define a resonance, some

of the experimental evidence for dibaryons in jV - TV scattering, and the connection

between dibaryons and spin-spin correlation parameters.

3.2 Kinematics of a Resonance

The partial wave amplitudes defined in Eqns. 2.58-2.62 can be displayed in an Argand

plot, as is shown in Fig. 3.1. Any partial wave of angular momentum J which shows a

rapid increase of its phase 6 by an increment AS =s ir (counterclockwise in the Argand

plot) on top of a smooth background is considered to show resonance-like behavior.

A rapid increase in phase means rapid relative to a typical energy scale; in this case

the hadron masses. And of course, the resonance may be elastic or inelastic with the

32
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requirement that the sum of the partial widths be equal to the total resonance width

[Lo-85J.

The Breit-Wigner form for a resonant elastic partial wave with a resonance at cm.

energy ER, elastic width Fe(, and total width F is

bR - t, - ji

where E is the cm. energy [PDG-86]. This expression will give a circle in the Argand

plot with center \xe\ and radius \x(i where xci — Fej/F. The amplitude will have a

pole at E - ER - | F .

Above the pion production threshold, the formalism must include the inelastic chan-

nels which contribute to the background. In order to determine whether resonance poles

exist, various theoretical assumptions regarding the form of the inelastic contributions

must be made. These, of course, reflect the tastes and philosopliies of the individual

doing the analysis. Additionally, there are various approaches; some use the 5-matrix

formalism, some the T-matrix, some the M-matrix, etc.

Using the formalism, for example, of Bhandari [Ba-82] and expressing the elastic

5-matrix element as a product, of a resonant part SR and a background SB, the elastic

partial wave amplitude in terms of the T-matrix can be written as

T = ^{SBSR - 1) = SBTR + TB (3.2)

where TR = ±(SR - 1) and TB = 1\{SB - !)• In terms of TJ and S, S = SBSR = »/e2'*.
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Figure 3.1: Argand plot of partial wave amplitude.
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The Breit-Wigner form of the resonant partial w?we is given by

where the index j sums over all the inelastic channels. The elastic and inelastic phase-

space factors, $ e and $j, are real functions of the cm. energy. Here 7e and fj are

real coupling parameters. Specific forms of the background 5-matrix elements, 5 B , and

both the elastic and inelastic phase-space factors must be assumed.

The procedure to determine the resonance parameters typically consists of fitting

the N — N partial wave phases (6), for a particular resonance candidate, as a function

of energy with the Breit-Wigner form of Eqn. 3.3. More (less) inelastic channels are

included (omitted) until the best fit is achieved. The mass of the resonance, m.R,

corresponds to the real energy at which the real part of the denominator in Eqn. 3.3

vanishes. This energy corresponds to the position of the resonance pole and is generally

found by some iterative numerical method. The full width of the resonance is given by

TR = - 2 Irn(ER -E- iTe
2*e - i £ 7?*,-) . (3.4)

i

The ratios of the partial widths to the full width are

It is clear that the success to which such procedures as this are able to fit the

phases is determined by one's ability to calculate the phase-space factors for the various
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inelastic channels. It has been shown by various analyses that in general all dibaryon

candidates in the N - N sector must be highly inelastic. It would be advantageous to

be able to separate the elastic and inelastic contributions experimentally. This idea will

be discussed more in Sec. 3.4.

3.3 Experimental Evidence

The first theoretical discussion of dibaryon resonances was probably given by Oakes

in 1963 [Oa-63]. The first experimental hints were in a Ap invariant-mass distribution

of Dahl et al. in 1961 [Da-61], and in the lDi state in a partial wave analysis of pp

elastic scattering by Arndt in 1968 [Ar-68].

In 1977, strong energy dependent structures were observed in polarized pp total cross

section measurements at the Argonne Zero Gradient Synchrotron (ZGS) [Yo-85]. These

observations rekindled interest, in the possible existence of dibaryons; especially since

no structure was observed in the spin-averaged cross section (Fig. 3.2). Additionally,

at about, the same time, Hoshizaki claimed to have found dibaryon resonances in his

partial wave analysis of pp scattering [Ho-77,78] and Jaffe gave a detailed discussion of

multiquark states [Ja-77]. Also in 1977, Kamae et al. suggested the possible observa-

tion of a dibaryon resonance in the reaction jd —> p^n [Ka-77]. The observed energy

dependence of the proton polarization could not be explained without the introduction

of a diproton resonance. However, there does not yet seem to be ageement among
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researchers in the field as to whether these resonances actually exist.

Figure 3.3 shows the Argonne ZGS data and additional measurements made later by

other groups. Figure 3.3a shows the total cross section difference for beam and target

spin orientations parallel and antiparallcl, but transverse to the beam momentum, for

pp scattering. This quantity is expressed as follows:

A * T ( p p ) = c T ( l \ ) - < ? ( } } ) . (3.6)

Figure 3.3b shows a similar cross section difference for longitudinal beam and target

spin orientations. The sudden rise in A<rx near 500jl/eV (1.15—^-) was found to be

caused by the possible resonance-iike behavior of the * D2 partial wave. Similarly, the

dip near 800Afer ( 1 .5 -^ ) in A<TX is due to the 3F3 partial wave. Figure 3.4 shows

the counterclockwise looping of these partial waves in the Argand plane as determined

by the partial wave analysis of Arndt [Ar-85].

It is clear now that there are distinct structures in the N — N partial wave amplitudes.

However, the question is whether these are caused by resonance poles in the complex

plane or possibly by some other structure in the scattering amplitudes. The idea has

been put forth [Kl-81,83] that the opening of inelastic channels such as NN —> NA or

N N —<• A A create resonance-like loops in the Argand plane when no resonance actually

exists.

In the past, several fits to the ] Di and ZF% partial wave amplitudes have been done.
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Figure 3.3: a) &<TT for polarized pp scattering, b) A<Tt for pp scattering.
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A) D-

I
102 0

B)

1.7

3F3

Figure 3.4: a) Resonance-like looping of the lD2 partial wave in the Argand plot, b)
Resonance-like looping of the 3F3 partial wave.
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Some of these report the existence of resonance poles [Ue-82, Kl-83] and some do not

[Ve-82]. It is, therefore, clear that the existence of dibaryons is still controversial.

3.4 Correlation Parameters and Dibaryons

In the intermediate energy region it is attractive to study the 1 = 0 observables when

looking for energy-dependent structure. For the 1 = 0 case, there are no threshold

effects to cloud the interpretation of the results in the 200 - 800Me^ energy region.

The inelastic channels, NN —* NA and N N —* nd, with their thresholds near 600 and

300MeV in the laboratory, respectively, can only occur through 1 = 1 states because

of isospin conservation. The NN —> AA threshold lies above lGeV and therefore also

can not contribute. If structure were to be seen in Acrx,(J — 0) or A<rj-(7 = 0), for

example, the controversy over the extent to which the inelastic channels contribute may

be settled. The spin-averaged 1 = 0 total cross section (Fig. 3.5) also shows little

energy dependence as does the 1=1 case, discussed earlier. It would therefore be no

surprise if some structure were seen in A<r/,(7 = 0) or A<Tr(7 = 0), as was the case for

/ = 1.

It is possible to express the elastic portion of Acrj and A<T£ in terms of the spin-spin

correlation parameters by

AaT(elastic) = - J(CM +Css^dSl (3.7)
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AaL(elas1ic) = -2 [ Cu^-dO. . (3.8)
J ail

These expressions apply to any isospin configuration. By using Eqns. 3.7-3.8 it is

possible to separate the elastic and inelastic contributions to Aai or Aa^. These

expressions are both important and useful because the / = 0 inelastic cross section is

poorly known [By-87}.

If data over the entire angular range (0° < 0c,n < 180°) existed for CNN, CSS, atid

CLL, the above integrals could be evaluated numerically. One possible procedure to do

so might be as follows:

1. Determine the functional form of C'LL^ in terms of Legendre polynomials.

2. Subtract off One-Fion-Exchange contributions at high partial waves.

3. Fit the data to the functional form over the angular range of the measurements.

4. Numerically integrate the fitted form.

At present, the smallest angle at which data exist is 0cm ~ 75°. This would cause a

substantial amount of the total elastic cross section to be missing from the integral; since

aiTas Peak s a t ĉin = 0°. This problem could be eliminated by additional measurements

of the spin-spin correlation parameters at smaller cm. angles.

If fits were made to the presently existing data, one particular constraint could

be used. If multiple solutions, all with good \ 2 , exist, then it may be possible to

eliminate some candidates based on their behavior near 0cm = 0°. Those fits which give
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5n> ^or example, would be rejected.

Finally, a few conunents about what one might expect to see in the data can be

made. If <r,nef ~ 0, then Tei = F, and the resonance form is given by Eqn. 3.1. If the

total width is not too large, this would result in a large peak in <rtot{J = 0), which is not

observed. ;i'<r,nc/ > 0, then F would be broad, and a large peak would not necessarily

be seen in crtol(np) or <rtot(I — 0). If the inelasticity were large and many resonances

occurred close together, compared with the total width, then this would complicate the

behavior of the partial waves.



CHAPTER 4 THE EXPERIMENT

4.1 Introduction

The experiment discussed in this dissertation was performed at the Clinton P. Ander-

son Meson Physics Facility (LAMPF) of Los Alamos National Laboratory. An overview

of LAMPF is shown in Fig. 4.1. An enlarged overview of area BR is shown in Fig. 4.2.

A polarized proton beam, in the energy range 500 - 800 MeV, from the LAMPF accel-

erator was transported through a liquid deuterium LD2 target, to produce a polarized

neutron beam, which was scattered from a polarized proton target. The momentum,

time of flight, and scattering angle of the recoil proton were measured with a spec-

trometer system consisting of the following components: a trigger scintillator (SI),

two multiwire proportional chambers (P0,P2), three drift chambers (P1,P3,P4), a large

aperture magnet (SCM105), and a scintillator hodoscope (S2). Figure 4.3 shows an

overview of the experimental set-up.

Table 4.1 shows the various spectrometer angle and target polarization combinations

which were used in this experiment. It also shows the spin-spin correlation parameters

45
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Figure 4.1: Overview of the Los Alamos Meson Physics Facility.
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Table 4.1: The experimental configurations used and the spin-spin correlation parame-
ters measured with each.

Spectrometer
Angle

10"

35"

35"
35"

Target
Angle

37.5"

37.5"

0.0"
0.0"

Neutron Beam
Energy

iS4MeV
634A/cK
7SSMeV
484AfeK
634MeV
788MeV
6MMeV
GMMeV

Parameter
Measured

€„„

' ' < W

€„„
CLL

wliich were measured. The case €„<, is essentially a linear combination of pure Css

CSL-

4.2 The Polarized Beam

A polarized proton beam at LAMPF is produced by a 50 nA Lamb-shift ion source

[Oh-70], shown schematically in Fig. 4.4. This source is located in the high-voltage

dome of a 750 keV Cockroft-Walton accelerator which is used as the injector stage of

the LAMPF linac.

In the source, a 500 eV proton beam is converted to a partially metastable H(2Si/2)+

H(lSi/2) atomic beam by means of electron capture while passing through a cesium-

vapor cell. The remaining charged particles are swept out of the beam, and the atomic

beam then enters the spin filter. The spin filter consists of a longitudinal 1608 MHz
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Figure 4.3: Overview of the experimental setup.
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Figure 4.4: Schematic reiw of the Lamb-ihift ion source.
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r.f. field, a 535 gauss solenoidal magnetic field, and a transverse d.c. field [Oh-69].

The presence of the electromagnetic fields "quenches" all the metastable 25j/2 atoms,

except those in one particular longitudinal spin state, to the IS1/2 ground state. This

process makes use of the three-level interaction discovered by Lamb and Retherford [La-

51]. The beam then passes into an argon cell where most of the metastable atoms are

ionized. Only very few of the ground-state atoms are ionized (becomes H~), but those

that are ionized limit the attainable beam polarization to approximately 90 percent.

The spin is then precessed 180 degrees by changing the solenoid field in the spin filter

and argon cell. The ionized beam (H~) is sent through another spin precessor to orient

the proton spin before injection into the accelerator.

The polarized ion beam (P~) is then accelerated to 750 keV in the injector (Cockcroft-

Walton) stage of the accelerator. Next, the beam is bunched and injected into the

Alvarez-type drift-tube stage. This stage is approximately 61 meters in length and

accelerates the beam to 100 MeV. The final acceleration is accomplished by a 0.8 km

long, 805 MHz side-coupled cavity accelerator section. The beam is accelerated to a

maximum kinetic energy of 800 MeV in this final stage. Specifications for the accelera-

tor can be found in Table 4.2 [Ro-85]. The P~ beam is sent from the beam switchyard

by bending magnets to line B, which leads to area BR, as shown in Fig. 4.2. It is

passed through a stripper foil to remove the electrons and then emerges in area BR,

just upstream of the liquid deuterium neutron production target {LDi), as the P+
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beam.

The P+ beam polarization is measured by two different techniques, the first being

the "quench" method. This technique uses a ratio of the quenched (/g) and the un-

quenched (I) beam currents to determine the absolute polarization of the beam. At

LAMPF, a polarized-quenched cycle operates continuously with a 60 sec period, asyn-

chronously with the usual 130 sec spin reversal cycle [Dy-82]. The quenched current

is measured by detuning the spin filter. The proton beam would be 100% polarized

(Pp = 1) if it were not for the small fraction of unpolarized ionized ground-state atoms

contributing to the total beam current. If this background (quenched) current, Ig, were

not polarized, then the beam polarization would be given by the ratio of the polarized

beam current {I - Iq) to the total beam current (/) [Oh-70] :

However, the quenched beam typically has a small polarization (Pq ~ -0.03) in a

direction opposite to that of the P~~ beam. Therefore, it is necessary to take a weighted

average of the two polarizations to obtain the true beam polarization:

P = PP
I~Y3- + Pjf. (4.2)

It should be noted that the beam is quenched for 10sec after every spin-flip. Signals

from the spin filter are available to the experimenter. The polarization determined by

the "quench" method gives a redundant check of the polarization as determined by the
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Table 4.2: LAMPF accelerator operating specifications.

Parameter

•Energy

•Intensity

•Extraction efficiency

•Energy spread at 1/2 max

•Duty factor

• R F power sources

Variable up to 800 MeV

1.2 mA operational capability
demonstrated; routine
operation at 0.8 to 0.9 mA

>99.8%

0.1%

>9%

Computer-controlled reliable
and stable i f power,
>80% beam availability

•Accelerator structures

•H* and H" beams

•Secondary beams

•Practical applications

At 1 mA. 6% duty factor.
— 30% of if power is
convened to beam power

Simultaneous dual-beam operation;
energy variability; 20 nA average
90% polarized H"

12 experimental ports plus
6 neutron lines at WNR

WNR; isotope production;*
pion therapy (successfully
initiated, now in abeyance);
and muon spin rotation applied
to condensed-matter studies.
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second method used, the beam line polarimeter.

R*( DETECT OR IMDETECT0R2) / 7 DETECTOR 2
L-(DETECTOR3MDETECTOR4) *fJ

DETECTOR3

POLARIZED
PROTON BEAM

DETECTORI

DETECTOR4

Figure 4.5: Line-B polarimeter just upstream of the LDi target.

The Line-B polarimeter (Fig. 4.5) is located just upstream of LB-BM-05, the final

bending magnet upstream of the LDi target. It consists of a polyethelene (CHt) target

and scintillator counters arranged symmetrically in both the horizontal and vertical

planes to measure the transverse polarization by detecting the scattered and recoil

protons in elastic scattering. The angular acceptance is broad enough to be usable over

the 300 - 800 MeV energy range without angle changes. It should be noted that the

acceptance is small enough, however, to reject most inelastic events. The polarization
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is determined by the relation

where A is the hydrogen analyzing power and e is the measured scattering asymtnetry.

Protons scattered from the CH2 target to both left and right are detected simultaneously

while flipping the beam spin every 130 sec. The left-right asymmetry, e is defined as

C ~ [L + R) {iA)

L is the geometric mean of the events scattered left [Mc-81a] while the beam spin is up,

L I, and right while the beam is down, R |; similarly

R = [(R \)(L l ) ] l (4.5)

Use of this averaging technique is known to cancel instrumental uncertainties to a high

order [Oh-73]. The left-right asymmetry is calculated for N-type beam. The up-down

asymmetry is calculated for S-type beam polarization, where L is replaced by U (up)

and R is replaced by D (down) in Equation 4.4. The analyzing power is well known

for pp elastic-scattering in the 500 — 800 McV range [Mc-8lb], with an average value of

0.5 ± 0.02 (see Fig. 4.6). The value of the beam polarization as determined by the two

methods generally agreed to within ±3%, however, the quench polarization was found

to be more stable as a function of time.

The spin direction is defined as shown in Fig. 4.7 where i-type (or longitudinal) is

along the direction of the beam momentum, N-type (normal) is up in the laboratory
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frame, and 5-type is sideways (Lx S = N). For oar measurements we used both N and

S-type orientations of the beam spin, as measured upstream of the Line-B solenoid.

The polarized neutron beam is produced by the charge-exchange reaction p + d —»

n + X with the P+ beam incident on the LD2 target. This reaction produces a neutron

spectrum at 0° with a sharp peak just below the incident proton momentum (see Fig.

4.8) and a well-separated inelastic background. Approximately 40% of the beam lies in

the region of the peak.

N
'V P

Figure 4.7: Orthogonal coordinate system used to define the proton beam spin direction.

A frontal view schematic of the LD2 target (looking upstream) is shown in Fig. 4.9.

A detailed description of the workings of the LDi target can be found in the thesis of
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Figure 4.8: Momentum spectrum of the neutrons produced by the polarized proton
beam at 0° incident angle.
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Figure 4.9: Schematic view of the Uquid deuterium target.
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C. Bjork [Bj-75]. Only a brief description is given here.

The target consists of a heat-exchange, forced convection loop with a helium refrig-

erator. The entire apparatus sits in a vacuum jacket which is part of the P+ beam line

vacuum system. It can be lowered (raised) by a stepping motor to provide the polarized

neutron (proton) beam to area BR.

The loop is pre-cooled by passing liquid helium through it prior to filling with

deuterium. Deuterium is brought in at a pressure of about 10 psig until enough has

condensed to fill the loop. The fan forces the deuterium past the He heat exchanger

(HEX) and circulates it through the loop. As heat is exchanged between the HEX and

the liquid deuterium, it is necessary to circulate helium between the HEX and a C'ryovac

helium refrigerator to maintain cooling of the deuterium. A heater is also part of the

loop. The heater is adjusted to compensate for the difference between the refrigerator

power and the P¥ beam heating rate and thereby maintain a uniform temperature.

The P+ beam enters the LD2 target through a 25/im thick Havar foil window and

exits through a stainless-steel window (75/rni thick). The window openings are 3.2 cm

wide and 15.24 cm long. The entrance and exit windows are separated by approximately

25.4 cm. This distance includes the bulging of the windows due to the fact that the

target is in a vacuum. This length of liquid deuterium at a density of 0.168^y results

in a 4.26 MeV energy loss for 800 MeV protons. There is also an approximate energy

loss of 0,3 - 0.4 MeV through the window material. Additionally, there is a kinematic
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energy loss of 7.2 MeV between the beam proton and the outgoing neutron. Combining

all these gives an approximate 12 MeV total energy loss for a P + beam energy of

800 MeV and an approximate 13 MeV loss for 497 and 647 MeV.

As mentioned earlier, both N- and S- type P~ beam spins were used. This spin is

precessed in Line-B by the Line-B superconducting solenoid [Ho-79] and bending mag-

nets such that by the time a proton reaches the LD2 target, the largest component of

its spin is in the -L direction. This is a necessary condition to produce a longitudi-

nally polarized neutron beam of the largest possible polarization. The longitudinal spin

transfer, KLL, to the elastically scattered Odeg neutrons is large and negative in com-

parison to the transverse spin transfer, A'JV/V- The energy dependence of KLL
 and A'/VTV

can be seen in Fig. 4.10. These spin transfer parameters were measured at LAMPF

by Chalmers et al. [Ch-85] at our three measurement energies, 497, 647, and 800 MeV

and earlier by Biley et al.[Ri-81] at 800 MeV. The neutron polarization components

are simply given by the expressions

PL = KLLPL (4.0)

P'N = KNNPN (4.7)

where Pj, and Pjv are the proton polarization components. The magnitude of the

polarization is therefore given by

P = (PlKlL cos2 6+ PJ,K%N sin* 0)* . (4.8)
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Figure 4.10: Energy dependence of the spin transfer coefficients, KtL *nd KftN, »t 500,
650, and 800MeV.
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Since the transverse spin transfer is small, a small transverse polarization in the protons

tends to be washed out in the neutrons produced. When calculating the spin-spin

correlation parameters, corrections must be made for the N-component, of the beam

spin. These corrections will be discussed later.

The charged particles produced and the noninteracting P+ beam are swept out by a

dipole magnet, and the neutron beam passes through a 4 meter long, 2.54 cm diameter,

stainless steel and lead collimator before emerging in the experimental area. For a 20 nA

primary proton beam, the neutron flux is ~ \QArt/sec In a 3 cm spot at the polarized

target. The beam spot size was roughly measured by placing a polaroid film on the

downstream side of the target, in the beam. An image of the target was formed on the

film by the secondary charged particles produced in the target.

4.3 The Spin Precession Magnets

Two spin precession magnets, LOnRAlNE and CASTOR, were used between the

collimator and the polarized target, to orient the neutron beam spin in a desired direc-

tion. LORRAINE was also used to sweep out charged particles produced in the CH2

target of the front beam monitor, FMON, which is described below. LORRAINE and

CASTOR had effective lengths of ~ 110cm and ~ 187cm, respectively. The setting

of these magnets for particular polarizations was accomplished through the use of the

polarimeter JPAN.



JPAN was very much like the Line-B polarimeter described earlier. Fig. 4.11 shows

the detector configuration and logic diagram for JPAN. To determine the ideal magnet

current settings for a desired beam polarization, a CRi target was installed in JPAN

and a magnet sweep was performed for each energy-polarization combination prior to

data taking. The sweep consisted of measuring the up-down ((ud) and the left-right

(€;r) scattering asymmetries as a function of magnet current. For example, for a desired

L-type beam polarization the ideal magnet current setting would be one which would

give fir ~ eurf ~ 0. Figure 4.12 shows euj vs. magnet current for a typical sweep at

788A/fV\ To arrive at the best value for the magnet current, a least-squares fit to a

cosine form of the plotted asymmetry values was performed and the current intercept

point where e was a maximum was determined.

For S-type beam polarization, the magnet, current was chosen such that e,,j was

a maximum. Some uncertainty in the position of the maximum existed since often

the measured peak was broad or not enough measurements were taken to accurately

define the peak. The effect of this and its corrections for the CSL measurements will be

discussed later. A discussion of spin precession is given in Appendix D.

4.4 The Polarized Target

The polarized proton target (PPT) consisted of a complex set of components: ?

magnet (HERA) surrounding the target, the target cryostat and liquid helium systems
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to cool the target, microwave electronics to polarize the target, a nuclear magnetic

resonance (NMR) system to measure the target polarization, and a target monitoring

system to monitor target temperatures, pressures, and coolant flows. All critical target

controls and monitors were located outside the experimental area, in a separate trailer,

where they were easily accessible at all times.

4.4.1 Dynamic Nuclear Polarization ( D N P )

The PPT was a continuously polarizing-type target, utilizing the technique of dynamic

nuclear polarization as discussed by Abragam [Ab-78]. This process utilizes the dipole-

dipole interaction between the spin of the proton and that of a free radical in the target-

material. A free radical is an atom or molecule having a large magnetic moment due to

an unpaired orbital electron. A general discussion of the DNP process is given below.

Figure 4.13 shows an energy level diagram for the spin-spin interaction of the proton-

free radical system in an external magr ?tic field. The energy splitting between slates

"a" and "b" ("c" and "d") is due to the proton spin orientation. Likewise, the splitting

between states "a" and "c" ("b" and "d") is due to the spin orientation of the unpaired

electron. This energy splitting due to electron spin is approximately 1000 times larger

than (hat due to the proton spin. Transitions I, II, HI, and IV are allowed transitions.

Transitions V and VI are forbidden; that is, they occur with very low probability.
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These transitions require a "spin flip" of both the proton and the unpaired electron.

The relative population, P, of each state is determined by the Boltzmann distribution,

P « cxp[~(fie+ftp)B/kT] where fie and fip are the electron and proton mageticmoments

respectively, B is the magnetic field magnitude, k is the Boltzmann constant, and T is

the temperature of the target material. To get a high degree of polarization one requires

a high magnetic field and a low temperature.

When the target material is placed in the external magnetic field, the proton and

electron spins align themselves either parallel or antiparallel to the field direction. At

this time the populations of states "a" and "b" are approximately equal. For state

"a" the proton spin is parallel to the field and for state "b", antiparallel. To obtain

a high polarization, either parallel or antiparallel to the field, it is necessary to over-

populate state "a" or state "b". This overpopulation is achieved by stimulating one of

the forbidden transitions (V or VI), which is then followed by a rapid decay through

transition I or II to state "a" or "b". A microwave source is used to cause the electron

spin to flip. Because angular momentum must be conserved, the proton spin also flips,

causing the transition to a forbidden state. The microwaves therefore "pump" these

transitions. Without this pumping, a net polarization of only about \% is achieved. To

achieve polarizations of 70 - 80% this pumping method must be used. For example, to

overpopulate state "a", transition V is stimulated by applying a microwave frequency

(ue - i/p), where ve is the frequency required to flip the electron spin and vp is the fre-
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Figure 4.13: Energy level diagram for the spin-spin interaction. The allowed and for-
bidden transitions are shown.
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quency required to flip the proton. To overpopulate state "b", a microwave frequency

(j/e + vp) is applied to stimulate transition VI, which is followed by the rapid decay by

transition II. Therefore, it can be seen that the direction of the proton polarization can

be changed merely by changing the microwave frequency by ±2vp and that no change in

the magnetic field is required. Typical values of ve and up are 70 GHz and 53.2 MHz,

respectively (for B « 2.5T).

4.4.2 The Polarized Target Magnet (HERA)

The HERA magnet consisted of an iron-free Helmholtz coil configuration. This super-

conducting magnet and the 3He refrigerator were constructed at the CEN laboratory at

Saclay, France, and had been used in previous experiments there [Au-72]. Modifications

made to the magnet at LAMPF are discussed by Auer et al. [Au-83]. It produces a 25

kilogauss (2.5 tesla) field, uniform to within 4.5 gauss in a sphere of 5 cm in diameter

[De-67]. In order to allow for the detection of scattered particles, the magnet provides a

free, unobstructed cone of 90° opening angle with respect to the polarization direction.

For pure C'LL measurements, the magnet was positioned with the field (polarization) di-

rection along the beam. For pure CSL measurements the field was also along the beam,

causing a rotation of the beam spin. The magnet was also rotated at an angle of 37.5"

with respect to the beam to allow measurement to be made of a linear combination of

Css and CSL- Because of the limited opening angle, it was not possible to rotate the
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target to a pure 5-type orientation and measure Css for laboratory angles smaller than

9 = 45°.

The HERA field rotates the scattering plane by causing the outcoming recoil proton

trajectory to bend. The total bend angle (radians) is given by the expression:

cfBldl , .
®ber,d = ~ (4.9)

P

where c is the velocity of light (m/sec), p the particle momentum (MeV/e), and J B 1

dl the component of the field perpendicular to the momentum integrated along the

trajectory (kG - m). For a trajectory entering the magnet between the coils and passing

to the magnet center, the / B 1 dl — 4.935fcG - rn. This value was determined by

mapping the field of the magnet and summing the B 1 AZ values along this path. An

800 MeV" proton would be bent approximately 6° in exiting the target. In addition, as

is expected, the HERA field precesses the spin of the incoming neutron when the field

is not along the neutron's incident spin direction. Corrections for both these effects will

be discussed later in the chapter on data analysis and reduction.

4.4.3 Target Cryostat and Liquid Helium System

The target cryostat. consists of two components, the 4He cryostat and the target

insert. A cutaway view of the target cryostat is shown in Fig. 4.14. The 4He cryostat

vacuum jacket is evacuated to a pressure of less than 10~6 torr to provide thermal

insulation of the cryogenics. It also provides the cooling power to liquify the 3He in
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the target insert. The target insert, consists of the 3He cooling system, which cools the

target to ~ 0.5°/v', and the target cell.

The 4He heat exchangers are located between the stainless steel inner and outer

walls of the cryostat. The inner volume of the cryostat is further subdivided by an

aluminum wall. The volume between this wall and the inner most cryostat wall is

maintained at approximately 10°K by the 4He system.

The target cell consists of a copper cylinder containing an inner Teflon cell which

holds the target material. The NMR coils support this cell inside the copper cavity.

The microwaves which are used to polarize the target are fed into the copper cavity by

a waveguide. A delivery tube allows liquid 3Hc to flow freely through the target cell.

The 4He system provides a bath of liquid AHe at a temj^erature of about 2°K to

liquify the 3He. This is accomplished by pumping on the system. The latent heat of

4He is about 5 joules/mole, and it takes an additional 400 joules/mole to warm the

cold gas to room temperature. As a result, there is a large amount of additional cooling

power needed to cool the 3He gas prior to liquification and to cool the heat shield.

Consumption of liquid 4He is generally less than 2 liters/hr.

The gaseous 3He is liquified and provides a bath to cool the target material to a

temperature below 0.5°K. The 3 / /e is costly, so it is flowed in a closed gas loop. In

the loop, it is liquified by thermal contact with the 4Hc, pumped out at low pressure,

cleaned and then recycled. The SHe pump system consists of several stages of Roots-
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type blowers (turbo pumps) coupled to a double-stage rotary vane backup pump. The

3He vapor pressure is monitored with a remote-sensing capacitance manometer.

4.4.4 Target Material

The target had a 3.7 cm diameter and a 5.5 cm length. Two types of target materials

were used during the experiment. During the CLL and CSL data taking, "magic beads"

were used and for the Css measurements, "super beads". The target material, "magic

beads", consisted of 85% ethylamine (C2NII7) and 15% borane ammonia (BH3NH3) by

weight. The atomic composition by weight, was as follows: 45.3% carbon, 5.3% boron,

33.2% nitrogen, and 16.1% hydrogen. The "super beads" had a larger percentage by

weight of hydrogen (16.8%) and contained the following percentages of impurity atoms:

23.8% carbon, 4.3% boron, and 54.6% nitrogen. Both target materials were doped with

a chroniate radical for polarization transfer. The materials were prepared in ~ lmm

diameter beads in order to improve thermal contact with the 3He bath and also to

dissipate the heat load of the absorbed microwave radiation.

A study of the effective bound-nucleon polarization arising from the polarized back-

ground nuclei (12C',14iV,9 B,10 B) of this target material was studied by Dan Hill and

Hal Spinka of Argonne National Laboratory. The details of their study can be found in

Appendix A. It was found that this effect contributes to less than 1% of the total target

polarization.
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4.4.5 The Microwave System

Microwaves with a frequency of 70 GHz are used to transfer the spin of the electrons to

the protons in the target material. The target spin is reversed or "flipped" by changing

the microwave frequency by 106.4 MHz.

The microwaves are supplied by a 40QmW carcinotron. The frequency may be

changed by adjusting the carcinotron. It is measured by either one of two adjustable

resonant cavities (wavetneters) coupled to a crystal detector. The wavemeters may also

be used to lock the oscillator frequency. To do this, one wavemeter is tuned to the opti-

mum frequency for positive polarization and the other for negative polarization. Control

is remotely switched from one wavemeter to the other to reverse the polarization.

An attenuator is used to adjust the level of microwave power at the target. It is

adjusted to optimize the target polarization. Enough power is required to saturate

transitions to the metastable state (section 4.4.1), but excess RF power causes unneces-

sary heating of the target beads which reduces the electron polarization. The absorbed

power may be measured by turning off the microwave source am> adjusting the joule

heating of a resistor on the target (placrd there for this purpose) to achieve the same

3He vapor pressure without adjusting the pumping conditions.
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4.4.6 The N M R System

The NMR system (Fig. 4.15) was used to measure the relative target polarization.

The detector used was similar to that of Court [Co-80]. This detector allows for making

very high precision measurements of the target polarization, using the ^-meter method

to measure the nuclear magnetic resonance of the polarized nuclei. Tliis method involves

having all of the polarized material within the inductive part of an LC circuit. The

resonance frequency of this circuit is adjusted to be the same as the NMR frequency

for the particular value of the external magnetic field being used.

The polarized nuclei have a complex magnetic susceptibility \{x = \' ~ fx") a n t l

therefore modify the inductance L of the circuit such that

V - L{l + 4irn\) (4.10)

where L' is the new inductance of the circuit-target system, and ij is the packing fraction

of the system.

The polarized nuclei therefore produce a change in the C?-value of the system, and,

therefore, a change in the impedcnce of the tuned circuit at the NMR resonance fre-

quency. Recall that the Q-value is a figure of merit of an energy storing system equal

to

Q — 2ir (ave. energy stored/energy dissipated per half cycle) (4.11)

which is equal to u>L/R for an inductor, where R is the equivalent series resistance.
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Figure 4.15: Schematic diagram of the polarized target NMR system.
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The energy difference between protons in the "normal" and "reverse" polarization

states is given by hu — 2ftpB. Transitions between the two are induced by pumping the

target material with an RF frequency u — 2(tpB/h = 106.4MHz. If the populations

of the two states are unequal, then the transit ions will occur from the most populated

state to the other in an attempt to bring the two populations to equilibrium, and hence

depolarize the target. As this occurs, energy is either released or absorbed from the RF

field, causing the amplitude of the signal to be modulated in proportion to the target

polarization.

The value of rj in general can not be determined, therefore the system is calibrated by

measuring the NMR signal of a target of known polarization. With the microwave source

off, the target is allowed to come to thermal equilibrium. The nucleon polarization is

then determined from Boltzmann statistics by knowing the magnetic field magnitude

and the target temperature. The magnetic field magnitude was known to better than

±0.01% and the target, temperature was measured indirectly to within ±0.1% using a

capacitance manometer to measure the 3He gas pressure at the target and converting

the pressure to a temperature.

The NMR. system consists of the R.F oscillator which drives two identical circuits.

One circuit drives the NMR coils, and the second acts as a dummy system for back-

ground subtraction. Two NMR coils are present in the target holder; however, only

one was used to measure the target polarization. A difference is taken between the coil
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signal and the dummy, which produce- random noise. This difference is (hen amplified

by a differential amplifier and processed with a signal averager. The detected signals

are then transferred to an on-line PDP 11/23 computer. The NMR software consists of

an integration routine, which integrates over a frequency range of 640kHz. Additional

routines are used to store the target polarization and to monitor the target microwave

frequencies. Typical uncertainties in the target pola-izations determined by this method

are on the order of 2 - 3%.

4.5 The Spectrometer

This was a single-arm experiment, in which only the recoil proton was momentum

analyzed. Kinematical constraints, which included the recoil angle of the proton, were

used to determine the missing mass of the scattered neutron. The measurements were

carried out using a large solid angle spectrometer. We were able to measure a 25° angular

region in the laboratory in a single spectrometer setting. Our momentum resolution

was on the order of 1-2 %.

The various detectors were rigidly mounted on frames attached to the spectrometer

magnet. (SCM105). This made it possible to move the spectrometer as a single unit.

The spectrometer magnet rode on air pads and was moved to three positions, with

respect to the beam direction, for data taking, which were 10.0°, 35.0°, and 57.5°.

The SCM105 position was surveyed after each time it was moved. It was found each
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time that the spectromter was not perfectly aligned with fhe scattering angle marks on

the experimental area floor. Corrections for this were made to the kinematics in the

data analysis and Monte-Carlo modelling. The various spectrometer components are

discussed in detail below.

Three helium gas bags were used between the chambers to minimize multiple scat-

tering. Small gas bags were vised between PI and P2, and between P3 and P4 and a

large bag was inserted into, and through the SCM105 magnet aperture between P2 and

P3. All three bags were made of polypropylene plastic with 0.05 mm mylar entrance and

exit windows supported by external wood frames. The small bags were fed continously

by a regulated He gas cylinder, while the large bag used the waste helium boiled off by

the polarized target cryostat.

As an aside, for future discussions, let us define the following coordinate system with

origin at the SCM105 magnet center: +z is downstream through the spectrometer, +x

is left, and +y is up. This defines a right-handed coordinate system.

4.5.1 Scintillators

Two scintillation detectors, Si, and the hodoscope, S2, were used as part of the

spectrometer. The signal from Si was used as a start pulse for the TOF measurements

between SI and S2. A fast coincidence between Si and S2 was used for charged particle

identification and as the fast trigger for the spectrometer.
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51 consisted of two 25.5 cm wide by 28 cm high plastic scintillators placed one next

to the other to produce a 51 cm wide by 28 cm. high scintillator plane. A photomultiplier

(PM) tube was mounted at each end of each scintillator in the vertical plane. The two

signals from each scintillator were discriminated and time-averaged.

52 was a 25-element scintillator hodoscope. Each element had a height of 112 cm, a

width of 13.3 cm, and a 1.27 cm thickness. Adjacent elements overlapped by approxi-

mately 0.64 cm. The time difference between signals from the top and bottom PM tubes

were used to determine a crude ^-position in the hodoscope. For the TOF measurement,

the top and bottom signals were time-averaged. It was also possible to obtain a crude

ar-position by knowing which element was hit. The z-resohition was then simply the

width of the element.

Additionally, S2 was displaced in the +x- direction by 56 cm to compensate for the

bend of the particle trajectories by the spectrometer magnet. Corrections of the TOF

were made based on which hodoscope element was hit.

4.5.2 Multiwire Proportional Chambers (MWPC)

Three MWPC's were used to obtain position information of a particle before it entered

the spectrometer magnet. P0 was located between the trigger scintillator (Si) and the

small drift chamber (PI), as can be seen in Fig. 4.3. P2 consisted of two MWPC's

(left and right, P2L and P2R, respectively), both located just upstream of the SCM105
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magnet. P2L and P2R were displaced by approximately 10 cm in the z-direction, with

P2R upstream of P2L. There was a dead spot in the center of P2 due to the overlap of

the frames of P2L and P2R. Because P2 was used in the trigger, this "hole" could be

seen in the chamber position and momentum histograms. Typical chamber efficiencies

for P0 and P2 were 84% and 92%, respectively.

All three chambers were identical, in that each had three sense-wire planes; an x, an

x' and a y-plane. Both P2L and P2R were square chambers with 256 wires with 2 mm

spacing per plane. P0 was a rectangular chamber having 256 wires in a; and 128 wires

in y. This gave an active area of 530 x 530mm2 for P2L and P2R, and 530 x 265mm2for

P0. The sense wires were 20/tm diameter gold-plated-tungsten [Ha-86]. Three additional

wires of increasing diameter were located parallel to the sense wires, near each edge of

the chambers, to prevent electrical breakdown at the G10 frame.

The spacing between a cathode plane and a sense-wire plane was 6.4 mm. Each plane

was supported in a separate G10 frame. The individual frames were bolted together

with threaded nylon rods and nuts. The entire assembly was sealed with silicon-rubber

glue (RTV) to make the gas seal.

The outer gas windows were 50/nn mylar covered with opaque mylar tape. The

cathode planes were 50//m aluminized mylar. The chambers were operated at local

atmospheric pressure, about 20% less than at sea level. The gas mixture used consisted

of a 65%-35% AT - CO2 mix with 0.4-0.5% Freon - 13 Bl (CBrF3) added to reduce
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chamber sparking.

The threshold on the electronics for these chambers was equivalent to 1 mV across

a 100Q input resistor [Ni-77]. The nun:ber of collected electrons per beam particle was

estimated to be 106 - 107. The operating voltage was approximately 4200 V, this being

100 - 200 V above the knee of the plateau curve.

Preampifiers for each sense wire were mounted on each MWPC. The preamp signals

traveled approximately 200 feet to the electronics trailer by way of a twisted-pair cable.

The signals were then fed to the amplifier cards.

The amplifiers were mounted on "sister" boards and were sensitive to signals over

5 ml ' . Eight chamber wires were connected to each amplifier card. The amplifier cards

contained eight amplifiers each, producing a fast OR output for each wire hit and a

latch that was continuously set by the fast-logic "STORE-DATA" pulse [Au-81]. Each

sister board contained two blocks of eight amplifier cards (128 wires), with the amplifier

bus hardwired between them. A circuit that gave the fast OR of all 64 wires on half a

sister board also existed. A set of these was used for the chamber read-out trigger.

When a trigger occurred, the "STORE-DATA" signal (N1M) was sent to all sister

boards and an ordered readout of all the cards began. The signals were sent to a

RCVR/XMTR, module where they were translated to TTL levels and then sent to the

CAMAC readout modules. The readout system is discussed in great detail by Nield

and Daly [Ni-77].
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4.5.3 Drift Chambers

A small drift chamber with an active area of 60 x 60cm2 was used upstream of the

SCM105 magnet. It consisted of three detector planes; x, x', and y. The wires of the x'

plane were offset by ~ 2mm with respect to those in the x plane. There were 76 wires

per plane, each spaced at 8mm, with a field-shTiping wire halfway between each pair of

sense wires. The sense (field-shaping) wires were 20/mi (25.4/tm) gold-plated tungsten.

There was a cathode plane between each sense plane. The cathode planes were

76.2/n?i aluminized mylar. The sense wire - to - cathode plane spacing was 4.76mm.

The outer windows were made of 254/tm mylar.

The gas mixture used, in parts per volume, was 7.5 parts Argon, 1.5 parts Isobutane,

1.5 parts Argon/4.5% Freon, and ethanol at 0°C vapor pressure. The chamber was

operated at local atmospheric pressure.

The readout system was based on the delay-line technique which determines which

wire was hit by measuring differences of propagation times [Mo-82]. The preamps used

on the delay lines had a gain of ~ 40. The signals went to Philips constant fraction

discriminators and LeCroy Research Systems (LRS) 2228A time-to-digital converters

(TDC's). The field-shaping was done using home-built differential amplifiers. It was

found that typical resolutions for this chamber ranged from 150ftm to 300/tm.

Two 3 x lm2 drift chambers (DC) were used for particle tracking behind the SCM105

magnet. The two chambers were identical in construction; however, P3 was constructed
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at New Mexico State University and P4 at Argonne National Laboratory. Typical

chamber efficiencies were 97% for P3 and 79% for P4. A much more detailed description

of these chambers is given by Ilaberichter et al. [Ha-88].

The chambers consisted of eleven wire planes mounted inside a gas-tight aluminium

box having two removable mylar, entrance and exit, windows. There were four sense-

wire planes and five cathode (HV) planes per chamber. There was a cathode plane

between each set of sense planes; however, the two outer wire planes were held at

ground potential.

The four sense wire planes defined four coordinates — x, x', u, and v. The x and

a-'planes were identical, but with x' displaced by half a wire spacing. The u(v) plane

was rotated by 17.63° counterclockwise (clockwise) relative to the vertical x wires. The

a- and x' sense planes had 160 wires with a 19.05 mm spacing. The u and v planes had

176 wires, spaced at 18.16 mm. Figure 4.16 shows a schematic diagram of the chamber

assembly. The field-shaping wires and sense wires were gold-plated tungsten, 76/mi

and 25/mi in diameter, respectively. The cathode planes consisted of 76//.m diameter

stainless-steel wire spaced at 2 mm intervals. For both P3 and P4, groups of 16 wires

were brought to connectors at the top of the gas box via a 34-conductor flat cable. The

entrance and exit windows were 7G//m mylar bonded to 13/<m aluminium. Thus, the

sealed system acted as a Faraday cage, minimizing external electrical noise pickup.

The readout system for P3 consisted of the LRS 4290 Time Digitizing System op-
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erating in the Common Stop mode. Amplifier boards with 16 channels of amplification

and discrimination (one TDC for each signal wire in a 16 wire group) were used. The

Autotrim feature of the 4290 system was used to determine the pedestals for the TUC's.

Figure 4.17 shows a schematic diagram of the 16-channel amplifier. In the Common

Stop mode, if a TDC was to get another start signal, after-pulsing could give rise to

incorrect, drift times. To eliminate this problem, the output of the AM685 discriminator

was latched to ~ 200 nsec width to ensure no accidental TDC starts.

The readout system for P4 was based on the technique of determining which wires

were hit by measuring differences of propagation times, as discussed earlier for PI.

For P4, each group of 16 wires was connected to a delay-line board. This limited

multiplicities to one hit per 16 wires.

Figure 4.18 shows a schematic diagram of the delay board. Chamber signals were

passed through a ground base input stage before tapping into the delay line. This feature

was found to be necessary, for such a large drift chamber, since the characteristics of

a delay line change drastically as capacitance is added at various places. At both the

left and right ends of the delay line, the signals were amplified and then sent, to LRS

623B, 620AL, or 620CL discriminators via RG58 coaxial cables. Next, each output was

fed into an LRS 2228A TDC with a 250psec resolution operating in the Common Start

mode. Additionally, each left output was fed into a CAMAC coincidence register which

was strobed by the trigger. The CAMAC electronics were read into the data acquisition
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computer through a BiRa Systems Microprogranunable Branch Driver (MBD) [Sh-74]

which was programmed to read only those left-right TDC pairs which were flagged by

the coincidence register. This technique minimized the number of drift chamber data

words transferred. A rather detailed study of the resolutions of both P3 and P4 was
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Figure 4.18: Schematic diagram of the delay-line boards used on P4.
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conducted. Some of the 634 MeV, 35° Cn data was used for this study. To measure

the chamber resolution, a residual, R, was calculated:

R - tcaic-z = z' + {mxs)-x (4.12)

where x and x' are the measured cordinates at the X and X' planes, s is the distance

between the planes, and m is the zz-slope. The slope, m, was calculated by an iterative

least-squares fitting procedure which is discussed in more detail in the chapter on data

analysis and reduction.

Figure 4.19 shows a typical distributions of R for P3 integrated over the whole

chamber. The chamber resolution is obtained by converting the FWIIM to a standard

deviation, corrected for contributions from both the A' and X\ planes. This method

gave calculated resolutions of 180 ± l//.m and 285 ± Ifim for P3 and P4, respectively.

4.5.4 The Spectrometer Magnet (SCM105)

A large 214 x 84c;7t2 aperture magnet was used to momentum analyze the recoil

proton. This magnet weighed approximately llOtons and was shipped from Argonne

National Laboratory to LAMPF. The coil assemblies consisted of two-layer pancake

wound coils combined in sets of six to make one upper or lower coil assembly. Each

coil had 240 turns having a resistance of 0.08940/mui. The magnet was operated at

2Uvolts D.C. and a current of 2000Amps.
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The maximum field strength attainable was 16.QKG; however, the magnet was

operated at lower fields during the experiment. For all energies (484,634,788Mel'r)

where the spectrometer angle was 10° or 35°, the SCM105 was operated at 200QAmps

which gave a field of ~ 15KG.

4.6 Beam Monitoring

Three monitors were used to meastire the relative beam intensity at various locations

— FMON, TMON, and BMON. Each monitor will be discussed in detail below. The

positions of these monitors with respect to the rest o[ the experimental setup can be

seen in Fig. 4.3.

FMON was the front beam intensity monitor. It was located between the exit hole

of the neutron beam collimator and the entrance aperttire of LORRAINE. Figure 4.20

is a schematic diagram of its detector configuration. It. consisted of a charged particle

veto scintillator (A), a CH2 block target which was used to produce charged secondary

particles, and various scintillator coincidence planes (M1,M2,M3). The block target

degraded the neutron beam intensity by ~ 10%.

Figure 4.21 shows the logic diagram for FMON. A bar above an expression indicates

the complement signal. The signals from all the individual detectors were discriminated

and sent to sealers. Various combinations of an anticoincidence in A (neutral particle)

and the other planes were also scaled. For instance, a quantity MTOT = MLT+MRTy
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Figure 4.20: Schematic diagram of the detector configuration for the front beam moni-
tor, FMON.
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Figure 4.21: Logic diagram for FMON.
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which is an OR of both the left and right coincidences in Ml, M2, and M3, was scaled.

MLT was defined to be MLT = A • Ml • M2L • M3 and MRT to be MRT = A • Ml •

M2R • A/3. Accidental rates were also scaled. These were produced by introducing a

60ns delay in the Ml output. The scintillator, A, had a resolving time of 30na, whereas

M1-M3 had 10ns resolving times.

The target monitor, TMON consisted of five scintillators arranged as shown in Fig.

4.22 TMON was located directly behind the FPT, along the beam line. This monitor

measured the flux of charged particles produced in the target and scattered in the

forward direction, which should be proportional to the incident neutron flux on the

polarized target. Again, as for FMON, the signals from T, TL, TR, TU, and TD were

discriminated and scaled individually. Additionally, coincidences of TL, TR, TU, and

TD with T were scaled. For TMON, accidental rates were produced by introducing a

64ns delay in the output signal from T. Coincidences between TU-TD and this delayed

signal were also scaled. For an S-type beam there was a measurable UD-asymmetry in

this monitor, as expected.

Unlike the other two beam intensity monitors, which measured a secondary charged

particle flux using relatively thin (~ lcm) scintillator detectors, the back monitor

(BMON) measured the relative neutron flux directly. The detector configuration and

logic diagram for BMON is shown in Fig. 4.23. A thin scintillator veto counter (V) was

used to reject events triggered by charged particles. The other two detectors (B1,B2)
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Figure 4.22: (a) Scintillator arrangment for TMON. (b) Logic diagram for TMON.
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Figure 4.23: (a) Detector configuration for BMON. (b) Logic diagram for BMON.
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were 60.96 x 25.4 x 11.43cm3 polystyrene scintillators with the 25.4cm thick edge facing

the incoming beam. Photomultiplier tubes were mounted at both ends of each scintilla-

tor (B1,B2). The signals from the two ends were discriminated before being combined.

An AND between BLL, B1R, and V was required to give a coincidence in Bl. A similar

AND was required for B2. The two outputs from these coincidences (V1LR,V2LR) were

then OR'ed together to give the final BMON output, BLR. This output was then scaled.

Accidental rates were produced by taking the OR of VlLR and V2LR delayed by 60TM.

The neutron detection efficiency of BMON was calculated to be approximately 27% at

800MeV.

4.7 Data Acquisition

The data acquisition was accomplished by using a CAMAC system interfaced to a

PDP 11/60 computer via a microprogranunable branch driver (MBD). The software to

control the MBD and computer was written using the LAMPF "Q-System" [LA-85], a

general data analysis and acquisition system. The particular version of the "Q" which

was used was based on the DEC RSXll-M operating system. A special CAMAC unit,

called the LAMPF trigger module (LTM) was used to signal the MBD that a certain

type of event had occurred. The MBD read in a specific set of CAMAC' registers and

transferred the data to the computer when a signal for a particular event type was

received. The raw data were then written to tape. The computer was operated in the

i
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"may process" mode during data taking. This meant that first priority was given to

writing the raw data to tape, and during any computer idle time some data would be

processed. For the off-line analysis, the analyzer program was run in the "must process"

mode, requiring all events to be procesed. A description of the event trigger logic is

given below.

4.7.1 Event Trigger Logic

The event trigger logic was used to define and trigger LTM events. It was separated

into two parts, the spin gated run control logic (SGRC) and the EVENT 9 logic.

The SGRC logic was needed to trigger LTM EVENTS 7 and 9, as well as to monitor

the status of the run and beam, and to define a number of CAMAC sealer inhibits. These

signals were provided by a pair of LAMPF gate generators (LGGl, LGGl). EVENT 7

read in and cleared the CAMAC sealers at every beam spin change or at the end of a

run. EVENT 8 read the target polarization every 10 minutes, as the signal was sent

from the polarized target monitor/control computer. A schematic diagram of the SGRC

logic is given in Fig. 4.24. The beam gate (BG) signal, sent from the central control

room (C'CH), was held true throughout the duration of each accelerator macropulse.

The polarized beam gate (POL) was held "true"' for polarized beam and "false" when

the proton beam was in the quench mode. This signal came from the ion source. The

LGGl run gate (RG) was set true by a signal sent from the data acquisition computer
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at the start of a run and set false at the end. LGG2 was also reset at this time. Two

additional siganls, N and R, were also sent from the ion source to indicate whether the

polarization was normal (N) or reverse (R) with respect to the direction of the beam

momentum. Both N and R were false when a spin change was in progress. It should be

noted that when the N and R signals changed, during a spin change, a noise signal was

generated. A IQsec monostable (oneshot) pulse was added in order to prevent multiple

EVENT 7 triggers by this noise. After being inverted several times, The N and R

signals were routed to the LGG2 start and stop inputs, respectively. These states were

read through a Kinetic Systems 3420 input gate and used to identify the spin state of

an event. In addition, these signals were also used to determine which buffer to add the

sealer values to. N and R were ; 'so AND'ed together with a 10KHz clock to generate

normal and reverse clock signals.

Various sealer inhibit signals were generated by the SGRC logic. The P inhibit was

used by the EVENT 9 trigger logic which will be discussed in the next section. The

master inhibit, / = P + EVTi busy, was used to control data taking.

4.7.2 The EVENT 9 Logic

The EVENT 9 logic was used to trigger an LTM EVENT 9 whenever a fast coincidence

between the trigger scintillator (Si) and the hodoscope (S2) occurred. A logic diagram

for the EVENT 9 logic is shown in Fig. 4.25. An OR of elements 1-14 of S2 was taken
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using an LRS 429A fan-in. This signal was combined with (he left side of SI as a logical

AND. The S1LU (up) and S1LD (down) signals were discriminated and time-averaged

before being combined in a logical AND with S2. A similar situation existed for elements

11-25 of S2 and the right side of Si. A fast trigger {FSTRG) signal was produced by

the coincidence of S1L (SIR) and IIL (HB). This trigger was inhibited when the beam

was undergoing a spin change {P = POL • BG • RG • SC). The FSTRG signal was

fanned out and used to trigger TDC starls for the drift chambers PI , P3 and P4, and

the hodoscope. The FSTRG signal was also used in the fast trigger latch.

The fast trigger latch consisted of an LRS 364 4-fold coincidence logic gate with veto.

This module was operated in the standard 2 of 2 voter coincidence mode. The veto was

used to inhibit, or "latch", the reading out of the MWPC (P0,P2) information during

a computer busy state or during a TDC/ADC fast clear. Additionally, if the MWPC,

P2, did not fire and a FSTRG signal was received, the output would be latched. In this

respect, P2 was part of the fast coincidence trigger discussed at the beginning of this

section.

A master trigger, MTEG, was used to signal an EVENT 9 and to set the MWPC

gate to read out the PO and P2 information. MTRG consisted of an AND of the

MWPC fast OR and the FSTRG. It should be noted that the FSTRG, FSTRG latch,

and MTRG signals were also scaled for diagnostic purposes.
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CHAPTER 5 DATA ANALYSIS

5.1 Introduction

Both the data acquisition and analysis were carried out using the LAMPF standard

data acquisition and analysis package, as discussed in the last chapter. It is a flexible

system which allows the user to incorporate analysis subroutines which are uniquely

required by a particular experiment. It also allows the user to set up multi-dimensional

histograms and dot-plots, in addition to allowing logical tests on the data.

The analyzer software used for this experiment (E770) was a modified version of

that used for experiment. E665, which is discussed in the thesis of M.W. Rawool [Ra-

88]. Only changes in the software for E770, including those required to accommodate

the additional chambers - PO and P3, will be discussed in this chapter. For detailed

explanations of other software subroutines, see the aforementioned thesis.

This chapter will discuss the particular analyzer subroutines used to do particle

tracking and data reduction, kinematical and other constraints required, and the back-

ground subtraction techniques used before an asymmetry was calculated. Corrections

104
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of the data for systematic effects will be discussed along with a treatment of both

statistical and systematic errors.

5.2 Particle Tracking

For this experiment, the E665 set-up was modified by adding two additional chambers

to the spectrometer. An additional MWPC, P0, was added in the front close to PI ,

and P3, another large drift chamber, was added in the rear, as shown in Fig. 5.1. This

combination produced a redundancy in the number of chambers required to determine a

track both in front of and behind the SCM105 magnet. As a result, it was not necessary

for all chambers to fire in order to produce an event that could be reconstructed.

Table 5.1 shows the possible chamber combinations used to determine the bend

angle in the spectrometer. For the case where there was not enough P2 information to

construct a coordinate, the two chambers in the rear were used to project to a point

at the center-plane of the spectrometer magnet, (see Fig. 5.1). This point and the

coordinate in either P0 or PI were then used to construct a track in the front.

Table 5.1: The allowed chamber combinations for reconstruction of a particle track.

Front
CJuunbers

POor PI, P2
POor l ' I

POor PI, P2

Rear
Chambers

P3, P4
P3, P4 "'

Pi
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Figure 5.1: Typical reconstructed track using a point projected to the center-plane of
the spectrometer magnet from the slope calculated in P3 and P4.
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When there was not enough information in P3 to construct a coordinate, he tracking

scheme incorporated in E665 was used: the front chambers P0 or PI, and P2 were used

to construct a track in the front and to project to a point at the center-plane of the

magnet. This point and the coordinate in P4 were then used to construct a track in

the rear. If there was "good" chamber information in all three chambers in the front,

then a least-squares fit to the three points was done to determine the slopes. What is

meant here by a ''good" chamber is that there was enough information to determine an

x- and y-position in that chamber. A "good" chamber in the rear meant that at least

three of the four planes in P3 or P4 fired.

The x and y tracking were done independently in the front. This meant that different

chamber combinations were used to determine the xz- and t/z-slopes. The tracking in

the rear was a bit more complicated.

The tracking scheme in the rear used wire position and drift-time information from

P3 and P4 to determine a track for a given event. This information was used to extract,

the position of the particle as it passed through each plane of a chamber. For the

case where both P3 and P4 were "good", the information in these two chambers was

sufficient to determine both the rear xz- and yz-slopes as well as the position at the

midpoint of each chamber. Because of the construction of these drift chambers, it was

necessary to have information in both the U- and F-planes in each chamber in order

to be able to determine a y-position (see Chapt. 4, Sec. 4.5.3). However, if there was
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a "good" event in both the X and X' planes as well as in one of the others (U or V),

then a ^-position could be reconstructed. It was for this reason that at least three of

the four planes in a chamber were required in order to determine a track in the rear.

The algorithm used to determine the positions at each plane in P3 and P4 was as

follows: First, several least-squares fits to determine the combination of wires which

would give the best fit to a straight line were done. This was accomplished by looping

over all possible combinations of wires which fired and choosing the fit with the smallest

r.m.s. deviation. It was required that this r.m.s. deviation,*, be less than or equal to

(2.0m»n2) ' . The choice for this cut-off was determined by observing the x distribution

for a set. of runs. The cut-off point was chosen so as to eliminate the fits in the tail of

the distribution. Because it was possible for a plane to "misfire", occasionally it was

not possible to get a \ < (2.0mm2) by including all planes. In this event, a plane

was discarded and the fitting procedure repeated until a good \ value was obtained. It

should be mentioned that a maximum of four hits per plane was allowed. Finally, this

interative least-squares fitting procedure, using the previously determined wire position

information together with the drift-time information, was repeated to resolve the left-

right ambiguity associated with a hit and to obtain the slope.

The procedure described above was also used in the event that there was no good

information in P3. In this case however, a point at the center plane of the magnet (as

described earlier) was used to constrain the fit in P4.
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In the event that a chamber was not used in either the front or the rear due to lack

of chamber information, the coordinates for that chamber were mocked-up either by

interpolation or extrapolation. This was done primarily because certain chamber com-

binations were required to calculate the target and magnet-center projections. Addi-

tionally, these coordinates were required for the / Bydl parameterization of the SCM105

magnet, as described below, and for diagnostic purposes.

Tliese tracks in the front and rear were used to calculate the bend angle in (he

spectrometer and hence the particle momentum. The motion of a charged particle in a

uniform magnetic field is given by

0.3 J Bydl
p cos A = — (5.11

where A is the pitch angle out of the arr-plane. Here 9\ and 02 are the projections in

the scj-plane in front of and behind the SCM105, respectively. And of course, 62 — #1 >s

the bend angle. The front slopes are given by the following expressions, for example:

tan0x = *"» ~X j n (5.2)
ZP2 ZP\

tan ax = Vp2 " Vpi (5.3)
zP2 z P l

where tanai is the yz-slope. The rear slopes are given similarly by the following:

tan 02 = ^-JLiJ* ( M )
ZPi ZP3

tanoj = Vp< " yp3 . (5.5)
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The quantity pcos A is the projection of p in the a-z-plane, where cos A is given by

1 + tan2 fli
cos A = \ ~z— 5 — . (5.61

' ' 1 4 tan20tan2o V '

Tlie / Bydl for the SCM105 magnet was determined event-by-event using a polynomial

parameterization of the SCM105 magnetic field. Details of this parameterization are

discussed by M.W. Rawool [Ra-88].

With the allowed chamber redundancies it was possible to attain a typical recon-

struction efficiency of about 75%, as compared to about 40% for E665. By allowing

additional chamber combinations the overall resolution of the spectrometer was also

improved.

5.3 The Data Summary Tape (DST)

Because of the extensive computer CPU time required to decode all the raw chamber

information and do the particle tracking, the data analysis was carried out in two stages.

The first, stage consisted of making a data summary tape (DST) from a raw data tape.

In order to make a DST, the raw chamber information was decoded and the particle

tracking done. The beam and target polarizations, TOF, chamber coordinates, and the

front and rear slopes were then written to the DST event-by-event. Figure 5.2 shows

a flow diagram for the analyzer program used to make a DST. No kinematic or other

cuts were required to be passed in order for an event to be written to the DST, othrr
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than the \ requirement discussed earlier, and the requirement that enough information

exist such that the bend angle, scattering angle, etc. could be determined.

For each run which was replayed, an output file was produced which listed the

beam and target polarizaUons, the sealer outputs, various sealer ratios, the number of

particles which passed each analyzer software test, and a list of chamber and reconstruc-

tion efficiencies. Additionally, a histogram file was produced and stored on magnetic

tape which contained histograms of raw chamber information such as wire positions,

drift-time distributions, various residuals related to chamber resolutions, etc. These

histograms were saved for diagnostic purposes in the event that it was necessary to

determine whether or not a particular chamber was operating properly during that run.

Histograms of calculated quantities such as TOF, particle mass, momentum, etc., were

also saved.

The chamber efficiencies were calculat ed by taking the following ratio for each cham-

ber:

.-£
where NA is the number of events analyzed for that chamber and N is the number of

events with enough information to allow reconstruction of a position in that chamber. A

software test was applied which required both good front and rear tracking in addition

to good TOF information. The reconstruction efficiency was calculated by taking the

ratio of the number of events passing this test to the total number analyzed.
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Figure 5.2: Flow diagram of the analyzer program used to produce a data suiiunary
tape.
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By pre-analyzing the raw data and producing a DST, it was then possible to replay a

run which normally would have taken about 30 CPU minutes in about 30 CPU seconds.

This then made it reasonable to replay a run or set of runs several times under various

conditions in a manageable amount of time. In the final data analysis stage, cuts were

placed on various kinematic and other quantities for a replay of a run. These cuts were

then varied and the replay of that run repeated. Without the DST, this would have

been extremely time consuming and impractical, particularly since each raw data tape

contained three or four runs and there were several hundred data tapes.

5.4 Kinematics and Time-of-Fliglit

After calculating the momentum of a particle, various other kinematic quantities

were calculated by the analyzer program and liistogrammed. Because only the recoil

particle was detected, the missing-mass of the scattered neutron was calculated assuming

np elastic-scattering kinematics. This quantity was used to determine the spin-spin

correlation parameters.

If the incoming neutron kinetic energy, the scattering angle of the recoil proton, and

the recoil proton momentum are known, then it is possible to calculate the neutron

missing-mass. From conservation of energy, the total energy of the two-body system is

given by

Etot - Ep + Ebtam. (5.8)
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where

Etoam = Tb + mn (5.9)

and Ep = mp for a target proton at rest in the laboratory frame. TJ, is the beam neutron

kinetic energy and mn is the neutron rest mass. Note that for this discussion, c = 1.

The total energy of the recoil proton is given by

£ '=(™£+Pr 2 ) 1 / 2 (5-10)

where pT is the measured recoil momentum. Knowing Etot and E', it is possible to

determine the total energy of the scattered neutron by taking the difference:

Escatt = EM - E' (5.11)

From momentum conservation, the square of the momentum of the scattered neutron,

Plan = {Pb-Pr? (5.12)

= Pb + Pi ~ *PbPr COS 0 (5.13)

where 0 is the angle between the incident neutron momentum and the recoil proton

momentum. Since 9 and pr were measured, p,catt could be calculated. The peak beam

momentum was used for pi, to calculate the missing-mass. Neutrons originating from

the low-momentum tail of the neutron beam distribution had a shifted missing-mass

value and were therefore a source of background for our measurements. Additionally,
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charged particles other than an elastically scattered proton which were momentum-

analyzed in the spectrometer would have a smeared missing-mass distribution. This

will be discussed in greater detail in the next section. Once the scattered neutron

momentum is known, the missing-mass is determined by

»*' = £.««-*£»«• (s-w)

Figure 5.3 shows the kinematics as defined in both the laboratory and center-of-inoinentum

(cm.) frames.

In order to be able to bin the missing-mass by cm. angle, it was necessary to

calculate the cm. angle event-by-event for the recoil proton. This angle is given by

ffcm = tan-Vi/PH-cm) (5.15)

where P||_cm = i(p\\ - 0E') is the Lorentz transformed parallel component of the recoil

proton momentum in the laboratory frame. Beta (/3) is the cm. velocity given by

0 — pbl Etot and 7 = ( l - / ? 2 ) ~ 1 , a s usual. The parallel and perpendicular components

of the momentum are given by

p± = pT sin# (5.16)

Pll = pr cos0 (5.17)

where 6 is the scattering angle discussed earlier. In the final analysis, which will be

discussed in detail later, the missing-mass was binned in 5" cm. angle bins to determine

each C'ij data point. The neutron cm. angle was given by 180° — 0cm.
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Figure 5.3: a) np kinematics in the laboratory frame, b) Kinematics in the cen-
ter-of-momentiun frame.
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In addition to the missing-mass and the scattering angle, the x-, y-, and z-target

projections were calculated. The y-t.arget projection was calculated as follows:

where zt is the target z-position in a coordinate system whose origin is at the SCM105

magnet center and xpi is the PI .r-position, etc. The y-target projection was calculated

in the same way by replacing the a'-coord inat.es by y. The z-target projection was

calculated by

:(orSe( ~ -̂ p2 (5.19)
3 pi ~ ap2

Figure 5.4 shows typical target projections. Cuts were made on these project ions in the

final data analysis.

Because of the redundant chamber combinations, it was possible to calculate a dif-

ference (DXTT, DYTT) between the point projected from the front chambers to the

magnet, center-plane and the point projected from the rear. This difference was an

indication of how good the matching of the two trajectories was at the center-plane of

the magnet. Figure 5.5 shows typical DXTT and DYTT distributions. The distribu-

tions were Gaussian, as expected, with typical standard deviations of 2mm and 3mm

for DXTT and DYTT, respectively. For an event having only one chamber in the front

or the rear, and where the magnet, center-plane point was used to calculate the slope,

DXTT or DYTT was set identically to zero, which produced the spike at DXTT=0 in
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Figure 5.4: Typical target projections. Units are in tenths of a millimeter, a) z-target
projection, b) y-target projection, c) z-target. projection.
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Fig. 5.5a.

The TOF method was used for particle identification. The (3 of a charged parti-

cle passing through the spectrometer could be determined if the TOF and the mean

pathlength travelled were known, by the following expression:

Hfs?- (5-20)

As mentioned earlier, the TOF was measured between the trigger scintillator, SI, and

the scintillator hodoscope, S2. The mean pathlength A/ was calculated by knowing

the front trajectory and which hocloscope element was hit. The front pathlength, AIF,

was determined by projecting a line from the target to the center-plane of the SCM105

using the known P2 coordinates. The front pathlength was then calculated as follows:

ix)* + (Ay)2 + (Az)2 (5.21)

where Ax = a-3Cm - xtaTget, etc. The rear pathlength, AIR, was calculated similarly

using the SCM105 center-plane position and the position of the hit hodoscope element.

The total mean pathlength Al was given by the sum of AIF and AIR. The particle

mass was calculated using the measured momentum from

rn = JL (5.22)

1/2

Figure 5.6 shows a typical particle mass spectrum. As is obvious, only protons and

deuterons are seen in the spectrum. Since pions have much higher values of (3 and
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Figure 5.5: a) Magnet center-plane matching in x. Unit* are in tenths of a millimeter,
b) Magnet center-plane matching in y.
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therefore have a much smaller TOF, it was possible to cut out this source of background

by an appropriate choice of hardware timing. The FWIIM of the proton peak for that

particular set of data typically ranged from 35 to 45 - ^ - . The TOF resolution can be

inferred from the mass resolution and was found to be better than ±2nsec.

The momentum resolution, -^, can be estimated from the missing-mass by the

6m = (6-^)JL\~-{mp^Eheam)~phcose\ (5.23)

expression:

As an example, for a particlar 634A/eV, 5° cm., angle bin with 6m = ±12^§^ , Ebettm -

1574J/cV, Pb = 1 2 6 2 ^ , and p = 1 1 0 0 ^ , the above expression gives 6f = ±1.25%.

Using Eqn. 5.22 one finds ^ ~ ^p which is consistent with the expression above.

5.5 Background Contributions

If one looks at Fig. 5.7a, which is a typical missing-mass distribution integated

over the entire acceptance of the spectrometer, one clearly sees that the data were

background-dominated. One sees a small peak near the neutron rest mass and a large

continum background. Figure 5.7b shows the missing-mass distribution for a pure car-

bon target. It should be noted that there is no neutron peak.

There were several sources of background for our experiment. First, because the

target, material was not pure hydrogen, but consisted of other elements such as boron,

nitrogen, and carbon, quasielastic scattering from bound nucleons in these effectively
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Figure 5.6: A typical particle mast spectrum determined from the measured particle
momentum and TOF showing both a proton and dcuteron peak.
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Figure 5.7: a) Neutron missing-matt for the poUrized target integrated over the entire
spectrometer acceptance, b) Missing-mass distribution for a carbon target.
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unpolarized nuclei contributed to the background. These quasielastic events originated

from both peak-energy and low-energy neutrons in the beam. Another contribution

came from the elastically scattered low-energy neutrons. Additionally, protons origi-

nating from various inelastic processes such as np —• PP"f~ also contributed.

A Monte-Carlo study was done to determine qualitatively where in the missing-mass

distribution each of these contributions would lie. Figure 5.8 shows the results of this

study for a fixed beam energy and scattering angle. As expected, the peak energy

quasielastics lie centered at the neutron mass, but with the distribution smeared by the

Fermi-motion of the bound nucleons. The low energy beam neutrons are shifted to high

missing-mass. Protons produced via the opening of an inelastic channel would have the

lowest scattered neutron energy and therefore would give the highest missing-mass.

The Monte-Carlo program assumed elastic-scattering kinematics. A quadratic form

was assumed for the low energy neutron beam distribution and a peak for the full

energy neutrons. The momentum of the outgoing recoil proton was smeared with the

spectrometer resolution, but no multiple scattering effects in the spectrometer or target

were modeled. To model the quasielastics, the target proton was given an arbitrary

momentum. The maximum proton energy and momentum at a fixed 0ja{, was calculated

for the inelastic reaction np —
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Figure 5.8: Results of the Monte-Carlo study showing the various modeled background
contributions.
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5.6 Final Pass Data Analysis

After having initially reduced the raw data to DST form, the final pass analysis was

done to calculate the spin-spin correlation parameters. The procedure used will be

discussed in its various stages in the next few sections. Figure 5.9 shows a flow diagram

for the analyzer program used at this stage of the data analysis. The program was

a modified version of that used for the first stage analysis, with calls to the chamber

decoding subroutines removed.

Using the "Q" test package, software tests were set up to allow binning of the data

by both cm. scattering angle and spin orientation of the target and beam. Figure 5.10

shows a cm. scattering angle distribution of the recoil protons for some 634MeF data

taken with the spectrometer set at 35° in the laboratory. The data were binned in 5°

cm. bins. The "hole" in the distribution is caused by the overlap region of the two

halves of the detector P2. It should be noted that the calculated laboratory scattering

angle was corrected for the target magnetic field effects, as is discussed in detail in

Chapt.6, before the cm. angle was calculated.

A software test which required beam and target spins to be either parallel (] | or | ])

or antiparallel (j J. or J. |) was made on the data. Histograms for events parallel or an-

tiparallel were made for each angle bin and these were added or subtracted appropriately

to calculate C'ij.
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Figure 5.9: Flow diagram for the analyzer program used to replay the DST tapes.
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Figure 5.10: A typical center-of-moni«ntuiu scattering angle distribution for a 35° spec-
trometer setting. Each channel corresponds to 0.1 degree.
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5.7 Cuts on the Data

Cuts were placed on various calculated quantities for Hie final pass data analysis.

These quantities included the x- and y-target projections, the magnet center-plane

matching (DXTT, DYTT), and the particle mass. The cuts were varied within each

data set and the final cuts were chosen such that the smallest statistical error bars were

achieved.

The purpose of placing cuts on the target projections was to reject events which did

not originate from the target. It was found that using a cut on the z-target projection

had no effect and was therefore not used. Figure 5.11 shows the final cut placed on the

ar-target projection for 634MeF, CLL a n c ' ('SL data. Events outside the markers were

rejected.

For the C'ss data where the target was rotated by 37.5° with respect to the incident

beam, the target projections were even more important. Figure 5.12a shows the avtarget

projection for the 634MeV, Css data, for a 35° spectrometer angle. Events originating

from the magnet coils and cryostat can easily be picked out as the smaller peak on the

right side of the large peak near x — 0. The final cuts which were used are also shown.

For the case of a rotated target and a 10° spectrometer angle (Fig.5.12b) the ^-target

projection looked somewhat different. Rather than having events which originated from

the magnet coils (or cryostat.) clearly separated from those originating in the target, the
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Figure 5.11: The x-targct projection cuts used for the 634Afel' daU.
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distribution was continuous with a long tail on the large-a; side of the peak. Additionally,

at the 10° spectrometer setting, because (be angular acceptance of the spectrometer was

so large, the unscattered portion of the beam went through the spectrometer. The beam

therefore also contributed to the tail in the distribution.

In order to separate the two sets of events, a pair of two-dimensional histograms

were set up. Figure 5.13a shows one of these two-dimensional histograms where the

^-target projection is plotted against the r-position in P i . It can be seen that there is

a large band of uncorrelated events (zero slope), wliich are assumed to originate from

or near the target. There is also a band of events with large non-zero slope. These

events were assumed to come primarily from the unscattered part of the beam. Shown

in the figure are boxes wliich are two-dimensional cuts on the data. Events outside the

boxes were rejected. A similar "box-cut" was made for the st-target projection and the

PO ^-position. A logical OR between the two sets of box-cuts was required so as not to

eliminate an event which missed the PO acceptance but was reconstructed using only

PI.

Figure 5.13b shows the x-target projection after the PO and PI box-cuts have been

passed. An ordinary cut was then made on this distribution. These cuts are also shown

in the figure.

Cuts on the magnet center-plane matching were made in a fashion identical to that

discussed for the target projections. Figure 5.14 shows the cuts used for the 484AfeV,
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Figfire 5.12: a) The z-targct projection for a rotated target and 35" spectrometer angle,
b) The z-target projection for a rotated target and a 10* spectrometer angte.
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Figure 5.13: a) Two-dimensional histogram of the Pi z-position vs. the *-target pro-
jection b) The x-target projection for only the events passing the box-cuts.
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Css data with a spectrometer angle of 10°.

The cuts on the particle mass were very loose. The limits for these were placed with

a minimum at bOOMev/c2 and a maximum at l500Mev/c2 for all sets of data analyzed.

These values were chosen so as to eliminate the deuteron background, but keep all

protons (background included). Figure 5.15 shows the particle mass distribution with

cuts.

5,8 Calculation of the Correlation Parameters

The spin-spin correlation parameters were calculated bin-by-bin as follows:

where P' is the total counts, elastic and background, in the missing-mass for parallel

spins. A' is the total counts for antiparallel beam and target spins, normalized by

the beam current so as to eliminate any artificial asymmetry. C is the normalized

carbon background described below. pB and pi are the beam and target polarizations,

respectively. The statistical error for C,j is given by

[ 1 P' — A' 1z

~P' + A'-2C'~ (P'-A'-2C')*\
( 5 2 5 )

(P'-A'-2C')A

where 6A' = \/A~', 8P' = \fp~', and SC" = \/aC', where a is discussed below.
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Figure 5.14: a) Typical x magnet center-plane matching with cuts, b) The y mtignet
center-plane matching with cuts.
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Figure 5.15: The particle mass distribution with loose cuts used to eliminate the
deuteron background.
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The background was subtracted in two steps. Figure 5.16a shows the missing-mass

distribution for a particular 5° cm. angle bin. Figure 5.1<5b shows the missing-mass

distribution for scattering off a carbon target for the same angle bin. If one overlays Fig.

5.16a and Fig. 5.1Gb, as is shown in Fig. 5.17, it can be seen (hat there is good matching

of the background, however only on one side of the elastic peak. Because of this the

carbon was normalized such that P' - C = 0 (or A' - C = 0) in the wings of the elastic

peak. Therefore, C = aC where C is the measured carbon and a = (P' + A')/2C'.

Figure 5.18a shows the missing-mass distribulion after the normalized carbon has been

subtracted.

The final step of the background subtraction consisted of fitting either a linear or

quadratic shape to the remaining residual background. Figure 5.18b shows a typical

quadratic fit. The events between markers 1-2 and 3-4 were used to define the back-

ground shape for the fit. A study was done which compared the values of dj bin-by-bin

and their statistical errors to determine the systematic error introduced by using a lin-

ear fit as compared to a quadratic fit. It was found that both the centroid of dj and

the statistical error varied by no more than 1 - 2% between the two orders of fitting.

It should be mentioned also that a study of the 1-2-3-4 marker positions for the fit for

each angle bin was done. The marker positions which gave the smallest statistical error

bars were chosen.

The spin-spin correlation parameters were calculated by two methods. The first
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Figure 5.16: a) Miuing-maw distribution for a 5* cm. angle bin. b) Missing»mass for
scattering of • carbon target for tiM samt bin.
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Figure 5.17: Overlajred polarised and carbon background data. The dashed line is the
carbon data. There is good matching in the low missing-mass side of the peak.
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Figure 5.18: a) Missing-mass distribution after the normalized carbon background sub-
traction, b) Subtraction of the residual background by fitting of a polynomial shape
determined by the background in the wings near the peak.



method consisted of calculating C;J for each individual run and taking an average

weighted by the statistical errors of all the runs. This method was used to find "bad"

runs from a set of several runs where data were taken under identical experimental

conditions. The individual \ 2 with respect to the weighted average for each run was

calculated in addition to the \ 2 / degree of freedom (\2/df) for the entire set of runs.

If a particular angle bin had a \2/df of low confidence level, then the individual runs

in that set were examined for irregularities such as poor detector performance. If a run

was suspect, usually indicated by an individual \ 2 of low confidence level, a \ 2 with

respect to the average over all angle bins for that run was calculated. This \ 2 value

was then compared to the \2 distribution for all other runs in that set. Less than 1%

of the total runs were rejected on this basis.

The second method of determining Cjj consisted of summing all the events of the

individual runs for each bin, with the "bad" runs removed, and then calculating the

parameter. This method was used to calculated all the C{j values quoted in this disser-

tation.

The two methods discussed above should in principle be statistically identical and

yield identical results. It was found that the two methods agreed to within one standard

deviation for all the angle bins.
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5.9 Corrections for Systematic Effects

If was necessary to correct the data for various known sources of systematic error.

Perhaps the most important, of these was the presence of undesirable spin components

in both the beam and the target.

A detailed study of the neutron beam spin as measured by the polarimeter JPAN was

done by H. Spinka of Argonne Natiomil Laboratory [Sp-88b]. By making polynomial

fits to the magnet sweeps used to set the spin precession magnets, it was possible to

determine the beam spin components to within ±1%. As a result of this study it was

found that both the C'LL and C'SL measurements were actually a linear combination of

the two. From this study it was also possible to determine the proton spin components

just upstream of the LD2 target. These components were used to determine the beam

polarization from Eqn. 4.8, using the measured KIL an 'J KNN values.

The actual measured quantities, CaL and C\i, are then given as linear combinations

and C'SL by

(5.2(5)

= dCLL + CCSL (5.27)

where a = cos#i, b — sin#i, d = cos#2i and e = sin #2- Here &\ and 92 are the angles

of the beam spin with respect to the t-direction for the two cases, respectively. Table

5.2 shows the values of a, 6, e, and d used. These equations can be inverted to give the
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pure CSL and CLL '** terms of the measured quantities where

b

and

C'LL =

CSL =

(5.28)

(5.29)
bd - ea

Therefore, in order to determine the pure spin-spin correlation parameters these equa-

tions were solved simultaneously.

Table 5.2: Spin component, admixture coefficients for the CLL and CSL data.

Energy
634 A/el'

a
0.1891

It

-0.9820
e

0.9983
d

0.05T6

The error in CLL *S given in quadrature by

(5.30)

where <roi and O\L are the statistical errors of COL and C\L, respectively. A similar

expression holds for erf .̂ The errors in the coefficients (angles) a, 6, <f, and e are given

by <ra, <7(,, etc. and are of order ±1%. Since (r^cd < "*£ °r ffj£. ''«en to lowest order

- / 7 r ^ 2 T(6d-ae)
(5.31)

and

(W-at-)
(5.32)
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For the CSL measurement, there was an additional correction which needed to be

made due to the precession of the neutron beam spin by the HERA field (as discussed

in Appendix D). The 5 component of the neutron beam spin was precessed in the +N-

direction. Additionally, the scattering plane was rotated because the outgoing proton

trajectory was changed by the field.

A computer program was written which calculated the net rotation/precession angle,

8Net> using a measured field map for the HERA magnet. This angle was calculated to

be the difference between the precession angle, 0p, and the scattering plane rotation

angle, (?R, where 0;v>t = &p — &R- Once 0ptet
 Was known, the true value of CSL could be

determined from

{CsL)correCted = CSL COS BNtt + CffL SHI BNtt (5.33)

where (CsL)corrected is the value corrected for an admixture of CLL- However, from

symmetry arguments CNL is zero, giving

j~, \^ SL /corrected tr ni\
CSL = ~R • (5.34)

COS 0/Vet

The angle 9ffet was typically on the order of 10 - 15°. The errors on CSL were also

scaled by 1/cosset to give the final quoted errors.

For the Css measurements, the situation was complicated further because the target

was rotated by 37.5° with respect to the -\ L-direction. Appendix E gives a detailed

derivation of the correction equation for the Css measurements. Only the final expres-
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sion will be given here. The measured quantity, Caa, was a linear combination of many

other pure spin-spin corrolation parameters due to the effects of the HERA magnetic

field. An expression for Cao can be written in a fashion similar to that used earlier in

Eqns. 5.26-5.27 where

Cvo = aCss + bCNN + dCLL + eCSL (5.35)

and

a = — sin 0T cos 0R[— cos OR COS <?P COS OT sin(0B — OT )

- cos OR sin 0T COS{9B - 9T) + sin OR sin 6P s'm(0B - Ox)]

b = - sin 6j sin OR [ - sin OR COS 0p cos Oj sin( Og - OT )

- sin OR sin OT COS(0B — OT) — cos OR sin 0p s'm(0B -

d = cos^rf - cos0psinSrsin(^B - OT) + cos OT COS{OB —

e = - sin ^r cos 0R{- COS ̂ P sin 0T sin(#B - OT) f cos OT COS(#B -

•f cos <?r [ - c o s ̂ H c o s ̂ p c o s ^ r s in(^B - OT) - cos<?/? s i n 0 T C O S ( 0 B -

+ sin OR sin 0P sin(0B - Ox)] •

The subscripts on the angles are as follows: T for target rotation angle, R for rotation

angle of the scattering plane due to HERA, ;; for the neutron spin precesssion angle, and

B for the initial angle of the beam spin with respect to the ^-direction. This equation

was then solved for C'ss- Table 5.3, below, gives the average spin component admixture
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coefficients used for the Css data at the three energies:

Table 5.3: Spin component admixture coefficients for the Css data.

Energy
484Afel'
6UMeV
788A/eK

a
0.475
0.506
0.528

b
0.088
0.064
0.050

d
0.139
0.163
0.178

-0.744
-0.809
-0.824

To lowest order the error in Css w a s calculated as for Eqn.5.30 above by taking

partial derivatives with respect to CO(r, CNN, CH, and Cis- The error is given by

a2 aa

It should be noted, although it is obvious from Eqn. 5.35 above, that in order to have

been able to extract a pure Css value, it was necessary to have the values of the other

pure spin-spin parameters and their statistical errors at the same scattering angles.

Therefore, to extract the pure Css values, C'LL and C'i$ values from the thesis of M.W.

Rawool were used. The values predicted from the single-energy phase-shift solutions

(C500, C650, and C800) of the SAID program [Ar-87] were used for CNrt, since ;

data were yet available at the energies and angles where we measured Css-



CHAPTER 6 THE MONTE-CARLO SIMULATION

6.1 P rogram Description

A Monte-Carlo program was written in order to reduce the systematic errors caused

by the analyzer program. Development of this program was started by C. Ltirhini of

New Mexico State University.

The analyzer assumes, for example, that the interaction always occurs at the center

of the target and makes no correction for the tffects of the polarized target magnetic

field. In addition, the quality of its parameterization of the magnetic field of the spec-

trometer was not known.

These systematic errors manifested themselves in many ways, one being reduced

resolution of the neutron missing-mass peak. The Monte-Carlo program was used to

determine quantities to use to correct the proton scattering angle and to check the

parameterization of the magnetic field of the spectrometer. The determination of these

correction factors will be discussed later.

The Monte-Carlo program, DICE, simulates the entire target-spectrometer system.

147
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The target-spectrometer system, as disctissed earlier, consisted of the polarized tar-

get and magnet (HERA), 19 detector planes, and the spectrometer magnet. Random

elastic-scattering events are generated one by one, and the recoil proton is traced first

through the HERA magnetic field and then through the spectrometer system. The

initial momentum, target interaction point, detector-plane positions, and time of flight

(TOF) for each event which makes it through the entire spectrometer system, is written

to an output file. A listing of the program and subroutines can be found in Appendix

C. The details of this program are as follows:

A Gaussian distribution for the scalar momentum of the neutron beam is generated

in the subroutine INIT-P. The full-width-at-half-maximum (FWIIM) of the actual beam

is energy-dependent, and the experimentally measured values as determined by Bjork

[Bj-75] are used as the limits for the generated distributions at the three measurement,

energies: 484, 634, and 788 MeV. The distributions are generated out to one standard

deviation only. Figure 6.1 shows examples of the generated distributions.

In order to determine the z, y, and z components of the beam momentum, 0\, is

generated as a Gaussian distribution and <f>b is generated uniformly (so, for example, px

and py have the same distributions). The limits for Of, and fa were determined by the

known solid angle of the neutron beam collimator. These generated values of Of, and fa

are then used to calculate the beam particle momentum components in the laboratory
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frame in the usual fashion:

px = p sin <?;, cos <j>i,

py = p sin Ot, s in 4>b (61)

pz - p cos 9b .

The components are then written to an internal record.

The interaction point in the target is also generated randomly in the subroutine

1NIT-P. Since the target is cylindrical, pt, 8t, and zt are generated and then converted

to Cartesian coordinates. The radius, pt, is generated as a Gaussian distribution (with

cutoff at p — R). This is done to model the reduced interaction probability near the edge

of the target as compared to the target center, since the actual beam was approximately

Gaussian. Theta is generated uniformly from 0 to 2T radians, and zt is generated over

the range -L < zt < L, where L is half the target length.

Once the components of the neutron momentum are determined, the proton mo-

mentum is detennined in the subrouline TARGET. If the scattering angles 0 and <f> are

known, then the proton momentum is determined simply from kinematics. In order

to maximize the efficiency of the overall Monte-Carlo pngram, only scattering angles

in a predetermined range are generated. The angles generated are similar to "gun-

ner's angles" (elevation and azimuth), where 9' is the angle with respect to the 2-axis

in the a*2-plane ( see Fig. 6.2 ) and <j>' is the angle above or below that, plane. The
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transformation equations relating $' and <f>' to the usual spherical coordinates are as

follows:

cos0 = cos 6' cos <f>' (6.2)

sin <b'
sin<t> = - - £ . (6.3)

sine?

These coordinates were chosen because of the ease with which they allow one to define

the solid angle for scattering to a rectangular plane. However, because of the presence

of the polarized target, magnetic field and the fact that not all scattering occurs at the

target center, not all events generated within the chosen 0' and <j>' limits hit the first

detector plane (SI).

The effect of the HERA magnet is to cause the particles to spiral out of the target.

For a uniform distribution in 0' and <f>\ this produces a distorted distribution in x

and y at Si rather than the otherwise expected rectangular distribution for a zero

field. Scattering from a point other than (he target center also leads to a spread in x

and y. When the Monte-Carlo program was run, a particular range of 9' and ft was

chosen for each energy-spectrometer angle combination and read from an input data

file. Diagnostic dot-plots of the proton a*y-position in SI were then made to be sure

that a uniform distribution was being generated over the entire plane (Fig. 6.3a). From

the above transformation equations, one obtains 0 and 4>-

In order to reduce the computer processing lime, it is also possible to choose the
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Figure 6.2: "Gunner's" angles coordinate system used to generate event distributions.
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Figure 6.3: a) Generated event distribution of zy-positions in the Si detector plane for
unspecified angle slopes, b) Event distribution with correct choice of angle slopes.
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upper and lower angle-slopes (T§) for the scattering distribution. These slope limits are

also read in from the input file. A test on (he randomly generated <j>' is performed for

the upper boundary, where if

. ,, d<f>,n n . . M.
(D S> (D -f- \u — " m i n /» \ ' • * /

the angle is rejected and a new angle is generated. A similar test is performed on the

lower boundary. Figure 6.3b shows a generated distribution where the proper choice of

upper and lower angle slopes has be made.

The proton momentum is next determined by the kinematics subroutine RECOIL-KIN.

The proton mass, the beam momentum (p = 0 for the target), and the proton scattering

angle (0) are passed to RECOIL-KIN and the final proton momentum is then passed

back. The proton momentum is (hen passed to the subroutine P-TRACE, via a COM-

MON block, which then calls the ray-tracing subroutines, TI1ERA2 and MANETR,

and determines the position of the proton in each detector plane.

The subroutine which traces the proton through the HERA field was supplied with

the magnet and is called, THERA2. It was modified specifically for our experiment.

Changes were made to allow for an energy loss calculation using the Bethe-Bloch equa-

tion [Fr-74]

dx A \ mei

where
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Zmed = 6 for Carbon

N - 6.0225 x 10" atoms/mole

p = 2.265 jm/cm' ;density of Carbon

A = 12.01 gm/mole

Z = 1 for the proton

( ^ ^ ) = r0 = 2.8178 X 10~13 cm ,»ne is the electron rest mass.

mec
2 = 0.511 MeV

(3 = *f -ratio for the ionizing particle, 0 = (1 f ^ ' ) ~ 1 / 2

?np is the proton rest mass and pp is the proton scalar momentum.

/ = 9.1Z(1 + 1.9Z-067) x 10-6 MeV.

To correct for energy loss, the position where the proton leaves the target is cal-

culated. Using this, and the position of the target interaction point, a distance Ax

travelled in the target material is calculated (it is assumed the particle travels in a

straight line in the target). Therefore, the energy loss in the target is simply given by

ax

A new total energy E' for the proton is calculated by

£ " = £ • - AE (6.7)

where E = p% + m2 is in natural units {h = c = 1). And a new scalar momentum p' by

p12 = E'2 - ml . (6.8)
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The direction (8 and <j>) of the proton momentum at the point of leaving the target, is

determined from the momentum components at that point in the usual manner:

.(*) (0.9,= arccos
' P

4> = a r c t a n ( ^ ) . (6.10)

New components of momentum are calculated using p', 8 and <f>. These are used in the

ray tracing.

Additionally, the first two points along the trajectory are used to project back to

the z — 0 plane to determine the x and y-target projections, and the x = 0 plane for

the z-target projection. These projections are calculated by a call to the subroutine

PROJECT J T . These projected x,y,z values are also written to an internal record.

THERA2 was also modified to determine if the proton passes through a detector

plane, since for small spectrometer angles some detectors are in the fringe field of the

HERA magnet. THERA2 was written initially for ray-tracing in a polarized target

where the polarization direction is always along the beam direction (z-axis). In our

experiment, the HERA magnet was rotated to different orientations with respect to the

beam. As a result, it is necessary, for each orientation, to first rotate the laboratory

coordinate system so that the target polarization is along the 2-axis before calling the

subroutine THERA2 (the original coordinate system could be used and the HERA

field map rotated for each particular oriental ion, but since the field map was measured
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in cylindrical coordinates it seemed easier to do the ray tracing in this new reference

frame and leave the field map unaltered). The origin of this coordinate system is at the

target center with x pointing up and y pointing to the right. Both the position and

the momentum of the proton are transformed. These coordinate transformations are

accomplished by the subroutine HERA-ROT. After the proton is traced through the

HERA field, the coordinates are rotated back.

TIIERA2 uses the initial proton momentum and a data file, IIERA.DAT, containing

the measTired magnetic field map of the polarizing magnet, to find a new postion and

momentum for a fixed interval of distance traveled: dl = 2.0 centimeters. TIIERA2

traces the proton out to a radius of 180 cm, the limit of the measured field map. In

this subroutine, a check is made on the 2-position of the proton with respect to the

SCM105 magnet center. Before this check can be made, however, the coordinates must

be rotated back to the laboratory system. Then the position must be transformed to the

coordinate system used by the analyzer, whose origin lies at the center of the SCM105

magnet with the z-axis pointing downstream along the magnet axis, the sc-axis pointing

to the left, and the t/-axis pointing up. This coordinate transformation is dune in the

subroutine IIERASCM. The transformation consists of a clockwise rotation about the

y-axis through the spectrometer angle, followed by a small translation along T' (see

Fig. 6.4), and finally, by another small rotation about the y-axis. The translation and

second rotation are small corrections for the fact, that the spectrometer system was
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never perpendicular to the proton recoil-angle, as marked on the floor by surveying in

the experimental area. The amount of translation and second rotation are determined

by the survey constants found for the particular setup used.

If the check shows that the z-position of the proton is greater than that of a detector

plane, an interpolation subroutine, 1NTERP, is called. It interpolates back to the

detector plane as follows: The proton position for z less than that of the plane is saved

and used as one of the interpolation points. The other point used is at z greater than

the plane. Then a subroutine CIIKXY is called which checks to see if the sty-position

lies within the limits for that particular detector. If the particle misses any plane, a

flag, HIT, is set to "true" and the event, is rejected. In this case, the program will start

over again, generating a new beam momentum, etc. If the event is "good", the position

in that plane is written to an internal record.

Should the particle make it through the the HERA field, control is then returned

to the calling subroutine P.TRACE. A counter IPLANE keeps track of which detector

planes have been encountered while in the HERA field. The counter also determines the

next detector planes to be encountered outside of this field. After leaving the target,

the proton position and momentum are transformed to the SCM105 coordinate system

as described earlier. The rest, of the ray-tracing calculations are done in this coordinate

system.

The subroutine used to ray-trace outside of the target is called MANETR and was
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Figure 6.4: Diagram showing the relationship between the laboratory system and the
rotated spectrometer system.
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written by II. Spinka of Argonne National Laboratory [SP-85]. It uses a Runge-Kutta-

Predictor-Corrector scheme to solve the problem of the motion of a charged particle

through a magnetic field. MANETR uses magnetic field values for the SCM105 magnet,

obtained by calling the subroutine SCM HF3.

SCM-HF3 determines the magnetic field at an arbitrary point in space by doing a

3-dimensional least-squares fit and interpolation of the measured field map values. This

fitting procedure will be discussed in the next section.

The proton time of flight (TOF) is also calculated. To do so, a short subroutine,

TOFJNC, is called. It calculates a time increment, dt, using a calculated distance

interval, dl, given by

dl = yjdx2 + dy2 -f dz2 (6.11)

where

dx — X2 - a"i

dy - 2/2 - V\

dz - z2 - zx .

The initial position is (z i ,y i , 21) and (x2,1/2. £2) is the newly determined position.

Therefore, dt = dl/v where v is the proton velocity, determined by

V = C I I +
p
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in units of cm/sec. Here p is the magnitude of the proton momentum determined after

the energy-loss calculation and c is the velocity of light. The proton mass (mp) is in

units of MeV and the momentum is in units of MeV/c. The total TOF is determined

by summing all the time intervals for the positions calculated between SI and the

hodoscope (S2).

As the proton trajectory is determined, checks on the z-position are made as dis-

cussed earlier. In similar fashion, the positions in all the remaining detector planes are

determined by interpolation. As discussed earlier, the internal record containing the

initial momentum, target interaction point, detector plane positions, and TOF is writ-

ten to an output file only if an event makes it through the entire spectrometer system.

Control is then returned to the main program and the next event is generated.

The final stage of the Monte-Carlo simulation incorporates the detector resolutions.

The program, DICE, assumes the detectors have perfect, resolution. The output file

produced by DICE is read by another program called CHMBR.RES. CHMBR-RES ad-

justs the previously determined xy positions in each detector plane for the corresponding

resolution of that detector. For the wire proportional chambers (P0,P2), the positions

are made discrete; the position of the nearest wire is chosen. For the drift chambers

(P1,P3,P4), a random error in the drift distance is introduced. A function, GAUSS,

is called which uses a random number generator to calculate a drift distance. GAUSS

generates a Gaussian distribution peaked at the r or y position ( whichever is being
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determined) in that plane and returns a distance within 2a of that position. Sigma

is the resolution of that detector. It should be noted that the program CHMBR-RES

also calculates slopes and other quantities from the new detector positions, which would

otherwise be determined in the analyzer subroutine HTRACK for real measured events.

An output file is written in the Q-format by CHMBR_RES. This file is read into the

analyzer to determine the correction factors first discussed at the beginning of this

section.

6.2 Magnetic Field Fit t ing Procedure

The main subroutine called to determine the magnetic field components for an arbi-

trary point {x, y, z) within the SCM105 field map is SCM JIF3. When SCM JIF3 is first

called, a check is made to determine where the particle is. There are four possibilities

allowed:

1. The particle is in the field map. The field value will be determined in this case.

2. The particle is outside the field map region. The value 5 = 0 will be passed back

and the trajectory determined for that increment will be a straight line.

3. The particle is in the region of the poles or yoke material. This event is rejected.

4. The particle is in the magnet gap between the measured field map region and the

pole or yoke. Here, the magnetic field is extrapolated.

The actual procedure followed for determining the field when the particle is in the field
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map is discussed next.

The measured field map for the S CM 105 magnet consists of a set of discrete points

in space for which all three components of (he magnetic field are known. As the particle

is ray-traced through the SCM105 field, it is generally true that the endpoint for a

given increment, dl, along the trajectory will not correspond to a measured point in the

field map. Therefore, it is necessary to determine the value of the field at that point.

A least-squares fit to the measured values with a one-point constraint, followed by a

3-dimensional interpolation, is used

It is assumed that each component of the field can be expressed as a truncated

Taylor-series exj: nnsion of the form:

i \ r. / v OB, , \ OBi i \ . OB; I /
, ( .T, i/, ; ) = B(»,(xn, y,h 0ii) + TTT' (x - x,,) f - ^ (y - y(1) + -grM (z -

Above, j = 1,2,3 for the components Bx, By, Bz respectively. The point (x0,y0,zo) is

the field map point nearest the point in space where the field is to be determined. BQJ is

the value of the field at this nearest point and is the zeroth-order term in the expansion

above. It should be noted that second-order cross-terms involving, for example, {* -

x'o){y — yo) have been omitted. Least-squares fits are done separately along each of the

three directions (x,y,z) to determine the higher order terms. To do so, it is assumed
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that each component can be written as the following polynomial expression:

2

Bj{x)= £ ( a n i r
n ) j= 1,2,3.

Similar expressions are used for Bj{y) and Bj(z):
2

n - 0

Bj(z) =
n = 0

Therefore, the derivatives of Bj are given by

dBj

j

dy

~0z

2a2x0
X\\

= C\

= 262

(6.14)

(6.15)

(6.16)

(6.17)

dz2

To determine the an 's, for example, the follov/ing expression for chi-square is minimized:

M N

J
(6.18)

n=-0

where F = \BI,J - J2n~oan^h\ • The second term in Eqn. 6.18 is the constraint term,

which causes the fitted curve to pass through the frth point, taken to be the middle of
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the five fitted points. Two fits for x, y, and z are made for each point where B is to be

found. Each fit is a fit to five points, the middle point in each case being the one lying

to either side of the point where the field is to be determined. A weighted average of

these fits is taken, as described below. In Eqn. 6.18, M is the number of points to fit,

which was taken to be, five. N is the highest order of the polynomial (N = 2). And,

the fit is constrained to go through the kth point. For a five-point fit, k = 3 (the middle

point). Therefore, the coefficients are determined by solving a set of linear equations in

N + 2 unknowns. The details of the solution can be found in Appendix C.

Once the two sets of coefficient s for the fit are obtained, a weighted average of tliese

is taken to determine the final coefficients. Should the error for any coefficient, Oj etc.,

in the two sets be zero, then the average would be weighted by the distance from the

constrained points to the point of interest:

(m) = an(l - d) + ai2{d) . (6.19)

Here, the distance between known field map points is taken to be one unit. Generally,

the error is not zero and the average is weighted by both the distance to the nearest

known field map points and the error in the coefficients. The expression used is

^ 1 a rt

The same procedure, as outlined above, is used to determine the fcj's and Cj's.

Once all the coefficients have been calculated, Eqn. 6.17 is used to determine the
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field component derivatives. These are then summed, along with the value for Boi, in

the Taylor-series expansion to give the fitted value of that component of the field (5,).

3.3 Analyzer Corrections

The Monte-Carlo events, after having been written to a file in the Q-format, were read

into the analyzer and processed as if they were real events. A modified version of the

Data Summary (DST) analyzer was used. This analyzer processes data where the raw

chamber information has already been decoded into a-j/z-positions in the coordinate

system, as discussed before, with its origin at the SCM105 magnet center. It also

requires the TOF information.

The DST analyzer uses the x-j/z-posilions and only calls the subroutines which cal-

culate the target projections, the momentum, the particle mass (using the momentum

and TOF), and the scattering angles, in that order. Modifications were made to allow

the Monte-Carlo data to be read. In particular, the data word was shortened since

there was no spin information to be read for the Monte-Carlo data. Additionally, mod-

ifications were made to calculate various difference quantit ies. The following discussion

describes the procedure which was used to correct the scattering angles (0, <f>), and the

momentum (p). The basic correction procedure was as follows:

1. The difference (A.Y) between the known Monte-Carlo value and the value which

the analyzer determines, using the chamber positions, was calculated for each event. A
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histogram of this distribution was made along wilh histograms of each quantity to be

corrected. Figure 6.5 shows histograms of (lie scattering angle <f>. The upper histogram is

a distribution of the Monte-Carlo generated angles, whereas the lower is (lie distribution

calculated by the analyzer for the same events, using the generated chamber positions.

The objective was to correct the analyzer events such that their distribution would be

identical to the Monte-Carlo distribution.

2. The difference quantity, AX, is expressed as follows:

A A' = Xmc - Xan (6.21)

where Xmr is the known Monte-Carlo or "true" value and Xan, the analyzer calculated

value.

3. Dotplots were made of AX as a function of the chamber positions in order to

determine whether any correlations with chamber position existed. Figures 6.6 and 6.7

show the dotplots of A9, and A<f> as a function of the chamber positions.

4. If a correlation was found, the 3000 generated events were then fit by a least-

squares method to a polynomial. This polynomial is an expression of AX as a function

of the chamber position.

5. Using the polynomial determined above, it is then possible to obtain an expres-

sion for the "true" value in terms of Ihe analyzer calculated value and the polynomial
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Figure 6.5: Monte-Carlo generated distributions of the scattering angle 0: The upper
histogram shows the "true" distribution whereas the lower one shows the angles as
calculated by the analyser. The analyzer determined angles, of course, contain an error
introduced by the HERA magnetic field.
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Figure 6.6: Dotplot of the difference between the Monte-Carlo values of 9 and those
given by the analyser as a function of the P2 z- and y-positions.
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Figure 6.7: Dotplot of the difference between the Monte-Carlo values of 4> and those
given by the analyser as a function of the P2 *• and impositions.
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function:

XtrW = Xan+F(xi,Vi). (6.22)

Here *•, and y, are the particular chamber xy coordinates.

6. The correction coefficients were read into a COMMON block in the analyzer

from an input file. The analyzer subroutines which calculate the momentum (PCALC),

and the scattering angles (KINEM) were modified to include the corrections. Each

subroutine was modified to correct that quantity event by event.

It can be seen from the dotplots that there was a strong correlation with chamber

position. In all cases except for the momentum difference, a linear fit to the ^-position

in the front chamber P2, gave the best chi-square. Another indication of "goodness of

fit" was the width of the peak in the difference histogram. In general, the narrower the

difference peak was when centered about zero, the better the fit. Ideally, one would

have wanted a delta function at zero difference. The fitting procedure to correct the

momentum was not as straightforward and is discussed in greater detail next.

If one examines the momentum difference dotplot (Fig. 6.8) closely, it can be seen

that there are events whose Ap does not follow the general trend of the correlation.

These events generally had a Ap greater than ±25McV/c. It was guessed, and later

confirmed, that these events passed near the pole faces or yoke of the spectrometer,

where the / B ± dl parameterization would be the worst. Figure 6.9 shows histograms

of the P2 ry-positions for a typical run, the limits of which define the spectrometer
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Figure 6.8: Dotplot of the difference between the Monte-Carlo values of the momentum
and those given by the analyzer as a function of the P2 z- and y-poiitions.
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Figure 6.9: P2 zy-positions for a typical run.
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acceptance. Figure 6.10 shows a doi^M of all events with Ap > iz25McV/c. It can

be seen that these events roughly define a box whose xy dimensions correspond to the

limits of the spectrometer acceptance. Figure 6.11 further shows where the events with

Ap > +2SMeV/c and where those with Ap < -25MeV/c originated from. It was never

possible to achieve a good fit to all points using the procedure outlined earlier when

trying to determine the correction coefficients for the momentum. It was discovered

that by eliminating the events with Ap > ±25McV/c, a better fit to the majority of

events could be achieved.

An attempt to improve the parameterization of the f B±dl for the SCM105 field

was made. A look-up table of / B±dl values as a function of the ry-position at the

center-plane of the magnet was created.

To create the look-up table, events were generated as described above. The po-

sition at the center-plane of the SCM105 and the bend-angle was calculated for each

event. Since the momentum and bend angle were known, an / Bxdl value could be

calculated by inverting Eqn. 5.1 for the momentum. Since the events were generated at

random SCM105 center-plane positions, it was necessary to smooth the / Bidl values

to produce a uniformly distibuted look-up table. Figure 6.12 shows a comparison of the

polynomial / Bxdl parameterization and the Monte-Carlo look-up table. It can be seen

that qualitatively, the two are different.

Several sets of data were analyzed using both / B±dl parameterizations. It was
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Figure 6.10: Dotplot of all events with Ap > ±25MeF/c as a function of the P2 *- and
y-position.
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Figure 6.11: a) Dotplot of Monte-Carlo events with Ap > +25MeV/c. b) Dotplot of
Monte-Carlo events with Ap < -25MeV/c.
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-400

Figure 6.12: Three-dimesional plots of the / Bi_dl parameterizations. The vertical axis
is in units of KG — cm and the other two axes are in units of cm at the SCM105
center-plane, a) The polynomial parameterization, b) The Monte-Carlo.
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found that there was no marked improvement in the missing-mass resolution or signal-

to-background ratio when the look-up table method was used. Therefore, in this respect,

the look-up table method was a check of the quality of the polynomial parameterization.



CHAPTER 7 RESULTS

The results of the spin-spin correlation measurements are presented here. Further

discussion is given in Chapter 8. The data are tabulated in Tables 7.1-7.5 as a func-

tion of the neutron cm. scattering angle. The unconnected values of Css {Cee) are

plotted in Figs. 7.1-7.3. Recall, that €„„ is given by Eqn. 5.35, which can be written

approximately as

€„ « CSs sin 37.5°-CSL cos 37.5° (7.1)

« (0.5)<7ss - (0.

Both the tabulated and plotted Cao values include only the statistical uncertainty in the

measurement. In these five tables, a few points in the angular distribution are omitted

due to low statistics in these bins, so that their errors are too large to be useful. These

values are compared to the phase shift predictions of Arndt, the Basque group, and

Hoshizaki as found in the SAID database [Ar-87].

The phase shift predictions were obtained by taking the phase shift predictions for

pure Css, C'NN, CLL, and CSL at the desired scattering angles and energies. Equation

179
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5.35 was used, along with the spin component admixture coefficients of Table 5.2, to

calculate each phase shift prediction for the spin-mixed parameter. This was done so

as to be able to use the small experimental error bars on the Coa values to distinguish

between the quality of the various phase shift predictions.

Figures 7.4-7.6 show the values of Css corrected for other spin components. The

errors associated with these data are dominated by the errors on the various other

spin components in particular, CsLi a s c a n be seen by comparing the magnitudes of

the coefficients in Table 5.2. The CSL values were obtained from the thesis of M.R.

Rawool as described on p.147. Here the error bar reflects the statistical uncertainty in

the measurements. Figures 7.7-7.8 show a comparison between the values of CLL and

CSL as measured in our experiment and the previous LAMPF experiment, £665. For

the CLL and CSL values, both the statistical and systematic uncertainties have been

included. The data are also plotted along with various phase-shift and Bonn meson-

exchange model predictions [El-88] for comparison. The corrections were also performed

as discussed in Chapt. 5, Sec. 9.

The CLL and CSL data were found to agree to within one standard deviation with

the earlier data. An average, weighted by the errors, was calculated for CSL over the

cm. angle range 80° < 9cm < 125°. The weighted average for our data (E770) was

found to be < CSL >= 0.027 with a standard deviation of 0.182. For the earlier E665

data, the average value was < CSL > — 0.097 with a standard deviation of 0.127. Both
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sets of data are consistent with < CSL >= 0 as predicted by the phase shifts of Arndt,

Basque, and Hoshizaki, and the Bonn meson-exchange model.

Equation 2.50 was used to check the overall normalization of the experimentally

determined Css values at 0cm . = 90°. Table 7.6 contains the CtL,npi CNN<PP, CtL,pp,

( 3S) , and I 4jr I values used. These data were chosen from the SAID database

because they corresponded most closely to cur measurement energies, although other

(jfi)pp data exist. Table 7.7 shows the results of the calculation, along with the exper-

imentally determined values for comparison. The errors for the calulated Css values

were determined by summing the errors of the values in Table 7.6 in quadrature. As

can be seen, there is agreement to within one standard deviation for both 634MeV and

788MeV. The 484MeV results differ by about two combined standard deviations. It

is unclear as to what the cause of this discrepancy may be or whether the difference

is just a statistical fluctuation. The uncertainties in the beam and target polarizations

are estimated to be ~ 7% [Ch-85] and ~ 3.3% [Hi-88], respectively. Combining these in

quadrature gives a total systematic uncertainty of ~ 8% in the overall normalization of

all the measured values. Perhaps, it is this normalization error which can account for

the discrepancy in the 484MeV data.



Table 7.1: The 484 MeV Css data.

182

»».„„ ± 0.45
(deg)
180.0
175.0
170.0
165.0
160.0
155.0
150.0
145.0
140.0
135.0
130.0
125.0
120.0
115.0
110.0
100.0
95.0
90.0
85.0
80.0
75.0

(uncortected)
-0.498±0.076
-0.405±0.040
-0.401±0.041
-0.322±0.042
-0.195±0.055
-0.001±0.106
0.027±0.054
-0.030±0.047
-0.007±0.040
-0.038±0.059
0.026±0.131
0.069±0.116
0.062±0.059
0.025±0.070
-0.021±0.073
-0.155±0.130
-0.187±0.079
-0.064±0.073
-0.002±0.085
0.059±0.068
-0.006±0.135

Css
(cotrected)

-0.912±0.256
-0.683±0.187
-0.691±0.151
-0.423±0.168
-0.438±0.234
-0.114±0.340
-0.146±0.184
-0.453±0.211
-0.529±0.206
-0.417±0.256
-C.315±0.288
-0.068±0.284
-0.516±0.181
-0.244±0.213
-0.337±0.231
-0.604±0.413
-0.662±0.232
-0.606±0.260
-0.180±0.330
0.131±0.144
-0.027±0.285



Table 7.2: The 634 MeV Css data.

183

9n.cm ± 0.45
(deg)
180.0
175.0
170.0
165.0
160.0
155.0
150.0
145.0
140.0
135.0
130.0
125.0
120.0
115.0
110.0
105.0
100.0
95.0
90.0
85.0
80.0
75.0

€„„
(uncorrected)
-0.738±0.119
-0.504±0.063
-0.502±0.058
-0.392±0.059
-0.167±0.076
-0.105±0.217
0.074±0.084
0.056±0.069
0.076±0.088
0.085±0.109
0.341±0.248
-0.106±0.105
-0.174±0.076
-0.297±0.079
-0.152±0.078
-0.165±0.105
-0.217±0.143
0.013±0.078
0.089±0.074
0.143±0.061
0.121±0.069
0.146±0.113

CSS

(corrected)
-1.121±0.305
-0.971±0.166
-0.853±0.151
-0.944±0.198
0.034±0.295
0.341±0.508
0.006±0.211
-0.227±0.239
-0.648±0.246
0.080±0.291
0.446±0.520
-0.253±0.283
-0.181±0.188
-0.692±0.188
-0.563±0.212
-0.405±0.283
-0.854±0.326
0.005±0.219
0.188±0.239
0.294±0.203
0.074±0.144
0.195±0.236



Table 7.3: The 788 MeV Css data.

184

0n,cm ± 0.45
(deg)
180.0
175.0
170.0
165.0
160.0
150.0
145.0
140.0
135.0
130.0
125.0
120.0
115.0
110.0
105.0
95.0
90.0
85.0
80.0
75.0

(-'go

(uncorrected)
-0.608±0.148
-0.573±0.108
-0.781±0.129
-0.293±0.124
-0.201±0.293
0.231±0.146
0.384±0.327
0.362±0.142
0.443±0.206
-0.268±0.258
-0.155±0.153
0.118±0.114
-0.042±0.114
0.178±0.124
0.161±0.142
0.276±0.148
0.085±0.125
0.109±0.164
0.077±0.128
0.217±0.133

Css
(coirected)

-0.689±0.343
-0.506±0.245
-1.284±0.269
-0.380±0.275
-0.034±0.643
-0.145±0.356
0.737±0.657
0.406±0.375
0.660±0.438
-0.671±0.490
-0.430±0.307
0.063±0.280
0.036±0.266
0.285±0.296
0.151±0.320
0.298±0.358
0.030±0.298
-0.082±0.435
-0.080±0.313
0.457±0.266
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Table 7.4: The uncorrected 634 MeV CLL and CSL data.

»,,«, ± 0.45
(deg)
125.0
120.0
115.0
110.0
105.0
95.0
90.0
85.0
80.0

(uncorrected)
0.345±0.123
0.532±0.100
0.434±0.108
0.554±0.128
0.597±0.091
0.461±0.108
0.389±0.107
0.394±0.110
-0.031±0.164

CSL
(uncorrected)
-0.427±0.195
-0.245±0.132
-0.131±0.148
0.146±0.159
0.260±0.124
0.285±0.147
0.052±0.131
0.002±0.144
-0.065±0.236

Table 7.5: The corrected 634 MeV CLL and CSL data.

6n.cn ± 0.45
(deg)
125.0
120.0
115.0
110.0
105.0
95.0
90.0
85.0
80.0

C-LL
(corrected)

0.317±0.123
0.513±0.099
0.422±0.107
0.557±0.127
0.606±0.090
0.473±0.108
0.388±0.106
0.391±0.110
-0.034±0.163

CSL
(corrected)

0.356±0.198
0.204±0.134
0.109±0.151
-0.122±0.162
-0.216±0.126
-0.237±0.150
-0.044±0.133
-0.002±0.147
0.054±0.240
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Table 7.6: Spin parameter data used to calculate Css from Eqn. 2.50.

Parameter

CLL.PP

(£)» («»b)
(kU (mb)

484MeV
0.367±0.121 [Ra-88]
0.497±0.005 [Bh-82]
-0.011±0.059 [St-82]

3.57±0.21 [Ry-71
1.21±0.03 [Bu-82

634MeVr

0.271±0.099 [Ra-88]
0.672±0.007 [Bh-82]
0.181±0.046[St-82]
2.30±0.15
0.86±0.04

Na-54
Ev-82

788McV
0.508±0.129 [Ra-88]
0.684±0.004 [Bh-82]
0.198±0.040 [St-82L
0.65±0.13
0.43±0.03

Ry-ri]
Ev-76]

Table 7.7: Comparison of measured values of Css at ffe.m. = 90° with those determined
from Eqn. 2.50.

Parameter
Css (measured)
Css (calculated)

484MeV
-0.606±0.260
0.012±0.123

634MeV
0.188±0.239
0.190±0.099

788MeV
0.030±0.298
0.240±0.129
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Figure 7.1: The uncorrected Css (€„„) data for an incident neutron beam energy of
484MeF, compared with phase shift predictions.
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788MeV, compared with phase shift predictions.
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Figure 7.5: The Css data for an incident neutron beam energy of 634A/eV.
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CHAPTER 8 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The spin-spin correlation parameter Css for np elastic-scattering was measured for

the incident neutron kinetic energies 484, 634, and 78&MeV. Additionally, the pa-

rameters Ctt an< ' CSL were measured at 634M eK as a cross-check with previously

measured data [Ra-88]. The Cn and CSL data were found to agree to within one

standard deviation with the earlier data.

The Css data presented in this dissertation are the first of this type ever measured.

These results will most certainly affect the phase shifts and the isospin-0 amplitude de-

termination. The extent to which the phase shifts will change remains tc be determined

by the various phase shift groups. It is, however, possible to make some qualitative

comments about the various phase shift predictions.

It is apparent from Fig. 7.1 that all three of the phase shift, predictions shown over-

predict Caa by ~ 10% for 9cm > 145" at 484MeV. Many measurements of other spin

observables near this energy, mainly from TRIUMF, exist for np elastic-scattering. The

fact that the phase shift predictions do not agree well with our data may indicate that

our results are incompatible with their results at some level. The 634AfeV Cao data
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(Fig. 7.2) compare well with the most recent phase shift prediction, that of Arndt, et al.

For 788ii/cK, the Ca<t data (Fig. 7.3) tends to follow the trend predicted by Arndt, but

deviates significantly between 130° < 0cm < 150°. In fact, there clearly is significant

peaking of Caa in this angular region as predicted by the 1978 phase shifts of lloshizaki.

This peaking is also noticable in the 788M< V pure C'ss as shown in Fig. 7.6. There is

also significant energy variation in this angular region. Figure 8.1 shows this variation

for the four angle bins centered at 9cm - 135°, 140°, 145°, and 150°, respectively.

In order to determine quantitatively how well the three phase shift predictions fit

the data, the reduced chi-square for each prediction was calculated as follows:

1 (C . O .\2
2/ *• V~* V <T<r,observed *• aajpredtcted) la t\

* iv' - ^2- TZF,—: ^s ( 8 1 )

where v — N - 1 is the number of degrees of freedom for the fit. Table 8.1 shows the

\2 jv results. It is clear that at 484^/6^ none of the predictions fit the data well. For

634MeVr, Arndt and Basque do a somewhat better job than lloshizaki. At 788Af c,V,

Basque has the best fit overall. All predictions, at all energies, however, agree with the

data only at the 2-3 standard deviation level. Clearly, a better fit to the Caa data could

be obtained.

In order to determine which isospin-0 partial waves will be the most sensitive to

our data, the SAID program was run using the "GO8" option. This option allows

experimenters to input their data into the program data base and have the change in
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Table 8.1: The \2IV values calculated for each phase shift prediction to the Coa data.

Energy

484MeV

634MeV

788MeV

Phase Shift
Piediction

Aindt
Basque

Hoshizaki
Arndt
Basque

Hoshizaki
Arndt
Basque

Hoshizaki

Degrees of
Freedom

10

10

9

X8/"

7.26
7.95
11.81
1.93
3.03
8.76
2.51
2.33
4.03

Probability

< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
~ 0.035
< 0.001
< 0.001
~ 0.010
~ 0.015
< 0.001

the phase shifts calculated. Table 8.2 shows the results of this exercise for the three

measurement energies. The single-energy solutions used were C500, C650, and C800.

The most current global energy-independent solution was SM88.

It is clear from Table 8.2 that both spin-singlet and spin-triplet partial waves will be

affected in the phase shift analysis by the Css results at all three measurement energies.

Since Css is a complicated mixture of amplitudes which contain both spin-singlet and

spin-triplet partial waves, it is difficult to determine precisely which amplitudes will be

affected and to what extent.

For 484 and 634MeVr, the experimental uncertainties of the pure Css values ex-

tracted from the measured Cvo are dominated primarily by the uncertainties of the

other component spin-spin correlation parameters. In this respect, the measured values

of Caa must in some way constrain the other spin-spin correlation parameters. How-
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Table 8.2: The isospin-0 partial waves affected by the Css data.

Partial
Wave

l 5 0
lPi

d
5D1
3D->
lF*
3D3

3G4
XHZ
3h

Phase shift change (deg)
484MeV

-0.01
-0.13
0.09
-0.11
-0.05
-0.06
0.02
-0.01
0.04
0.03
-0.08

-0.01

634MeV

0.01
0.21
-0.16
-0.08
-0.17
0.01
-0.03
-0.07
-0.02
0.03
-0.02
-0.04
0.01

788MeF

0.0
0.44
-0.35
0.20
-0.18
-0.35
0.03
-0.09
-0.04
-0.04
0.14
-0.09
0.01

ever, it is presently unclear what effect this will have on the accuracy of the final 1 = 0

amplitude determination. The uncertainties of the 788MeV, Css values are dominated

by the rather large statistical uncertainties in Catr. These data were taken over a much

shorter period due to time constraints. Therefore, the uncertainties ?>re dominated by

poorer statistics, not by decreased experimental accuracy. The experimental uncertain-

ties of the measured Co for all three energies are smaller than for any other previously

measured two-spin parameter for np elastic-scattering above ~ 500AfeV.

Presently, the isospin-0 elastic-scattering amplitudes are undetermined. It has been

estimated [Sp-84] that by including the data presented here, along with the LAMPF

E665 data (CLL and CSL), and earlier P, CJV;VI and *fe data, that these amplitudes
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could be determined to about the 40 - 50% level in the future in a model-independent

fashion. Some amplitudes will without doubt be known better, and others worse, than

expected. Our group expects to do a model-independent amplitude analysis. However,

before it will be carried out, there is some additional smaller cm. angle data which

must be analyzed. By including these additional data in the amplitude analysis, it will

be possible to determine the amplitudes over a wider angular range. Additionally, the

raw data {CfftT) will be used in the analysis in order to take advantage of the smaller

experimental uncertainties; which should better constrain the amplitudes.
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Appendix A Bound Nucleon Polarization

The following is the contents of an internal memorandum sent to each member of the

E770 collaboration discussing the effective bound nucleon polarization of the background

nuclei in the polarized target.
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ARCONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY
r JI2/972-

To: C-770 Collaboration

Proa: 0. Hill , H. Sptnka

Subject: Eatlaatoa ef Effective Itwclooa Polarisation Arlalag froa the
Polarised aackirouad Wee le i of the Polarised Tarjat

This note summarises the current state of our thinking and knowledge on

this subject. Pleese be aware thet we have obtained the essential "physics"

Input, thet la, the nuclear wave function eatlaetea, froa Dieter Kurath (AHL-

Physlca). We are writ leg this decuaeat U erder to dlaaealaate the Informa-

tion that we have, and to aerve as a freaewerk for (we hepe) further dlacua-

sloc and reflaeaeata. Although ear calculations have Use appearance of

coapletenesa, la that we arrive at a "result", great uncertainty reaalns In

what we have called the "selectivity" pereaeter. I t would be desirable to

redace that uncertainty, or, at leaat, to quantify the degree ef uncertainty.

Eatlaatee ef polarised "beekgreund" effects require at leeat four diffe-

rent types of Information:

I) Nuclear Vave Functions

II) Nuclear Polarlsatlona

III) Target Coamealtlon

IV) Selectivity of the scattering experiment ("Glauber" effects, klne-

aatlcal bias, etc.)

We here concern ourselves with scstterlng experlaents In which the

momentum transfer la large, ao that the background nuclei can be viewed as

collections of quasi-free nucleena. In this case we must eatlaate the effec-

tive polarised nucleon content of the background nuclei. Ue will cast our

estimate In the form
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-2-

PB(t3) - It nl Ejdj) ?lSlUi))/Z njN^tj), (1)

where Pg(t3) is the effective polarization for background nucleons of lsospin

projection C3, nl Is the number density In the target of nuclei of type

labeled "1", Et(t3) Is the (aaxlnal) expectation value of the nucleon polari-

zation operator for nuclei of type "i", Pf Is the nuclear polarization, S t(t3)

is a "selectivity" parameter, and N^dj) Is the number of relevant nucleons

par nucleus, I . e . , Nt(p) - Zt and Ht(n) - A1-Z1, where "p" and "n" Indicate

protons or neutrons, respectively.

I . KatlMtaa •* l . ( t<)

Or. Kurath ha* suggested two largely Independent approaches to estimating

E(t3) - aax. I<Sxt >/Sjt

A. The first approach uses transition amplitude estlnates fro« Ref. 1,

which rely on a pun Ip-shell stodel far nuclei with 4<A<16, and which reflect

Information about excited nuclear states in addition to ground-state proper-

t ies . In Table I wt l i s t the amplitudes taken fro« Ref. 1 and the results,

Including values for sone nuclei that are of more general Interest. Specifi-

cally, we have taken

4,nd. st. f ( 2 )

3

where J Is the total angular •o«entu«i of the ground-state nucleus and the

spin-dependent amplitude is written in the notation of Rcf. 1. For complete-

ness, we note that the corresponding "orbital" contribution Is estimated as

- , t 3 m.x. • <»
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- 3 -

•nd we Include these values in Table I In order to make It clear that

<J ( t > - <SCC > + <Ltt. >, I I i check on Internal consistency. Or. Kurath

thinks that these estimates arc generally trustworthy at around the 10Z level,

perhaps a Itt t le better for some nuclei and soctevhat worse for others.

Incidentally, a striking datu« of Table I Is the nearly total dominance

of pt In 7Llt. This would seen to Indicate that 7L1H would be an excellent

polarised proton target Bate rial for certain experiments ( e .g . , inclusive),

coatrary to what some of ua (D.H.!) hare thought.

B. The second approach uses only the observed total angular momentum

and magnetic moment y of the ground state, plus some morc-or-less plausible

assumptions. The flret assumption is that the magnetic moments of the bound

nucleons are tqual to their free values:

•MX* MAXa MAX*

where u_ • 2.793, un • -1.913 aaclear magnetons. The second assumption Is

that l-spln la a good quantum aumber. For the even-A, T«0 nuclei, one then

haa

<s«n>

and for the total angular momeatum.

l | > max. 1 | t max.
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- i t -

Equation* (4) and (S) have unique solutions,

<Srp> - <u - J /2 ) / [2 (u p

- 1.32(u - J/2),

(6)

- 1.72(0.880J-u) .

For the odd-A nuclei, the constraint on u only reduces the total degrees

of freedoa to two. However, If one considers the observed aosient, uB, of the

"•lrror" nuclei In the M M spirit , the degrees of freedoa can be further

reduced by one:

u - 2uo<S.-> + 2un<SSB> + <l,_> ,
™ " MX. " MX. * P MX.

u_ - 2u.<S > + 2u <S > + <L >
• p «n B , X . « «P .ax . I n M X .

(7)

J - <S.-> + <S._> + <!.._> + <L >
*P MX. " MX. * P MX. *" MX

and the solution can be expressed »*

<S > + <S > - (u + u_ - J)/I2(u + W-)-1!
P MX. MX. V

(8)

1.32 (u + Um -

Unfortunately, one degree of freeiioa remains, but the result may s t i l l give us

son* guidance.
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Table It l i s ts the rnu l t i of Eqs. (6) and (8). Under comparison, Tables

I and II art seen to be In fair agreement, except for the nierofcn Isotopes.

Although the above two approaches are not entirely Independent in that

they both assume constituent nucleons having "free" moments, perhaps It Is not

unreasonable to use the results as an indication of the possible uncertain-

ties. We have done this In Table III, for the nuclei of specific interest for

E-770. Essentially, these limits correspond to the mean of the Table I and

Table II values t A, where A Is the difference between the results of Tables I

and II . Obviously, tn the ease of l l B , M M further "guesstlmating" has bean

done.

IX. Katl—te «* Pi

Table IV l i s t s the vector polarisations of the various nuclei that are to

be expected In an "equal apla temperature" (EST) situation. EST la known to

be valid la several of the older target Materials, and has been (roughly)

verified for the new "ethylamina" saterial In the caae of l l B. This assump-

tion 1* apparently Invalid for SOSM other Materials, notably radlolytlcally-

doped NH3.

XIX. tatlmata ef m4

Tablo V l i s t s the target composition for "ethylamlne" target Material.

The nuMber densltltes are normalised Co n̂  • 1. The contributions of the

Metal and plaatlc part* of the target refrigerator are not Included.

If. latl—te of S t ( t , )

The "selectivity" parameter Is perhaps the greatest source of uncertainty

In Chit calculation. Roughly speaking, It Is a Measure of the extent to which

the effects of "valence" nucleons are amplified In the scattering experiment.

As such. It must depend both upon thr exact type of nucleus, an<i on the type
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of scattering experiment, and i iy even vary over tht dynaalc range of a given

experlncnt. It seems likely to us that S > I for most nedlua-encrgy experi-

ments. For soite high-energy experiments which see "anonalous" A-dependence

effects, one could have S < 1. With a degree of confidence that only the

deeply Ignorant can mater, we shall decree that S^tj) " 2, uniformly for E-

770.

r. «e»«it»

For the "ethylaaine" Mterlal, Eq. (1) then becomes

"upper Ua)ltM: PB<p) - O.OO35P(lOi) + 0.0ll8P< l lt) - 0.0l64P(14N),

(9)
"lower Ualt"t PB<p) - O.OO33P(lOi) + 0.0083P(UI) - 0.0553P( I4H>,

where we have conservatively applied the upper and lower Halts of Table III
consplratorlelly for al l three nuclear species.

Table VI l i s ts the res*Its as « function of P(lH).

It Is worth noting that the potential background polarisation could be

significantly reduced by enriching to 100X 1 0 § . For that case Eqs. (9) becoae

"upper Halt"* P,(p) - O.O177P(IOB) - 0.0l64P(X4H)

(10)

"lower U«lt": P,(p) - 0.0l6SP(l0B) - O.0355P(UH)

For exanple, for P(lH) - 70Z, PB(p) - + 0.0029, -0.0006.

Please let us have your eoswents.

I . T . - S . l l . Lee find 0 . K u r a t h , P l i y s . R e v . l ' .2 l . 20J ( l > ) 8 0 ) .
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TafcU I

Rtlultj for <S,> B«»«d on th« Hodtl of R«ftr«nct I

g.i . ( .a.
Muclta* J tj A A

1(01) 1(10)

"LI I p or a 0.507 0.043 0.439 0.061 0.500

7Ll 3/2 p 0.525 0.262 0.498 0.406 0.904

a 0.005 0.381 0.003 0.390 0.595

1O1 3 p or n 0.387 0.629 0.410 1.089 1.499

U l 3/2 p 0.329 0.590 0.312 0.914 1.226

n 0.006 0.174 0.006 0.270 0.276
l3C 1/2 p -0.003 0.115 -0.002 0.133 0.131

n -0.235 0.464 -0.166 0.536 0.370

UH 1 p or n -0.257 0.511 -0.223 0.723 0.500

l5H 1/2 p -0.236 0.577 -0.167 0.666 0.499
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TABLE II

Results for <S.> Based on Observed Moments

Nucleus U < s rp >

0.822 0.424 0.076

3.25*
T

l0B 1.801 0.397 1.103

l l B 2.688 — 0.295
l l C -0.964

l 3C 0.702 -0.138

l3M (-)0.322

W M 0.404 -0.12* 0.626

l*M -0.283 — -0.084
150 0.719
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TABLE lit

"Limit*" on <S.r>

-S2.pl.
"Lovar "Uppar

Nuclaua Limit" Llult"

10B + 0.3« + O.*2

U B + 0.25 + 0.35

l*H - 0.27 - 0.0»
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0.100

0.200

0.300

0.400

0.500

0.600

0.6S0

0.700

0.730

0.800

0.830

0.900

0.930

0.960

0.980

0.990

0.9930

0.9980

0.9990

0.9995

0.99990

0.999990

0.0206

0.0415

0.0633

0.0865

0.112

0.141

0.137

0.176

0.196

0.221

0.251

0.292

0.326

0.376

0.435

0.490

0.340

0.600

0.641

0.678

0.752

0.829

Nuclear

6L1

0.0132

0.0390

0.0602

0.0825

0.107

0.135

0.151

0.168

0.188

0.212

0.241

0.280

0.313

0.362

0.419

0.473

0.523

0.582

0.623

0.660

0.735

0.-S15

Table
Vector Polarltatlon

7L1

0.0649

0.130

0.197

0.266

0.338

0.416

0.457

0.500

0.546

0.596

0.652

0.71*

0.762

0.818

0.868

0.903

0.928

0.951

0.963

0.972

0.986

0.9<>4

l°B

0.0288

O.058O

0.0884

0.121

0.156

0.195

0.217

0.242

0.269

0.301

0.340

0.390

0.431

0.490

0.354

0.609

0.657

0.710

0.744

0.773

0.826

O.S77

I?
at Equal Spin

0.0536

0.108

0.164

0.222

0.284

0.331

0.388

0.427

0.470

0.51S

0.372

0.638

0.687

0.750

0.809

0.854

0.887

0.919

0.936

0.950

0.971

O.">86

Tcaperature

"c

0.0253

0.0509

0.0777

0.106

0.137

0.173

0.192

0.215

0.240

0.269

0.306

0.354

0.394

0.454

0.521

0.582

0.637

0.701

0.742

0.779

0.847

O.ill

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.

0

0,

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

l4N

.00967

.0195

.0298

.0408

.0528

.0667

.0745

.0833

.0934

,103

.120

.141

.158

.185

217

249

280

320

349

377

441

522

-0.0120

-0.0215

-0.0320

-0.0433

-0.0559

-0.0704

-0.0786

-0.0879

-0.0984

-0.111

-0.127

-0.148

-0.167

-0.195

-0.229

-0.262

-0.295

-0.337

-0.367

-0.397

-0.466

-0.550
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TAKLE V

T i t ^ t Composition of BA(.83)BA(.l5), Imwcntd in UU*.

Hailactlng tha Dopant. Picking fraction - 0 .65.

Nucleus (g/
Danatty

car)

lH 0.0887 1.000

*H« 0.04* 0.139

10B 0.00532 0.00604

l l B 0.0234 0.0242

l 2C 0.247 0.L.4

U M 0.181 0.147
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TAILE TI

Backcround Proton Polarization v«.
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P.(P)

P(lH) "Lower LUit"

0.00001

0.00002

-0.00001

•0.0002

-0.000$

-0.0011

•0.001S

-0.0023

-0.0034

-0.0046

-O.O0S9

-0.0090

-0.014

-0.018

-0.044

"Upper Llalt"

0.0006

0.0018

0.0030

0.0045

0.0055

0.0066

0.0070

0.0076

0.0080

0.0082

0.0082

0.0080

0.0072

0.0062

-0.0011

0.100

0.300

0.500

0.700

0.800

0.900

0.930

0.960

0.980

0.990

0.995

0.9990

0.99990

0.999990

1.



Appendix B Least-Squares Fit With One-Point Constraint

The equations which are solved, by least-squares fitting, to determine each compo-

nent of the magnetic field are discussed below. The equations are obtained by taking

derivatives of the function C with respect to the coefficients and the constraint :

dc
dam n=0

n=0

Rewriting the above expressions gives

f
71=0 L»=l 1=1

anxl = Bkj .
n=0

Therefore the system of equations to be solved is

-4
- * *

= 0 m = 0,1,2

{m-equations)

(1 - equation)

(B.I)

(B.2)

(B.3)

(B.4)

xk x\ 0 A
/ \

218
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where i = 1,2,3,4,5. This system of equations is solved by a subroutine which was

written at ANL and uses the Crout algorithm.

The error in the coefficients is given by the diagonal elements in the error matrix

for the fit [Or-58]:

(Aa0)2

E =

(Aan)2

The error matrix is simply the inverted weight matrix. The elements of the weight

matrix are given by

2danam
(B.5)

Therefore, for N = 2:

•H

This matrix is inverted to give the error matrix. It should be noted that W is just a

submatrix of the solution matrix.



Appendix C The Monte-Carlo Program

On the following pages is a listing of the Monte-Carlo program used to check the mag-

netic fi«ld parameterization of our spectrometer. It was also used to correct the scat-

tering angle of the recoil proton for the effects of the polarized target magnetic field.

The main program is listed first, followed by the various subroutines.

220
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PROGRAM DICE

C
C MONTE CARLO PROGRAM TO GENERATE np> ELASTIC SCATTERING EVENTS AND n,p GOES
C TO PI,D EVCNTS FOR EXPERIMENTS E665/770. B.OAIUtETT
C

IMPLICIT NOME
INTEGER RUNNO.EXPNO
INTEGER NUK_PART,CASE,IPLANE
INTEGEX I,J,K,II,JJ,KK,IFER,ICNT
INTEGER HAXEVT
LOGICAL HIT,HERA,FIRST,GOOD HOMENTUH
CHARACTER REC**O,ANS*1,MIICKSEED»1
REAL*! NUT HAS,PI,FRAC,TARG SCH Z
PARAMETER TlWT MAS-939.6D0)~
PARAMETER (TARG SCH Z-33S.2»DO)
COHHOM /COUNT/TCNT.IPSR
COMMON /POSZ/POS<23)
REAL*8 POS
COMMON /SCM/Z1,01,D2
REAL** L1,Z1,W,D2,T
COMMON /BLOCK2/ISTAXT,KKK
INTEGER ISTARX,KKK
COMMON /BNOTXYZ/ BMOTX.BMON, BOOTS, XNEAR.YNEM, SMEAR
REAL*! MI0TX,MOTY,IM0TZ
IlfTKJER XNtAR.YMEAR.imAR
COMMON /BWM/EBEAM
COMMON /OUTPT/BDAT, WTCOFFS, XYZNCT
REAL** BDAT(3,7,4),mCOFFS(3,7),XyZNOT<3)
COMMON /RELA/aNWk,VSLOC,C,ENEUniOir
REAL*t <UMMA,VELOC,C,ENEUTMM
COMMON /MOM P 1/ P P.HERA AM9,SCM ANSrPHICOTH,KPEXIM
iinxaER'2 I^EKIM TFLAO comrROLuHa EVENT GENERATION
REALM P P.HCRA ANa,SCM_ANa,PHZCOIN«> 1 PHICOTH(PHI MIN. ,PHI MAX. ,THETA MIW. ,THETA MAX.)
REAL** UDPMI.LDPNI IPHICOTH(5|-UDPHI,I>HICOTH(6)-LDPHI
COMMOIf / K M V 1/ P ,P TOT
REAL** P ( 7 ) 7 P ~ T O T ~ I P ( X , Y , Z , P x , P y , P l , t ) ,P_TOT
COMMON /SEED/~ZSEEO,IENEW>y,V(9*),I0UK
INTEOER*4 ISEEO,IENEMy,MkP,IDUH
KEAL*4 V
COMMON /AWGLE/THETA,PHI,ALPHA
REAL*I ENERflY,EBEAM,ALPHA,THETA,PHI
COMMON /GUN/QTHETA,GPHI
REAL** OTHETA,OPHI
REAL** PX,PY,PZ,PT
COMMON /DEUT/OOOEUT, INDEX
INTEGER*2 INDEX
LOGICAL DODEUT

LOGICAL STAT,LIB$INIT TIMER,LIB$SHOW TIMER
EQOIVALBNCE <P<4>,PX),(P<5>,PY),(P(6),PZ)
EQUIVALENCE<P(7),T)
DATA ISEED/-28677519/
DATA HERA ANS/O.O/
DATA C/29T979246D0/
DATA Ll/247.9/
DATA PI/3.141S92653S*D0/

C* STAT «LIB$IKIT TIMER ( ) I START CPU TIMER
C* IFt.NOT. STATfTHEN
C* CAIX UB$STOP(%VAL(STAT))
C* END IF

FIRST-.TRUE.
HIT-. FALSE.
PODBUT-. FALSE.
HERA-.TRUE.
IDUMSEED IRANO NEEDS THIS TO INITIALIZE
iiroex-i
ISTA <T-0
T-O.ODO
0P'£N(19,llAMI-'P0SZ.nAT',STATUS-'0LD't
DO 1 - 1 , 2 3
READ(19,*)P0S(I)
EMDDO
CLOSE(19)
OPEH(20,NAME-'PHICOTH.DAT' ,STATOS-'OLD' I
DO 1 - 1 , 6
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READ( 20, •) FHtCOTH (I)
EMDDO
READ(20,*)KI>ERIM
CLOSE!20)
WRITE!*,*) 'CHOOSE SCH PIELD MAP (HIOH FIELD-1,LOW-2):'
READ(5,*)MAP

* READ IN APPROPRIATE PIELD MAP
CALL SCH MAP READ(MAP)

99 WRITE ( 6 , 1 ) ~
READ(5,*)NUM PART
WRITE<6,4) ~

4 FORMAT!IX,'ENTER NUMBER Or GOOD EVENTS: 'S)
READ(9,*)MAXEVT
WRITE(6,7)
READ(5,1001) ANS
IF<(ANS.EO.. 'Y') .OR.(ANS.EQ.'y')> THEN
DODEUT-.TRUE.
HRITE(6,11)
READ(5,1001)ANS
IFUAHS.EQ. 'N' ) .OR. lANS.EQ. 'n ' ) ) INDCX-2
ENDIP
HRITE(6,1)
READ(5,»)IENEMY
WRITE<«.«)'ECTER THE SPEUROMH1R AWOLE (DEO.): '
READ(5,*)SCK AIM
NRITE(«,*)'DfrER EXPERIMENT NUCXR (<6S OR 7 7 0 ) : '
READ(S,*)EXPNO
HRITS(6,*)'DrrER RUN NUHBER (HILL DETERMINE WHICH
* SURVEY CONSTANTS ARE USED) :'
READ(S,*)RUMK>
MRITE<6,*)'READINa IN THE SURVEY CONSTANTS'
CALL SURVEKEXPJW.RUMWO)
MRITE(6,*)'HERA ON <Y/M) ? : '
READ(5,1001)ANS
IP((ANS.EQ. 'N' ) .OR.<ANS.>Q. 'n ' ) ) THEN
HERA-.FALSE.
OOTO 30
ENDIF
MRITE(6,*)'ENTER TAROET POLARISATION ANGLE (DEO.-RELATIVE TO BEAM

READ(9,*)ALPHA
30 WRITE(6,3|

READ(5,13)REC
MtITE(6,*)'XS THIS THE FIRST RUN WITH THESE PARAMETERS (Y/N) ? :'
READ(5,1001) MIICHSEED

IP( (MIICHSEED.EQ. 'N') .OR. (WIICKSEED.EQ. 'n')) THEN
OPEN(21 ,NAME-'SCED.DAT' ,STATUS-'OLD' )
RKAD(21,1200)ISEED
ZDU^l 1T0 RIENTER RAMO MP/O REINITIALIZINa NEED IDUM>0
DO 1215 I - l . M
READ)21,1210)V(Z)

1215 CONTINUE
CLOSE!21)
EMDir

1 FORMAT(IX,'ENTER ENEMY (1,2,OR 3) - 500M*V-l,650M*V-2
*,S00M*V>3 : ')

2 FORMAT(IX,'ENTER NUMBER OF TRACKS TO RUN:'$)
3 FORMAT!IX,'ENTER THE NAME OF THE FILE TO WRITE

•THE DATA TO:(1 TO 10 CHARS)'$)
7 FORMAT(IX,'DO YOU WISH TO DO DEUTEMN KINEMATICS (Y/N) ?')
11 FORMAT)IX,'DO YOU WANT FORWARD/CM ANGLES {Y/M) ?')
13 FORMAT(lAtO)

GOTO (tO0,20O,3OO)IENEMY
100 ENERGY-493.0D0

GOTO 400
200 ENEN3Y-643.OD0

GOTO 400
300 ENERGY-793.0D0
C ANGLES ARE IN RAD
400 SCM ANG-SCM ANG*PI/180.0D0

ALPHA«ALPHA«PI/1IO.DO
EBEAM-ENEROY
ENEUTRON-ESEAM
ENEROY>(ENERGY-HfUT MAS)
ENERGY-ENERGY*ENERGY
P F*DSO.RT(ENEMY-(NUT MAS*NUT MAS))
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C OPEN(90,MAME-REC,STATUS-'NEW' ,OMF>'Knr' ,RECORDSIZE-1300,
C *aLOCX9ZZE-8000,SHARED)

OPEN<90,STAXUS-'mBr,DISF-'XEEP',RECORMIZE«1300,
*BLOCXSIZE-8000, SHARED)

•••• CREATE TMC SEED FILE FOR THE RANDOM MUHMOl GENERATOR
OPEN(39,NAME-'SEED.DAT'.STATUS-'HEW')

• • •* OPEN AM OUTPUT FILE TO MUTE SI POSITIONS IN - FOR DIAGNOSTICS ****
OPEN{61,MAMG-'S1XY.DAT' ,STAXUS-'NEW' ,DI3P-'KEEP' .SHARED)
MUTE<61,425)

425 FORMATCDO IT')
HKITE(61,451)
MtITE<61,*>'-30.48,-13.97'
MtITE(61,*)'-30.48,13.97'
MUTE(61,*)'30.48,13.97'
MUTE<61,*)'30.48,-13.97'
MUTE(61,*)'-30.48,-13.97'

IF(MWI PART.IX.2000) TKBf
MUTE (7 l , 450 )NUM PART
ELSE ~
1-2000
WRITE(61,450)I
EMDIF

C
C********OPBN FILE TO STORE X.Y IN SI FOR OOOD EVENTS**********
C

OPEN(62,MAME-'QS1XY.DAT' .STATUS-'NSW' ,DISP-'KEBP',SHARED)
WRITE(«2,425)
MtITt(C2,4Sl)
miTE(«2,*» ' -30 .48 , -13 .97 '
XKTE(62,*)'-30.48,13.97'
« I T E ( « 2 , • ) '30 .48 ,13.97'
WUTE(«2,*»'30.48,-13.97'
MtITE(C2,*)'-30.48,-13.97'

IF(MAXEVT.LE.2OOO) THEN
MUTE « 2 , 4 9 0 >MAXEVT
ELSE
1-2000
MUTE«2,450)1
EHDIF

C
450 FORMAT)'PLOT ITC.I5, ',-1,8,0,')
451 FORMAT!'PLOT IT(5,0,16,0')
**** OPEN Ml OUTPUT FILE TO MUTE THETA AND PHI FOR THE QOOD EVENTS

OPBN(69,NA>«-'PHITHETA.DAT' .STATUS-'NEW' ,D»P-'KEEP' .SHARED)
MUTE(69,425)
MUTE(C9,4S0)NUK PART
IPER-0
DO 1000 1-1,NUK PART

C* STAT -LIBltNOH TIMER()
C* MUTE(6,*)'TIME AT MAIN DO LOOP'
C* IF(.NOT.STAT) THEN
C* CALL UB|STOF(4VAL(STAT)>
C* END IF

IPLANE-2
ICNT-I
IF(HIT) CALL RES PUT
HIT-.FALSE. ~
CALX. INI MANETR
OOOD MOHBRW - .FALSE.
DO M T I L E (.NOT.aOOD_M0MEMTUH)

CALL INIT P
CALL TAMET(OOOD_MOMENrUM)

END DO
lrUUT) OOTO 1000

C COMMENT CALL TO PUT F OUT IF CALCULATINO PROJECTIONS IN THERA2.SUB
CALL PUT K.TROE. ,1)

C THE LINOTH,PT7) IS THE TIME THE PARTICLE SPENT IN THE TARGET
C IN C [1] —> PLANE NUMBER
C 12) —> LMXCALl FLM SET IP PARTICLE HIT SOMCTHINO

IF (.NOT. HERA) THEN
PT-DSQRT (PX*PX+PY*W+P«*M)
CALL EXTR_PARMf(PT)
OOTO 40
ENDIF
CALL P TRACE(1,IPLAME,HIT,FIRST)
IF<HITT OOTO 1000
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C TJUMSLAR MB MTATE X,t,Fx,PC TO THE SCM COORD. SnTEM.
40 CML mnASCM(P(l>,P(3>,.FALSE.)

CALL mMKM<P(4),P(6),.ntUC.)
XF<P<«).LE.O.ODO> aoro 1000
XF(<XPLNB.aC.3).AK>.<XPLMK.LE.S)) OOTO CO
XF<<XPLAMK.QE.«>.AND.<XFLANE.LI.t)) OOTO 70
IF(IFLMK.OI.») OOXO «0

50 CALL P TRACE(2,XPLAME,IIXT,FXRST)
XF<RXTT OOTO 1000
XPLAM-3

«0 CALL F TMCI(3,XPLMB,1IXT,FXMT)
XF(MXTT OOIO 1000

70 CALL » ntACB(4,IFLAHB,lirT,FIMT)
XF(HXTT OOTO looo

«0 CALL F TRACKS, XFLAMB,HXT,FXMr)
IF<MTT OOIO looo

CALL P ntACC(6,IFLMKrIIIT,FIltST)
XFIHXTT OOIO 1000

IPLAMB-7
CALL P TftACE<7,XPIMB,MXT,FXItST>
IF(ltITT OOTO 1000

CALL P TXACBO.IFLAM.NIT.FUn)
I F ( « I T T OOTO 1000
CALL tVT F(.FALM.,2) I A MOON) X* NUTTW MMR FBI P IS CALLED MXtM TIB AM-.FALK.
MIXTK «»TM0 )«IMRA0ffn

XF(XPat.lQ.HAXIVT> OOTO 1010
1000
1010
c* m a -LitfMow Txm<)
C* MtXR(C,*)'TXM AT HD OF NMR 00 LOOP'
C* ZF( .MT.STAT) TtOM
C* CALL LIB*STOF(%VAL(STAT))
C* OB IF

KITKC,*)'TOTAL M0. VmBH.WO. OOOD BVBRS.t OO0D KVORS:'

wxn<«,*> xair,xMB,ioo.o*FiiAC
1001 FOMAT<A1)
1100 CLOM(M)
* * • • W X T c i » Tine t i n MIXTXOM FILE

MKm«l,*)'MTUIM'
MKXTI(«1, • ) ' • • > '
CLOM(Cl)

• • • • OMIT C2 IS TMt OOOD S I R POUTXON FlUt
MURI(C2,*)'MTUM'
MtITI(C2,*)'a»'
CL0M«2)

•*•• UHXT «» XS TMK OOOD TNKA.PNX FILE
CLOK«»)

**•• WIT 3» xs not m o FILE
MtXTI(39,1200)ISnD
DO 1220 J - l , » «

1210 FOMtAT(Fll.t)
1220 COMrXMUB
1200 FOIMAT(OIS)

CL0SEO9)
STOP ' N0MUL CUD'

«nxnit<x>
* USED FOX DXAOMOSTXCS TO PJtXIlT POSXTXeH AMD KOHDRUK TO TIB SCRUM.

ocnm /MOM v I/XP,P TOT
MAL*I XHllJ TOT ~
wan<t,*)'im ~,i
mm(t.*)'x,r,t:
MUTE«,*)XP(1),XP<2>,XP(3>
MRXTS((,*)'PX.PY.PS:'
MUTE(C,*)XP<4),XF<5),XP<6)
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WIT P
• TNU SUBMOUTIM O O f o k l U THI NEUTRON BUN MOMENTUM. IT IS CHOSEN AT RANDOM
• JUM> GENERATED AS A GAUSSIAN DISTRIBUTION WTO All M M T H W W I l t FMK AS
• Utl 'MUMD BY WORK. THE IMRMCTICII POINT IN TUB TAMOBT IS ALSO GENERATED HOE.

IMPLICIT MDHE
EXTERNAL OAUS S,IN_TAM,aAIIS_M,RAMO
MALM MNO ~
REALM ONUS S,GAUS_M
LOGICAL HI TARO
PAMMRn NUT MftS**;39.6M
PARAMETER PI-T.1415»2C53S»DO
PARAMETER WIDTHl-14.i3D0
PARAMETER WIDTH2>17.35D0
PARAMETER WIETH3-21.I3D0
PARAMETER CONST>2.354D0
PARAMETER TARQ_RAD-l.»5D0
PARAMETER TABS DIAG«6.22D0
PARAMETER OOUTAMO-4 .554O-C
O O N n /MU/dANHA,VEU)C,C,
REAL** aAMA,VELOC,C,EIRRiniOII
CCTBCM /MOM P 1 / P P,HERA AM,SCM AHO,PRIGOni,KPERIN
IRTB0ER*2 t&SlH ~ ~ ~

»• P P.HERA AM.SCM AM,PRIO0TII(C)
/km v i7 P.P TOT*
P(7)">~TOT "*

I FMB»>2.354*3IGMA

t DIAOOMAL +.1 OF THE TARGET
I .5 OP OOLUMKTOR SOLID ANGLE, BJORK TMESIS, PP. 1S5

/km v 7
REALM P(7)">~TOT
REAL** POC X.POB T.POS I.POS R
MALM P l t l , P TH>,T_Al>
MALM STOMA ~
OOMBBT /TOT PT/POS X,POS T,POS X

/SEED/ ISEED,IEMEROY,V(?S),IDUt

I P(X,r ,« ,Fx ,Py ,H,L>
I POSITION VALUES
I MDMORUH VALUES

MALM V
MALM TEMP

IM I I
I

LOGICAL XV

GOTO (10 ,20 ,30)1
SIOMMNIDTNl/COmT
QOTO 40
BIOMA^MXDnU/OONST
GOTO 40

30 SIGHM*WIPTN3/CONST
M0 P TOT-4AUS S<SIONh,P P,1.2C7)
" • • • • • * U M ""iflit^ElHITT** NEVTROn

iO

20

IOAUSSIAN HONENTUH DISTRIBUTION OUT TO M M

40
C

P TOT-P P

•100

(IDUM.ISBED.V)
PjnUMMSCOSd.O-COLL ANO*TEMP)
P phi>2 . 0D0*PI*RANO(7otaf, ISEED,V)
ENEUmON DBOJtT(P_TOT«P TOT+MUT MAS*NUT MAS)
P(4) -P TOT*COS(P Pn)*IlN(P_TMA)
K 5 ) - P " " T O T M I N ( P ~ P N I ) MnKPJTNA)
»(«)-P~TOT»OOS(P_T«A)
POS 1MAUS M(TARG RAD,TARG RAD)

T AM-2.OS6*PI*RMI(»EII»~
POS X-POS R*DOOS(T_ANO)
POS~T-POS~R*DSIN(T AM)
POS~S-TAM DRJW*(.?-RAN(ISEED))

INTERACTTON PT.~NOH AT TARGET CENTER
PO»_X»<J.000
POS Y-O.ODO
POS~I>0.0»)

IN-IN TARG(POS X.POS T.POS t )
ir(.NOT.IN) GOTO 100~ ~

P(1)-POS X
P(2)-POS~T
P ( 3 ) B K N T S
P(7)-0 .0D0

SUMMJTXM TAROET«JOOD MOMENTUM)
T K S SUHOOTINE DBTERmNES~THB PHOTON (OR DEWERON) INITIAL MOMENTUH PROM THE
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GENERATED NEUTRON MOMENTUM AND np - KINEMATICS.

EXTERNAL RANO
INTEQER NFIAO
REALM PROJttS.NUT HAS,PI
REALM DUT MAS.PXNDT MAS
HEAL* I ON ~ ~
REAL*4 RANO
PARAMETER (PRO MAS-936.256D0)
PARAMETER (NUTJIAS-939.6M)
PARAMETER (OUT MAS-1S75.5»7D0)
PARAMETER (PINOT MAS-134.963D0)
PARAMETER (PX-3.T413926533SD0)
PARAMETER (QN-I.ODO)
COMMOW /REIA/GAHHA,VILOC,C,BltUTRON
REAL** OAMHA,VEU)C,C,EMEUTROM
COttCW /MOM P 1 / P P.HERA ANQ.SCM Am,PHICOTH,KPERIM
INTEOER*2 KPERIM TPLAO CONTROLUNb EVENT OENERATXON
REALM P P,HERA ANO.SCM ANO,PHICOTH<6) 1PKICOTH(PHI Mil*.,PHI MAX..THETA MIN. ,THETA MAX. - IN CM COORD.

REAL*l~UDPHI,Lbmi ~
COHHOH /NOH V 1 / P,P TOT
COUCH /AKSLE/THETA.PHI,ALPHA
COHPM /aUN/antETA,<2PHI
REALM OTHETA,OPHI
COMBW /BEAH/XttAM
REALM EBEAK,SKCA!M
REALM P ( 7 > , P TOT I P ( X , Y , t , P x , P y , P l , L )
REALM P1(3),P2(3),COTH,PHI.THETA.SINPHI.COSPHI.ALPHA
COMMON /SEED/ ISEED,IENEMY,V(9I) .ZDIIH
ZNTMERM ZSEED.ZDUH
REALM V
COMMON /DEVt/DODEUT. INDEX
IMTEOER»2 INDEX.NSOUI

. LOOICAL DODEUT
REALM M3,M4,CiaHETA{2)
REALM XT.YT
LOOICAL SION,OOOD_MOMENnJM

JION-.FALSE.

ir(DODEUT) THEN
H3-DUT MAS
H4-PINOT MAS
ELSE ~
M3-PRO MAS
M4-NUT~MAS
EMDZP ~

M(2)-P<5)
Pl(3)-P(6)
P21D-0.0D0
P2(2)-0.0D0

* HERE THE ANSLE THETA IS THE ANOLC WITH RESPECT TO THE Z-AXXS IN THE
* XS-PLANE. PHI IS THE ANGLE ABOVS(PHI>0) OR BCLOW(PHKO) THIS PLANE.
C

ODPMI-PHICOTH(5)
LDPHI-PHICOTH(6)

IF (KKRZM.EQ.O) THEN
222 01HETA-RA»0(ir«1/ISEED,V)*(PHlCOTH(4)-PHICX!TH(3))+PHICOTH(3)

OPHI-RANO( IDtH, ISEED,V) * (PHICOTH(2 (-PHICOTH (1) )+PHICOTH(1)
ir(OPHZ.aT.(PHICOTH(2)-H]DPHX*(OTHETA-PHXCOTH(3)))) THEN
GOTO 222

ELSE IF(OPHI.LT. (PHICOTH(l)+LDfHX*(PHXCOTH(4)-etTHETA)) JTHEN
OOTO 222

END IP
ELSE IT <KPERIM.LT.9) THEN

OTHETMPHXCOTHO)
QMX-MZCOTIU1 )+(«KCOm( 2 )-MZCOTH( 11) •DPIOATIKKKZM-1 ) /OI
KKXUMtmtZHf l

ELSE IF (KnRXM.LT.17) THEN
QTHETA-PHZCOTH<4>
Orai-PHICOTH(l)-t-(PHICOTK(2)-PHXCOTH(l))*DPlOMI(KPERXM-9)/aN
KPERIM-KPERIM+1

ELSE IP (KPERIM.LT.2S) THEN
OTHETA-PHICOTH(3)+(PHICOTH(4)-PHICOTH(3))*DFLOAT(XPERIM-17 t/GN
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GPHI-PHICOTH (1 )+U>FKX* (PHICOTH(4 )-GTHETA)
KPERIM-KPERIM+1

ELSE IF (WERIM.LT.33) THEM
OTHETA-PHICOTH(3 )+(PHICOTHI4)-PHICOIH (3)) *DFLOAT(KPERIM-25 )/QN
OPHI-FHICOTH (2I+UDPHI* (QTHRA-PHXCOTH (3) )
XPERIM»KPEkIM+l

ELSE IF (KPeiOM.OT.32) THEM
KTERIM-0 ISO BACK TO RANDOM ANGLE GENERATION

END IF
C
* TMETA AND PHI DCTERHINED HERE ARE THE USUAL POLNft COORDINATES.

FHI-GPHI*FI/180.0D0 tCONVERT TO RADIANS FOR TUB0H3
THETA-OTHETA*PI/1»0. ODO
XT- -DCOS(I>HI)*DSIN(THETA}
YT- DSIN(PHI)

* TRANSFORM TO POLAR COORDINATES
IF<(TKETA.EQ.O.0DO>.AND.(PHI.EQ.0.0D0)) GOTO 100
IF((TNETA.EQ.O.ODO).AND.(PHI.GT.O.0DO)) THEN
THETA-DABS(PHI>
PHI-PI/2.0DO
GOTO 100

EMDIF
IF((THETA.EQ.0.0D0).AND.(PHI.LT.0.0DO)) THEN
THETA-DABS<PHI>
PKZ-(3.0D0/2.0D0)*PX
GOTO 100

ENDIF
IF((PHI.EO.0.0D0).AND.(THETA.OT.0.0D0)) THEM
PHI-PI
GOTO 100

ENDIF
COTH-DCOS (PHI > *DCOS (THETA)
THETAMDACOS < com)
IF(THETA.EQ.O.ODO) THEN

PHI-0.0D0
GOTO 100

ENDIF
SIKPHZ-MZNtnn )/MIN(THETA)
PHI-OMIN(SIKPHI)

* DETERMINE WHICH QUADRANT (XT-PUKE) THE PARTICLE MILL LIE IN
IF ((XT.LT.O.ODO).AND.(IT.OT.O.ODO)) PHI-PI-PHI 12nd QUADRANT
IF ((XT.LT.O.ODO).AND.(YI.LT.O.ODO)) PHI-PI-PHI 13rd QUADRANT

*****
100 CALL RECOIL KIM(P1,THETA,PHI,EBEAM,OOOD MOMENTUM)
***** "" ""

P(5)-P1(2)
P(6)-Pl(3)
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE HERA TRACE(X,Y,Z,X2,Y2,Z2,IPLMIE,HIT)
TRANSFORMS COORDINATES TO THE SCM105 FRAME AND CHECKS IF PARTICLE IS IN A

PUNK.
IMPLICIT REAL»( (A-H,O-I)
LOGICAL HIT,FJRST,NEXT
COMMON /SCM/CME,L1,Z1,D1,D2
INTEGER CASE.IPLANE
COMPN /PRZNT/XI,YI,ZI
COMMON /ANOLE/THETA,PHI,ALPHA
COMMON /NON_V_1/P,P_TOT
COMMON /von/vos
DIMENSION ri7),POS(23)
EQUIVALENCE <P(7),T)
FIRST-.TRUE.

xo-x
YO-Y

so-zYP-Y2
ZP-Z2
CALL X ROT(X0,Y0,X0,ALPHA,1.0D0|
CALL X~ROT(XP,rP,H>,ALPHA,1.0D0)
CALL HERA ROT(X0,Y0,Z0,ALPHA,-1.0D0)
CALL HERA~ROT(XP,YP,ZP,ALPHA,-1.0D0)
CALL HERASCM(X0,Z0,.FALSE.)
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CALL HKMSCM(XP,ZP,.FALSE.)

100 IF(XF.CT.POS<IPLME)) THEM
CMX IMTEM><PO«<IPLAMB),xo.ro,xo,»,rp,

TUB - OF - FUORT. TOF IS HI MAWMECOMM.
IF (SP.QT. P0S(2)) THEM
CALL TOF_XNC(ra,X0,Y0,S0,Xr,»,tP)
T-T+DT

CALL CMKXY(IPLMB,HIT,FmST,2)
IF(MIT) HTUM
CALL PUT P<.TXUE.,2)
IF(MBn)~TMCM
IPLAHE-IFLAMH-1
OOIO 100
ENDIF
IPUMB-IPLAME+1

mjmourim p TRACE<X PP,IP,HIT,FIRST>
THIS Mumcuiim TkiuwA m POUTZOW OF m PAKTICLC m T B 22 u m c i m PLMBS.

IMPLICIT M B
BCTDMM* lH
LOOICAL
PAMMXBR 1 PLAIK-23
PAMHROt SOI DIV-100.0DO
M M M I B DIVjrrBP-lO.ODO
PARMsm n r STKP-IOO.ODO
PARAHRBt »CH~PS—124.0D0

PAMMHBt r S TOL>1.0D0
OOIIBII / M O N V I / P V,P TOT
oomni /nnh7xi,ri.ti~
MAL*t XI,T1,XI

RIAL** Q*nwi,v*LDc,c,
COMm /AIRKX/TMRA,Pia,ALPHA
H U ' I THTA,PMI,ALMA
CXMKM /pon/pot
RIAL** P V(7),Ce.,D_T,P TOT.T.DT
RKAL*« z7r,S,PK,Pr,PX ~
RIAL** U,X2>«,PX2,PT2,PX2,R
RIAL** TOUK PLAMD,PO«(II PLMI),I,J,K
m u n 1 p»7i PLMK,ic,t7,LuaT,ip,nam
LOOICAL Rn,LFLM>FIItn,LFOO2>l«n
•QOTVALDKl (P_V(1),Z),(P_V(2),T),(P T(3),I»
•QOIVALBKl (P V<4),PX),(P_V<5),PX),7P V(C),PS),(P V(7),T)
DNtA TOL/23».0T/
MZT-.FALn.

-IP
PP

OOTO (10720,30,40,50,60,70,*0)l
MUTf(6,*) 'IJMKRC TOO LAKC ZN P IMCX'

STOP 102
C H I ! IS TMC TARQCT III HEM.
10 CALL HERA aOT(X,Y,X,ALFHA,1.0D0)

CALL IIBIA~IIOT(PX,Pr,PS,ALPRA,1.0D0)
CALL X_R0f(X,T,X,ALHIA,-1.0D0)
CALL X ROT(PX,PT,K,ALP1IA,-1.0DO)
CALL TffBHA2tI PLME.HIT)
IFflllT) KCTUMi
CALL X_DOT(X,T,S,ALPRA,1.0D0)
CALL X ROT(PX,Pr,PS,ALPIIA,1.0D0)
CALL K«A_IK)T(X,Y,I,ALPHA,-1.0D0)
CALL BOA IOr(PX,PX,PZ,ALP!IA,-1.0D0>
IP-I PLANST

C BBCMJSI OF THE SET UP OF THIS SUMOUnRC, POS(1> IS MULL, TK VALUE IS NEVER USED
C mCWKTniQ FROM THE TAMET TO THE SCIRTILUaOR - SI:
20 FIHST-.TRUB.

DL-O.SDO
D T-0V(VELOC*GMMA)

21 CALL tWRmt(P TOT,X,Y,Z,FX,RrPZ,D T,X2,X2,S2,PX2,n2,PS2,MIT)
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ir(HXT> u n m
IF<S2.<n.POI(I PLAKH

* CORRECT TOP FOR OVEMHOOTXM FIRST PLME
CALL TOT HK(DT,XZ,rZ,SZ,X2,r2,S2)

GOTO 29
ENDIF
X-X2
Y-Y2
Z-Z2
PX-PX2
PY-PT2
PZ-PX2
oorro 21

2» CALL aOOtld rLMa tIOT,PIUT,l)
ZF(HZT) MIU&I
cux. par K.TRW.,2>

C 1MB NEXT IS A MULTX K M DBTKTMKM | , —>3 K M U .
C SO. . .
30 riUST-. FALSE.

HMI.5D0
D MX/CVELOC^OMMW

31 (ML MMR*<» TOT,X,Y,X,rx,Fr,W,t> T,X2,T2>S2,rX2,n2,M2,RZT)
iF(s2.ar.rosT2>> mar ~
CALL TOT_lIIC(0r,X,Y,IrX2,Y2,X2)

KNDIF
IF(IHT) maw
IF(X2.OT.tOS(I PLMB)) TMBI
CALL I R I U I K i l t PLMB>,X,Y,S,X2,X2,S2
oom 39

X-X2
Y-Y2
S-X2
FX-PX2
PY-FY2
FY-W2
GOTO 31

39 CUX. cnXXYU PLNK,nT,FIMT,l)
IF(RZT) RXTUM
CALL PUT P(.mHE.,2)

I_ L A W I
IF(I PLMB.IX.S) OOTO 30
MRMI

C CBTBdOR Pis
40 z rum (

D&O.SDO
D Tta«/|vnOC«tWMA)

41 CALL MMBTR(P TOT,X,Y,X,FX,FY,P(,D T,X2,X2rS2,PX2,PX2,PS2,IIZT)
IF(X2.OT.IOST2>) M ~
CALL TOr_MC(DT,X,Y,X,X2,Y2,t2)

•MOIF
ZF(RR)
ZF(S2.0T.P0f(I FLAK))
CALL IiniltP(PO«T(l rLAHB).X,Y,Z,X2,Y2,X2,MKXT>
OOTO 49 ~
CHDZF
X-X2
Y-Y2
S-Z2
rx>PX2
FY-FY2
PZ-FS2
O0TO 41

4» CALL aaacxd FLAW,nn,FIHST.D
IF(IOT) XSTliW
CALL PUT K.TKW.,2)
I PUMM PLMB+1
IF (I PLAM.U.O Q0TO 41
MTUM

C UHECIUH FLMCS P2H(X<0) FIMT, P2L(X>0) MCCt:
50 I PLAMB-9
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D T»DL/(VELOC*aAMHA>
51 CALL MANETRfP TOT,X,Y,E,PX,PY,PZ,D T,X2,Y2,X2,PX2,PY2,PZ2,HIT)

IF(Z2.OT.POST2)) THE* ~
CALL TOP INC(DT,X,Y,Z,X2,Y2,Z2)
T-T+DT ~
ENDIF

IF(RIT) RETURN
IF(Z2.OT.POS(I PLANE)) THEN
CALL INTERP(p63<I PLANE) ,X,Y,Z,X2,Y2,22,NEXT)
GOTO it ~
ENDIP
X-X2
Y-Y2

PX-PX2
PY-PY2
PE-PZ2
OOTO 51

C DETERMZNE IP IN P2R OR P2L
5» IP ( I PLANE.NE.9) OOTO S» IMHMWK TO KEPLACE 51 HERE

CALL OOOtYd PLANE,HIT,FIRST, 1) !CHECK IF III PLANE P2RX
IP(.NOT.HXT)~THEM
CALL PUT P(.TRUE.,2)
I_PLANE-T0
LIMIT-12
GOTO 51
EMDIF
HIT-.FALSE.
I PLANE-12

B
OOTO 51

59 CALL CKKXY(I PLANE,HIT,riRST,l)
IF(HIT) MTtWI
CALL PUT P(.TRUE.,2)
I PLANE-T PLANE+1
I P ( I PLANE.LE.(LIMIT-l)) OOTO 51

C IN 60-69 TRACE TO P3 THROUGH THE 3CM105 FIELD:
60 I PLANE-15

C&4.0D0
D T-DL/(VELOC*aAtMA)

61 CALL MANETR(P TOT,X,Y,Z,PX,PY,PZ,D T,X2,Y2,E2,PX2,PY2,PZ2,HIT)
IP(Z2.OT.POtT2)) THEN ~
CALL TOP IMC(Dr,X,Y,Z>X2,Y2,Z2)
T-T+DT ~
ENDIP
IP(HIT) RETURN
IF(Z2.aT.PO8(I_PLANE)) THEM
CALL INTERP(POS(I PLANE) ,X,Y>Z,X2,Y2,E2,MKXT)
OOTO 6» "
ENDIP
X-X2

E-Z2
PX-PX2
PY-PY2
PZ-PZ2
GOTO 61

69 CALL CHKXYU PLANE,HIT,FIMT.D
IF (HIT) RETURN
CALL PUT P(.THVC.,2)

J
lrilJLMiI.LL.lt) GOTO 61
RETURN

C DETECTOR P4:
70 I PLANE»1»

D&O.SDO
D T>DL/<VEUC*OMttt)

71 CALL MANETRtP TOT,X,Y,S,PX,Fr,PX,D T,X2,Y2,Z2,PX2,PY2,P12,HIT)
IF(Z2.GT.POST2)) THEN
CALL TOP INC(DI,X,Y,Z,X2,Y2,S2)

ENDIP
IF(HIT) RETURN
IF(Z2.OT.POS(I PLANED THEN
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CALL INTCRP(FOS(I PLMIB) ,X, Y,Z,X2,Y2,Z2.NEXT)
GOTO 79 ~
ENDZP
X«X2
Y-Y2
Z>Z2
PX-PX2
PY-PY2
PZ-PZ2
oorro 71

79 CALL CHKXYd PLANE,HIT.FIRST,])
IP(HIT) RETURN
CALL PUT F(.TltUE.,2)
I PLAME-I PLANE+1
IF(I PLANE.LE.22) GOTO 71
RETURN

C DETECTOR S2:
80 I PIANE»23

DJ>0.5D0
D T»DL/<VELOC»GAMMA)

81 CALL MANETRfP TOT,X,Y,Z,PX,PY,PZ,D T,X2,Y2,Z2,PX2,PY2,PZ2,HIT)
IF(Z2.CT.I>OST2)) THEM ~
CALL TOP IWC(DT,X,Y,Z,X2,Y2,Z2)
T-T+DT ~
BHDIF

ZP(HZT) MTUJUI
IF(Z2.OT.POS(I PLMIC)) I H »
CALL INTEWIPOJU PLMft) , X , r , Z , X 2 , Y 2 , Z 2 , l l K T )

* CORRECT TOP POK OVERSHOOTIIW THE LAST ORCCTOTi FUME
CALL TOP IMC(DT,XI,YI,ZI,X2,Y2,Z2)
T-T-DT ~
GOTO 89
ENDIF
X«X2
Y-Y2
Z»Z2
PX-PX2
PY-PY2
FE-PZ2
OOTO ( 1

89 CALL CHKXY(I_PI>ME,HIT,riI«ST,l)
RETUKM
END

C
SUBROUTINE HERA ROT(X,Y,X,ALPHA,SI)

* THIS SUBROUTINE ROTATES THE LABORATORY COORD. SYSTEM TO THE HERA HAONET
* COORD. SYSTEM (POLARIZATION ALHKYS ALONG THE Z-AXIS).

IMPLICIT NONE
REAL** X,Y,Z,XX>YY,ZZ,ALPHA,SI
REAL'S CH.SH

* SI-+1.0D0 COUNTERCLOCKWISE ROT., SI—1.0DO CLOCKWISE ROT.
* ROTATE ABOUT Z-AXIS BY 90 DEGREES

XX-Y*SI
YY—X*SI
X-XX
Y«YY
RETURN
ENTRY X ROT(X,Y,Z,ALPHA,SI)

* ROTATE ABOUT X-AXIS BY ANGLE ALPHA
CH-DCOS (ALPHA)
SH-DSIN(ALPHA)
YY-(CH»Y»+(SH*Z*SI)

Y»YY

z«zz
RETURN
END

C
LOGICAL FUNCTION IN TAROfX.Y.Z)

* CHECKS IP THE PARTICLE Is IN THE TARGET.
IMPLICIT NOME
REAL'S H TARG LEN.TARS RAD
PARAMETER (H TARG LEN-I.0D0)
PARAMETER (TARG BAD-1.8SD0)
REAL'S X,Y,Z,Z27R
R»DSQRT(X*X+Y*Y)
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E2~DABS(Z)
XF(Z2.GT.H TARG LER/2.0D0) THEM

IN_TARS».FALSE7
RETURN
ENDIF
XPIR.OT.TAM MJ>) m m

IN TARQ-.PAL3E.

BIDir
IN TARG-.TRUE.

c
LOGICAL FUNCTION IN HERA<X,Y,X)

* CHECKS ir m PARTICLE If STILL IN THE TARGET WILE IN TUB HEM FIELD.
IMPLICIT NOHe
REALM M TAM LBN,TAM RAO
PARAMETER (R TAHOJXW-T.ODO)
PARAMETER (TARG RAD-1.S5D0)
REAL** X,Y.t,Z2~7P
REALM XP,YP,IP
coma* /ANOLE/TNETA,PMI .ALPHA
REAL*! THETA,PHI,ALPHA
XP-3C
TP-*
XP-I
CALL X ROT<XP,YP,SP,ALnA,1.0D0>
CALL HKRA ROT(XP.YP,IP,ALPHA,-1.0D0)

7
ir<X2.OT.H TAM LEN/2.0D0) THEN

IN HERA-.FALSET

ENDZP
ir(K.OT.TAMS RAD) THEN
IN HERA-.FALSE.
RETURN
ENDZP
IN HERA-.TRUE.
RETUM
END

C
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION OAUS S(Sia>MU,N SD)

* GENERATES THE GAUSSIAN SCAN HOMMTUK DISTRIBUTION.
IMPLICIT NONE

C SIO I S VARIANCE,HU IS CENTROID
C RETURNS A VALUE WITHIN N SD OF STARDARD DEVIATIONS.

PARAMETER SQ 2 PI«2.3<>662t27462D0
REALM SIG,MU,XV,P,BP,S P
REAL** N SD ~
C a i C T /fEED/ISEED>IENEROT,V(M>,IDUM
INTEOER** ISEED.IDUH.IEHBROT
REAL*4 V
S P ^ Q 2_PI*SIQ

i MNMNTISEED)/S P
XV-MU+tN SD»SIOT(1-0-2.0*RAN(ISEED()>

P
IF(P.LT.BP) OOTO 1
GAUSJS-XV
RETURN

P*I»HE RRECISION FUNCTION GMIS_H|SIG,RNAX)
* GENERATES A GAUSSIAN TARGET RADIUS - INTERACTION POINT IN THE TARGET.

REALM SIG,RNAX,SNIN,R
C SIO IS VARIANCE,MU IS CENTROID.
C VALUE RETURNED I S X M»<OAUS M<X MAX (INCLUSIVE)

OOHBII /SEED/ISESD,TENEROT,VT*I)TIDUH
INTHERM ISEED,IDUH,IENBROT
REAL*4 V
SHIN—<RMAX*RMAX)/(SIG*SIO)*2
SMIN-EXP(SMIN)

10 R-1.0D0-SMIN
R>CMIN+<R*RAJI(ISEED))
R-DSOjRT(-2.0DO*<Sia*SIG)*DUXI(R)>
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I F (R.OT.RMAX) OOTO 10
GAUS M-R
RETURN
END

C
SUBROUTINE EXTR PARMS(P TOT)

• CALCULATES SOME MISC. KINEMATICAL QUANTITISS.
IMPLICIT NONE
PARAMETER PRO MAS-93*.25CD0
PARAMETER DUT~MAS>l*75.5*7D0
COIirHI /DEUT/VODEUT, INDEX
LOSICAL DODEUT
INTEOER*2 INDEX
REAL** P TOT

COMMON /MM P 1 / F r , B M J M . I O I AM,P*ICOTH,kPERIM
nmon*2 mitiM ZFLM cnwniounn n o r OCMDUTIOII
UAL*t p F , B U AW.SCM M
MM.*! c9bo,oaoo ~
nrooNno MM/P TUT
ir(DOMUT*) DfOMXIT MM/? TOT

0MWN1. 0O0/MQRT< 1 . 0D0-7EU)C*V«L0C)

C
SUBROUTINE PUT P(AK,INTARa)

* MUTES THE PARTICLE POSITION AND MOMENTUM TO All INTERNAL RECORD. IF THE EVENT
• MAKES IT THROUGH THE ENTIRE SPECTROMETER, THE RECORD IS MUTTER TO All OUTPUT FILE.

IMPLICIT NONE
C0MMON/S1SAVE/S1X, SIX

REALM SIX,SIX
REALM X I , T I , X I , I K 7 )
COUCH /RON V 1 / P,P TOT
REALM P<7)7O.77»,F TOT 1 P<X,r,S,Px,Py,Pa,L)
LOGICAL AM,FIRST ~
CMARACTER LRECMO00

IPTR,J,I,K
INTARO

EQUIVALENCE <IPU>,XI ) , ( 1 K 2 > , T I > , < I H J ) , X I )
DATA FIRST,IPTR/-TRUE.,1/
IPHI-O.ODO
IP(5)-0.0D0
IP(fi)-0.0D0
IP(7)-P<7)

C FILE 90 IS OPENED IN THE CALLINO PROGRAM.
IF(INTAM.EQ.2> THEN
MUTE(LREC<IPTR:IFrR+55),l) IP I MUTE TO INTERNAL RECORD

20 MUTB(LRK(IPTR:IPTIM-35»,1) P I MUTE TO INTERNAL RECORD
ENDIF

1 FORMAT(7A«>
IF{ .NOT.ARO> THOI > IP ARS THEN MUTE TO FILE

DO 9 1-1 ,1120,5*
READ(LREC(I:I+55>,2) Q
MUTE<90,*) (Q(K),M1,3)
MUTE<90,*) (Q(K),K-4,<)
MUTI(90,*) Q(7)

9 CONTINUE
MUTEI90,*) '%'

C MUTE(90,2) LMC(l:IPTR+55) I AND RESET POINTERS
3 FORKAT(1X,7D10.4)
2 FORMAT(1344Al)

IPTR-1
C
c***«****Mtrrx x,r COORD OF S I FOR OOOD I

c
MUTE (62,100 >S1X,S1Y

100 FOWAT(F«.2,',',Ft.2)
ENDIF
IPTR-IPTR+56 1 SET POINTER
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RETURN
ENTRY RESJNJT
IPTR-1
RETURN
END

C
SUBROUTINE MANETR (P,X1>Y1,Z1,FX1,PY1,PZ1,D,X2>Y2,Z2,
1PX2,PY2,PZ2,HIT)

C USES RUNQE-KUTTA AND PREDICTOR-CORRECTOR ROUTINES,
C
C PREDICTOR - CORRECTOR ROUTINE FOR NUMERICAL INTEGRATION
C OF A PARTICLE TRAJECTORY THROUGH A MAGNETIC FIELD.
C WRITTEN BY HAL 3FINKA.

IMPLICIT REAL** (A-H.O-Z)
LOGICAL HIT
COMMON /DEUT/DODEUT) INDEX
INTEOER«2 INDEX
UMICAL DODEUT
COMMON/ZI»UNT/TAU,XN,YN,XN,XNP,YNP,ZNP,CMASS
COMM0W/BLOCK2/ISTART,ICK
DIMENSION X ( 9 , * ) , X P ( 9 , a ) , D I F ( 9 ) , P R E D ( l i ) , C O R ( 9 )
ir(DODEUT) THEN
CMASS - 1I7S.5C7D0
ELSE
CMASS - 931.256 DO
ENDIF
C - 29.979246 DO

C INITIALISE FOR ISTART-0 OR KK-1,2,3
XN - XI
YN - Yl
EN - Zl
XNP - PX1/CMAM
YNP • m/CHASS
SNP - Pf'./CMAM
IF (XSTAtffi.Mt.O) 00 TO 2
X(l,4) - XN/C
X(2,4) - YN/C
X(3,4> - ZN/C
X(«,<) - XNP
X(5,4) - YNP
X(6,4) - ZNP
XP(1,4) - XNP
XP(2,4) - TNP
XP(3,4) - ZNP
DO 1 L-1,9
DIP(L) - 0.0

1 CONTINUE
XX - 0
ISTART - 1
CALL XPPYPP(XN,YN,ZN,XNP(YNP,ZNP,XP(4,4),XP(5,4),XP(6,4).HIT)
IF(HXT) RETURN

2 IF (KK.0E.3) 00 TO 3
CALL RUMOE (D,P,HIT)
IF(HIT) RETURN
XX • KK + 1
L • XX + 4
CALL XPPYPP(XN,YN,ZN,XNF,YNP,SNP,XP(4,L),XP(5,L)>XP(6,L),HIT)
IF(KIT) RETURN
X(1,L) -
X(2,L) -
X(3,L) -
X(4,L) -
X(5,L) -
X(A,L) a
XP(l.L)
XP(2,L)
XP(3,L)
GO TO 7

C NORMAL ENTRY

i XN/C
' YN/C
ZN/C
XNP
YNP
ZNP
- XNP
- YNP
- ZNP

INTO PREDICTOR - CORRECTOR ROUTINE
TAV - TAU + D
DO 4 J-1,6
X{J,1) - {(2.0 D0)*X(J,6) + X(J,5»)/(3.0 DO)
PRID(J) » X(J,1) + (D/(72.0 D0))*((191.0 D0)«XP(J,7) -
1(107.0 D0)*XP(J,6) + (109.0 D0)«XP(J,5) -
2(25.0 D0)*XP(J,4))
PRED(J+9) - PRED(J) - (707.0 DO)*DXF(J)
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4 CONTINUE

COR<1) - PRED<13)
CORJ2) - PRED<14)
COR{3) - PKDU5)
PRED(IO) » C*PRED(10)
PRED(U) - C*PRED(11)
PRED(12) « C*PRED(12)
CALL XPPYPP(PMD(10),PMD(U),PMD(12),PRi:D<13),PRED(14)(

1PRED(15),COR(4),COR(5),COR(6),HIT)
IP(HIT) RETURN
DO S J-1 ,6
COR(J) - X(J,1) + (D/<72.0 D0))*((25.0 D0)*COR(J) +

1(91.0 D0J»XP(J,7) + (43.0 B0)*XPCT,6) + (9.0 D0)*XP(J,5))
DIP(J) - (FRED(J) - COR(J))/(750.0 DO)
COR(J) - COR(J) + (43.0 D0)*Dir(J)
X(J,I) - COR(J)

S CONTINUE
XP(1,«» - COR<4)
XP(2,t) - COR(5)
XP(3,«) - COR(«)
XN - COR(1)*C
YN - COR(2)*C
ZN - COR(3)*C
XMP - COR(4)
mr - COR(5)
2NP - COR(6)
CALL XI>PYPP(XM,VN,WI,Mn>,«»P,a»P,XJ'(4,»),XP(5,«),XP(6,»)/HIT)
ir(HIT) RETURN
V m OnSS*DBQRT(XNP*XNP + XNP*YNP + IMP •IMP)
DO 6 t > l , <
DO < J - 1 , 7
XIL,J) - X(L,J+X)
» ( L , J ) - XP(L,J+1)

6 CONTINUE
7 X2 - XR

Y2 - TO
12 - ZN
PX2 - XMP*CMA3S
PY2 « YMP*OUiS3
PZ2 - ZNP*OUSS
RETURN
ENTRY INI MANETR
ISTMOM) ~
RETURN
END

C
SUBROUTINE RUNOE (D,P,HIT)

C «UBROWTINE rOR RUNOE-KUTTA NUMERICAL INTEORATIOK.
IMPLICIT REAL** (A-M,O-Z)
LOOICAL HIT
COtM0M/INHINT/rAU>XN,TO>SN,XNP,TNP,ENP,CNA3S
HALF - 0 . 5
SIXTH - ( 1 . 0 D 0 ) / ( 6 . 0 DO)
EIOHTH • 0 . 1 2 5
C - 29 .979246 DO

20 CALL XFPYPP<XN,YN,ZN,XNF,mF,ZNF,XKl,yKl,tKl,HXT)
IF(HIT) RETURN

CFIRST STEP TAU1 - TAU + HALF*D
« U • mi +(HALT*O*YNP + EIGHTH*D*D»nCl)»C
XN1 • XN +(HALT*D*XMP * EIOHTH*D*D*XK1)*C
SN1 - ZN +(HALF*D*ZNP + EIOHTH»D*D*ZK1)»C
XNP1 » XNP + HALP*D*XK1
YNP1 - YW + HALT*D«YK1
ZNF1 - ZHP + I1WJ*D»2K1

40 CALL XPPYPP(XN1,YN1,ZN1,XNP1,YNP1,ZNP1,XK2,YK2,ZK2,HIT)
IP(HIT) RETURN

C SECOND STEP TAU2 - TAU + KALF*D
XN2 - XN +(HALF*D*XNF + EI<HRH*D*D*XK1) *C
YH2 - TN +(HALT*D*YNP + EIORTK*D*D»nU) »C
ZN2 <• Zil +(MALT#D*ZNP + EI<3HTH*D*D*ZK1)*C
XNP2 - XNP + HALT*D*XK2
YNP2 - YtfP + KALP*D*YK2
ZNP2 - ZNP + HALP*D*ZK2

60 CALL XPPYPP<XN2,YN2,ZN2,XNP2,YNP2,ZNP2,XK3,YK3,ZK3,HIT)
IF (HIT) RETURH

C THIRD STEP TAU3 • TAU + D
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XM3 - XM +<D*XHP + HALT*D*D«XK3)*C
rtn - vi +(D*xnp + H*Lr»o*D»rW)*c
n o - a t +<D*m? -i- IUUF*D*D*IIO)»C
XMP3 - XHP + D*XK3
IMPS - VHP + D*TW
SHP3 - IMP + D*ZK3

•0 CALL XPPYPP(XII3,Xll3,W3,»P3,niP3,IW3,XK4,nC4,SK4,IIXT>
IF(KIT) KCTUMT

C FOURTH STEP
TAU m TAU + D
XM - XN +<D*XMP + SIXTO*D*D»(W1+X«+XK3))*C
XM • IN +(D*WP + 3IXTH»D»DMY1U+YK2+Y1C3))»C
ZM - nr +<D*aip + sirni»D«D»(uu+iiu+ua))*c
XMP - XNP -t- SIXnt»D*(XM+X«+XIt2+jat3+XK3+XK4)
n r - tup • «irTM»D*<na+nc2+nu+nt3*nc3-frK4)
IMP - ZHP + SIJCm*D*(tia+XIC2+XIt2+XIC3+«3+IIC4)
P - CMMS*MQRT<XIIF*Xlir + ! » • » 4- B V * « P )

c
SUBMUTZHK XPPXPP (X.T.I.XPrTP.lP.XPP.YPP.XPP.HIT)

C SUMOUTIHK TO CVMJUKR UUUVKTIVES OF 9
IMPLICIT HAL** (A-H.O-I)
OOMBM /tMOt/DOOM ,MX

»2 ana
nc,n,M,x,T,i

LMICM. MIT.DOMUT
C*

PMIMBRIl DOT MM-l t73 .5 t7M
1MUW11K PMO~HM-t3t.2MOO

* . S7«7«D-<

C THIS PMtMSTBR IS C/M FOR IfflTOM HI UWTS OF 1/(HMK OMM)
CALL SCM MF3 (X.T.I .BX.R.aS.XIT)
IF(RIT) xsnaw
IF(DOOCUT> CXX4STl*OOmTl*PIO MM/OUT HM

io XPP - coimi*(TP*n - zr*n}~ ~
TFP - <XMm*(!F»U - XP»W>
SPP - OOKST1*(XP*BY - YP»BX|

20

: TOT HR(DT,Xl > Tl ,Sl ,X2,T2, t3)
IMPLICIT RUL*T <A-H,O-S)
GOMOI /XKU/aNWk.VXLOC.C,

OR-X2-X1
DI-Y2-T1
DS-X2-S1
DL-DSORT<DK*IJIC+Dr*Dr+D«*I)C)
DT^Ot/VEtOC
MTUM

DOUBUC PHCISION FUlCTIOil ONUS 9(Sia ,MI,« SO)
IMPLICIT mm ~ ~

C SIO IS VMtlANCCMU IS CBRMID
C KSTUMM A VtiiX WITHIN II SO OF STMOMW OXVZMIOM.

PAMMBTOt SQ 2 PI-2.3OCC2I274C2DO
M M , ' ! S I O , M 7 , X V , P , B P , S _ P

CONNOR /CSCD/TSKO
nmaat*4 ISBD
IMTMni M SD
S P-SQ 2 PI*SIQ

l aMuwTisaD)/s P
SD»SIOT<1.0-2.0*«AII(Isaj»))

J
P-BXP(-.5*P)/S P
IF(P.LT.BP) OOTO 1
OMM f-XV
RSTUHf



SUBROUTINE RECOIL KnftFl.THRK.fKI.ZBHM.QOOD MOMENTUM) 2 3 7

CALCULATE RECOIL MOMENTUM COMPONENTS ~
IMPLICIT REAL** (A-H.O-S)
REAL** HUT MASS
DIMENSION P1(3) ,PK3<2)
COMMON /DEUT/DODEUT, INDEX
LOGICAL DODEUT.OOOD MOHBRUH
Hf»OER*2 INDB,MSOLlf
PARAMETER <IWT_MASS«»3».6D0)
PARAMETER <»O_MASS-93».26D0)
PARAMETER (DUT_HASS*l«7«.5»D0)
PARAMETER (PI_MASS-134.9600)

iri DODEUT) TREK
AMMWT MASS
AfM>PI KASS
ELSE ~
AM3«PRO MASS

EMDIF

CALL KtfUmn MASS,PRO MASS,AM3,AH4,EKAM,THETA,TII3CM,P»,N3OLII)
IFtmOUI.RC.V) OOOO MOHDRU»>.TRUE. lltfOUM) IS BAD MOMENTUM
I F U M H X . E Q . l ) TUSH

ELSE
P3-PK3(2)
EMDZP
PI <1 )«P3*0SZN(THETA| *0CO«(FIII >
PI < 2 )-P3*MHKTKETA) *MZR(PHZ)
PI(3)-P3*DCOS(THE¥A)

sumouriHE LABCM(THETA>
*
* m i s wamomm TWMSPORMS T » PROTON LAB SCATTERIIM AIMLE TO THE CM. FRAME, IT MILL ONLY
• WORK POIt SCATRJtim ANOLES LESS THAN »0 DNORSSS. B. OARNETT.

REAL** T«ETA,OAMMA,BBTA,ECM,A,i,C
REAL** PPCM,S,Tl,T2>T3,COtni

REAL** NOaWMA.VELOC.SPDLaKT.ENEWTRON
camm/HM n / p X.RERA AHO,SCM Am,piiicoTH,KPERiM
URHSR*2 KPERIM "lFLAO CONTROLLlilO EVEN? OENERATION
REAL** P N,KERA AM.CCM AKI.PRZOOTIKO
PARAMETER (PRO MAS-43*.7S«D0)
PARAMETER (RUT~MAS-93».6D0)

BKTA-P N/<ENEUmOIH-PRO MM)
S-<RVr~HM*NUr MM)4-<nb HM*PR0 MM>4-<2.0D0*EMEUTN0N*PH0 MM)
PPCH-P~N*PIO MM/DBgRT(sT
EOIi'MMtr(HOI*PPCM»PI>0 HAS'PDO MM)
OAHW»1. ODO/DSQRTI1 .OD0=MTA*BCfA)
A-OAMMH*PPCM*TAN(T1IETA)
B-OM«A*BCTA*ECM*TMI(TBTA)
C-PPCM
T1-**B

T3««2-(B*B)
cosnt-(-Ti+c*Dsorr<T3) )/n
THETA-C»COS(COSTH)
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SUBROUTINE aUOrYfFLANSNO.HZT.FZRST.ZNTAM)

CHtCKJ MHETMER X OR Y OF THE PROTON I f WITHIN
THE DCTECIOR PLANE. REQUIRES QUA FILES CHMBRXY.DAT
AND OFFSETS.DAT . B . OARNETT

INTEGER PLANENO,INTARO
LOGICAL HIT,FIRST
REAL*! CHMBWCY(88)
COmOH/NOH V 1/PV.PTOT
RIAL'S P V ( 7 ) 7 P I O T
COtWOH /PRIMT/XI ,YI ,ZI
REAL** X I , Y I , Z I

H I T - . FALSE.
ir(FZKST) TKEN
CALL XnttAD(CHMBRXV)

ENDXP

ZyMAX- ( P L M m o - 1 ( M
IYMIH-IYJ1AX-1
IXHAX-iyMZK-1
IXMIN-IXMAX-1

YMAX-CHMBIIXY (IYMAX)
YHIH-CW0IIXY (IYMIN)
XHAX-CMHBIIXY | IXMAX)
XKtH-CHMBlXYdXMm)

ZP(IHrAM.EQ.2) THEM
i r <(XI.LT.XMIN) .OR. (XI.OT.XMAX>) THEM
HIT-.TRUE.
HRUM

amir
IP (<YX.LT.WIN) .OR. (YX.OT.YMAXM THEM
HIT-.TRUE.
RETURN
CMDZP

C L »
ZP (<PV(1).LT.XNXN) .OR. (PV(1).OT.XMAX)) THEM
HIT-.TRUE.
RETURN
CMDZF
IP <(PV(2).LT.YHZN) .OR. (PV(2) .OT.YHAX)) THEN
HIT-.TRUE.
RETURN
EMDIP

ENDZP
RETURN

SUBROUTINE XYMAD(CW0RXY)
REAL*! CIMnXY(H>,XOPP,YOFF
OPEN<60,NAn-'CI*BRXY.DU' ,STATUS-'OLD')
OPEM(64>MAHS-'OFFSETS.OAT' ,STATUS-'OLD')
J - 4
DO 10 1 - 1 , 2 2
READ(60,*)CHMBRXY(J-3),CHMBRXY(J-2),CHMBRXY(J-l),CHMBRXY( J )
READ(64,*)XOrF,YOPP
CWBRXY( J - 3 )-CKMBRXY( J - 3 )+XOFF
<-HMBRXY { j - r > - n i w i n x y {3-3) +xorp
CHHBPXV t J - l ) *?IIMBIIXY ( J - l ) + YOFP

J-J+4
10 CONTINUE

CLOSE(60)
CLOSE<64)
RETURM
END



SUBROUTINE CK>UT(A,N,B,M,DETE]tM,ltlNC> 239
c
c Apcoerr. MATRIX,H-HO. or COLUMNS IR A,B-SOIM. MATRIX,
C M-NO. C O U M W IK B.DCTERMaOUTFUT FROM CROUT,NMNC-NO. OF
C ROW1 IN A AND B.
C
C SOLUTION OF LINEAR EQUATIONS B¥ THE CROW METHOD
C

REALM A,B,DETERM,DOTP,V,AMAX,TEKF
DIMENSION A ( 4 , 4 ) , B ( 4 , 1 >
COMMON / F 4 5 4 / V(100)

C
DETERM-1.

C
DO 1000 K»1,N
KP1-K+1
KMl-K-l

C
TEMP-0.
DO 20 I-K,N
DO 2 L«1,K

2 V(L>«A(I ,L)
A(I,K)»A(I,K)-DOTP(V,A(1,K),KM1)
IF (AB>(A(I,K)).LT.TBMP> 0 0 TO 20

3 TEHP*ABS(A(I,K>)
IMAX-I

20 CONTINUE
AMAX-A(IMMC,K)
DCTEItH«AHAX*DETEMl

C
IF (DETDW.BQ.O.) WtUMI

C
IF (IHAX.EQ.K) OO TO 600
DETOMv-DETERM
DO SO J-1,N
TEMP>A<K,J)
A(K,J)«A(IMAX,J)
A(IMAX,J)-TIMP

50 CONTINUE
IF (M.IX.0) OO TO 600
DO 400 J»1,M
TEMP-B(K,J)
B(K,J)-B(IMAX,J)
B(IMAX,J)-TEMP

400 CONTINUE
C

600 DO 666 L-l.K
666 V(L)^A(K,L)

C
ir (K.EQ.N) OO TO «50
DO 700 X-KF1.N

700 A(I,K)-A(I,K)/AMAX
C

DO «00 J»»1,N
•00 A(K,J)-A(K,J)-DOTP(V,A(1,J),KM1)

•50 IF (H.LE.O) 00 TO 1000
DO 900 J-l.M

900 B(K,J)-B(K,J)-DOTP(V,B(1,J),IW1)
C
1000 CONTINUE

C
IF (M.LB.O) 00 TO 1000
DO 8000 I-l.N
K-N+l-I
DO 6666 L-X.N

6666 V|L)-*(K,L)
DO 7000 J-l.M

7000 B(K,J)-(B(K,J)-DOTP(V(K+l),B(K+l,J),I-i))/A(K,K)
•000 CONTINUE

RETURN
END

C

c
FUNCTION DOTF(A,B,N>

MEAL*» A,a,DOTF

DIMENSION A(1),B(1)

IF (N.EQ.O)
DO 100 I-1,N

100 DPTfP
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SUBMUrXNI HOtMCM(X,!,DO_F)

THIS SUBROUTINE TRANSFORMS THE x AND x POSITIONS or A
PARTICLE PROM THE HEM COORDINATE fTSTEN (ORIGIN AT THE
CENTER OP 2HE TAMET) TO THE SCM SYSTEM (ORXOIH AT THE
CENTER OP THE SCH105). A TRANSLATION IS FIMT PERFORMED,
FOLLOWED n A ROTATION. B. OAMBTT

IMPLICIT HOME
LOGICAL DO P
COMm /SCM/X1,D1,D2
U A L * * XI,D1.O2
COMMON / M M P 1/P P.KERA AWO.SCM Am,fHICOTH,KPEUM
ZMTMCIt*2 KPEfXM ~ IPLAO'COMTROLLIMa EVERT OERERATION
XEAL*t P P,HEKA ANO.SCM Am,PHICOTH<«)
DEAL*! x7x,X0,XTXMP,XnM»,X DISPL.X D I S K
REAL** COMm,«ZNMO,AI» ROT,TAKAI»~
MALM 012 ,C0Sl ,SI in ,AinLK
REAL'S XFRZME.XmiMC
PARAMETER P I - 3 . H 1 5 » 2 « 3 3 5 I D 0
PARAMETER L1-247.9D0

COSIOOOSTAIIOLI)
SIMl-OSIII(AinLE)
D12-Dl-fO2
TARAMO- (D2-D1 > / U
ANQ ROT-OWtMITAMAlia)
SIH3m»DSIM<AIM_*OT)
COMIIQ*DO0#(AII0 HOT)
X DISPL«0.SD0*DT2*COSAin
I~DISFL-IH-< 0 . SDO'Ll)

• ROTATE COORDIKATE STSTEM IT THE SCM AW1LE ( PROM X-AXIS ALOH BEAM
* TKROUOH TMB •PECTMHRER AHOU - X' THROWN CBHTER OP THE SOUOS)

X>(X*COS1)+(X*SIH1)
X-(-XTEMP*S»l)+(I*COil>

••• TRAMLATTOM TO THE PRIMED FRANC. SKIP THIS PART IP ROTATIM MOHEMTW. **•
IP(DO F) THEN
XPRIMCwX
XPRZHC-X
OOTO 100
EHDIP
XPRIME-X-X DISPL
XPRIMC-t-XJDISPL

* " ROTATIOH TO THE DOUBLE PRIMED FRAME ***
100 X-(XPRIME*COaAHa)+(-EPRIME*SIHARC) !CAREFUL WITH SIGHS

X-(XPRim*SIKMN>+(XPRIME*CO*AM0) !CAREFUL WITH SICKS

999 RETURH
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SUMOUTXK SOt MAP REMXIFS)
PAMMRBt VTCD»3 ~
PMMROI XD1M-41
PAMMHKR TDIM-15
FAXM*TEX SDIM-121
innaai*2 MMMW(VICD,XDI
imtaa*4 IF*
H t t 1 ! XF.YF.XF
comcM/rousn/MMmp, xr, YF, xr

IT(ITS.KQ.2) OOTO 2000
IF(IPS.MI.l) STOP 'IRVAUD FIEU) •CUKTED IN SOI IMP HEAD'
MUTC<6,1>
powns(' nuDim m n a man FIELD acmos w )
OPBI<50,m»-'SCM Y.Hn.'>SIKni»i'OU',ltBM»MUI
HEADISO,*) YF

RBAD(M,»t2)(((maiMP(2,I ,J,K),I>l ,41),J-t> lS)>K-l>121)

OPBI(S0,miB>'SCM X. im
MAD(M,*) XT

MM)(5O,M2)(((MMHftP(l,X,J,K),X-l,41),.J*l,15)>lrt,121)
CLOSKSO)
OPBt(5l>,mW-'SCM X.Mn.',SmiUS-'OLD',ltUD0MLY)
KKAD(50,«) IF ~

2000 M t m ( ( , 2 )
2 POUMMTC' XUOim IM TIB UJW FICLD SOU05 TltLD')

MM>(90,*) YF

CLME(SO)
OPPt(50,HM«-'ICM X.LFL
KEAD(H,*| XF

MCM>< 50, M2) <( IHMMr|l ,I ,J ,XI ,1-1.41) , J - 1 , IS) ,HM, 121)
CLOtKSO)
opni{SO,iiMa>'sai_z.LrL' ,STATU»-'OLD' .XEADOMLY)
MAD(50,*) XF

MWD( 50, M2H <(KMmP<3,Z,J,K>, 1 - 1 , 4 1 ) ^ - 1 , IS ) , K-l, 121)
CUMK(SO)

M2 FODH»(41A2)
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SUBROUTINE LOSE IT
* THIS SUBROUTINE USES THE BETHE-BLOCH EON. TO DETERMINE ENERGY
* LOSS IN THE TARGET.

IMPLICIT REAL** <A-M,O-E>
COMMON /DEUT/DODEUT, INDEX
LOGICAL DODEUT
COMMOM /TOT PT/POS X.POS T,POS T
COMMON /HO/TV I/PM5M<7),PTOT
PARAMETER P*B~MA33"938.256D-3 IFROTON MASS - OEV
PARAMETER DUT~MASS«IS75.517D-3 IDEUTERON MASS - OEV
PARAMETER N-670225D23 LAVAOADRO'S NUMBER
PARAMETER IO6.0D0 IAT. NO. CARBON
PARAMETER A-12.01DO IAT. WT. CARBON
PARAMETER C DENSITY-2.265D0 IDENSITY OF CARBON
PARAMETER CT-2.I17ID-13 IBOHR RADIUS
PARAMETER ELEC MASS-0.S11D-3 I ELECTRON MASS - OEV
PARAMETER ION R3TL»$.6O10D-» IIONIZATION POT'L FOR CARBON - OEV
PARAMETER PI-7.14159265D0
EQUIVALENCE (PMOMU),X),(PM0M<2),Y),(PMOM(3),Z)
EQUIVALENCE (PMOMM) ,PX), <PM0H<5) ,PV), (PM0M16) ,PI)

* DO SOME KINEMATICS
PO MASS-PRO H U I
IFTDODEUT) 7b MASS«DUT MASS
SQ PD MASS-PD~MASS*FD MASS
PTOT 1J"PX*PX+PY*PY+P¥*PI
BETA*L.ODO+(SQ PDJIASS)/PTOT_SQ
BETA-DSQKT(1.ODO/BETA)
PT0TAL-D9grr(PT0T SQ)

* DETERMINE THE ANOLSS FOR THE SCATTERING DIRECTION
THETA-DACOS (PZ/PTOSAL)
IF(PX.EQ.O.ODO) THEN
PHI-O.ODO
ELSE
PHI-DATAN(Py/PX)
ENDIF

* DETERMINE DE/DX USING THE BETHE-BLOCH EON.
DX-X-POS X
DY-Y-POS~y
DX-B-POS~C

T
EKIK4»QPT(PTOT SO>SQ TO MASS)-PD MASS
DEDX—4.0D0«PI*IC*(N*C DEMSITY/A)~

BETA 9O-BCTA*BETA
TBMP1-2.ODO»ELEC MUS*BETA SQ
TEKP2-ION POTL*(r.0D0-BETA~SQ>
T E M P - D L O 3 T T E M P 1 A > M P 2 ) - B E T A SQ

pEpX-pEDX«(Cl»Cl)*ELEC_MASS~
DCDXsDEOX*TEMP/BETA SQ

* CALCULATE ENEMY LOSS 0&(DE/DX)(DX) AND NEW TOTAL MOMENTUM
DE»DEDX*DL*1000.
MRITE(37,*)DE

EKIN»EKIN+(DEDX*DL)
EKIN SQ-EKTN*EKIN
FTOTAL»D*QKT(EKINj»Q+2. ODO*EKIN*PD_MASS)

* DETERMINE NEW MOMENTUM COMPONENTS
PX-PTOTAL*OSIN(TKETA) *D0OS< PHI)
PY-PTOTAI.*DSIN(THETA) *DSIH(I1II)
PE-PTOTAL*DCOS (TKETA)
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE SURVEY(EXPHO,RUNNO)
* THIS SUBROUTINE PUTS THE APPROPRIATE SURVEY CONSTANTS INTO THE
* COMMON BUCK - SCM, AS DRERMINED BY THE EXPERIMENT NUMBER AMD
* RUN NUMBER. THE SURVEY CONSTANTS A M USED BY THE SUBROUTINE
* HERA SCM TO CORRECTLY TRANSLATE AND ROTATE TO THE SCK103 COORDINATE
* SYSTEM. B. GARNETT

INTEGER EXPNO,RUNNO
CCMtON /SCM/Z1,D1,D2
REAL** Z1,D1,D2

IF(EXPNO.EQ.$<5) GOTO S00

IF< (RUNNO.GE.2*).AND. {RUNNO.LE.791)) THEN
Z1-20I.0DO
D1-O.254DO
D2—0.762D0
RETURN
ENDIP

ir((RUNNO.GE.792).AND.(RUNNO.LE.123>)> THEN
11-250.7D0
Dl—O.1D0
D2-0.15D0
RETURN
EMDIF

IF((RUMMO.OE.12401.AND.(RUHNO.LE.13361) THEN
Z1-251.25D0
Dl—0.34D0
D2—0.17D0
RETURN
ENDir

I K (RUNNO.OE.1337) -AMD. (RUNKO.LB.140t)) THEN
X1-234.1D0
D1-O.64D0
D2—0.32DO
RETURN
ENDir

IF( (RUNNO.GE.1409).AND. (RUNMO.LE.1471)) THEN
Z1-217.SD0
Dl—O.32D0
D2—0.4IDO
RETURN
ENDIF

IF( (RUNNO.GE.1472).AND. (RUNNO.LE.1550)) THEN
Z1-229.2D0
D1-0.0D0
D2—0.254D0
RRURN
ENDIF

IF((RUMn.GE.lS51).AND.(RUNNO.LE.l<37)) THEN
Z1-209.4D0
D1-0.7DO
D2-0.7DO
RETURN
EMDIF

TFf nw.WHO.or.1fi18).Wn). tRlWMO.LE.1690)) THKN
Z1-220.0DO
D1-0.40D0
D2-O.625D0
RETURN
ENDIF

IF((ltUNNO.GE.1691).AMD. (XUNRO.LE.1773)) THEN
Z1-225.0D0
D1-O.0D0
D2—0.1500
RETURN
ENDIF
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500 XF((XUMIO.GE.30).MID.(ltUMNO.LE.31<)) THEM
Z1-212.6DO
D1-0.2D0
D2-O.4D0
WRUM
EHDir
XF( (RUHR.QE.319).AMD. (KUMNO.LE.SCI)) THEN
11-211.2D0
DX-3.IDO
D2-1.3D0
XRlflUff
EMDIF
XF((MMID.<HS.562).AMD.(IKMNO.LE.676)) THEN
Sl-213.6D0
Dl—1.0DO
D2—0.2D0

ENDir
ir<<*WW0.<W.«77).A>ID. <JttJW».L*.«30>) THEN
Sl-214 .900
D1—0.54M
D2-0.0D0

BMDXF
XF((MMR>.OE.t31).MID.(inJIMO.U.94»>> THBI
B1-20I.5D0
D1-0.4D0
D2—O.3D0
MXUIM
EMDXF
XF((KMMO.OE.M»).AMD.(1IUIMO.U.963)) THEM
S1-210.3D0
Dl—1.2700
D2—0.64D0
XETUMI
•MDXF
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SUBROUTINE ROTATE(X,Z)

THIS SUBROUTINE TRANSFORMS THE X AND Z POSITIONS OF A
PARTICLE FROM THE HERA COORDINATE SYSTEM (ORIGIN AT THE
CENTER OF THE TARGET) TO THE SCM SYSTEM (ORIGIN AT THE
CENTER OF THE SOU05). A TRANSLATION IS FIRST PERFORMED,
FOLLOWED BY A ROTATION. B. GARNETT

INTEGER CASE
REAL** XTEMP,X,Z,XPRIM1,ZPRXM1,SIN1,COS1,COSTH,SI1RH
REAL** A,ZO,Z1,Z2,U,D1,D2,ZTEMP,TEMP1,TEMP2
COMMON /MON P 1/P_P,HERA ANG.SCM ANG,PHICOTH,KPERIM
INTEGER* 2 KPERIM I FLAG CONTROLUNG EVENT GENERATION
REAL** P P,HERA ANG.SCM ANG,ANGLE,PHICOTH<6)
REAL** ATHETA,CTHETA,DrHETA/COS2,COS3,COS4,SXN2,SXN3,SIN4
PARAMETER PI»3 .H15926535»D0

TEMPI-DABS(D2)-DABS(Dl)
TEMP2-DABS (02 )+DAB3 < Dl )
ANGLE-SCM ANG
COSI-DCOSTANGLE)
ZTEMP>L1/(2 .0*COS1)
ATKETA»DATAN(TEMP2/L1)
CTHETA-DATAN(TEHP1/L1)
DTHETA-DATAN(-TEMP1/U)
COS2-DCOS(AXHETA>
COS3-DCOS(CTHETA)
COS4-DCOS (DTHETA)
S I N 1 - D S I N ( ANGLE)
SIN2-DSXN(ATKETA)
SXN3-MXN(CTKETA)
SIN4-DSIN(DTHETA)

»**
MRXTE(6,*)'XM IN HERA SCM:'
DUMMY-SCM ANS*l«O.0DO/TI
WRITE(«,*!'SCM ANG- '.DUMMY
HRITE(6,*)'X,z7 ',X,Z
NRITE(6,*rCOSl,SXNl: ',COS1,SIN1

ROTATE COORDINATE SYSTEM BY THE SCM ANGLE ( FROM Z-AXXS ALONG BEAM THROUGH THE SCATTERING ANGLE - Z' THROUGH
CENTER OF THE SCM105)

XTEMP-X
X-(X*CO81)+(I*SIH1)
Z-(-XTEMP*SXN1)+(Z*COS1)

WRXTE<6,*>'STILL IN HERASCM'
WRXTE(6,*)'XPRIME: ',X
HRXTE(6,*)'ZPRXME: ',Z
GOTO 999

00X0(10.20,30,40,50,60,70,*0)CASE
CASE A:
10 Aw0.5*TEMPl*COS2

Z2-ZTEMP+DABS(0.5*TEMP1*SIN2)
COSTH-COS2
SXNTH-SIN2
GOTO 100

* CASE B:
20 A—0.5*TEMP1*COS2

Z2-ZTEMP+DABS(-0.S*TEMP1*SXN2)
cosnt»cos2

GOTO 100
* CASti C:

30 A»0.5*TEMF2*COS3
Z2-ZTEMF+DAB3(0.5*TEMP2*SIN3)
COfTH-COM
SXNTH-SXN3
GOTO 100

» CASE D:
40 A-0.5*TEMP2*COS4

Z2-ZTEMP-DABS(0.5*TEMP2»SIIM)
COSTH-COS4
SINXH-SXN4
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OOTO 100
CASE t:

SO A—0.5*TEHP2*COS3
Z2-STEMP+DJUBS(-0.5*TEMP2*3IH3)
COtTHBOOaS

OOTO 100
* CASE P:

60 A*-0.S*TSMP2*COS4
Z2-ZTEMP-DABS ( - 0 . 5 TEMP2 *SIN4)
COSTH-COS4
SIIRH-SIN4
GOTO 100

* CASE O :
70 A—0.3«<-TBMP1)*CO»2

Z2-STEMP-DAM < 0 . 5*TEHP1 *SIN2)
C0MB-CM2
I l i m i IIII2
OOTO 100

* CASE H:
• 0 JM).S*(-TEMPI)*COS2

S2-ZTB*-DABS<-0. S*TEW1 *SIM2)
COOTHaCO«2
SINIH-4IIH2

* • • TMNSLATION TO THE PRIMED FKAME ***
100 ZO-MBS(Z1)+DABS(Z2>

XTRIM1-X-A
ZPRIM1-S-Z0
0010(300,200,300,300,200,200,300,200)CASE

• • * ROTATION TO THE DOUBLE PRIMED ntAME **•
* POSITIVE ROT.

200 X-(XPRIM1»COSTK)-(ZPRIM1*SIIRH)
tm (XPRIM1 *>IRTH)+(ZPRIM1*CO«TM )
RETURN

* NEGATIVE ROT.
300 X-(XPRIM1*COSTH)+(ZPRIM1*SINTH)

Z- (-XPRIM1 'HlfTH)+(ZPRIM1 *C0«TM)
9»» RETURN

END
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SUBROUTINE THERA2U PLANE,HIT)

* INIS SUBROUTINE TRACES THE PARTICLE THROUGH THE HERA riELD. AS SOON
* AS THE PARTICLE EXITS THE TAMET, LOSE IT IS CALLED TO DETERMINE THE ENERGY LOSS.
* SUBROUTINE HERA TRACE IS CALLED TO CHECK IF THE PARTICLE IS IN A DETECTOR PLANE.

IMPLICIT REAL** <A-H,O-Z>
COMMON/HXYZ/HX,HY,HZ,HO
COMMON /HOH_V l/PM0M(7),PTOT
INTEGER I PLANE
LOGICAL LFOO, FIRST, HIT, PROJ
PARAMETER HOO-25.0D0
PARAMETER DL-2.0D0
EQUIVALENCE (PMOM(l) , X 1 ) , (PMOM(2) ,YX ) , (PMOMO) ,Z1)
EQUIVALENCE <PMOM<<) ,PX1) , ( P M 0 M ( 5 > , m > , |PMOM<6),PZ1)
EQUIVALENCE <PMOM(7),T)
FIRST". TRUE.
PROJ-.TRUE.
T-0.0D0
OPENM,NAME-'HERA.DAT',3TATUS-'OLD')
CALL FIELD
PXSQ-PX1*PX1
PYSQ-PY1*PY1
PZSQ*PZ1*PZ1
PT-DSQRT (PXSQ+pySQ+PZSQ)
HO-HOO*10.D0
NSTEP-0
I PLANE-2

PX1-PX1/1000.DO
PY1-PY1/1000.D0
FZ1-PZ1/1000.D0

10 NSTEPaRSTEPfl
CALL TRAJ(P/Xl,yi,Zl,PXl,PYl,PZl,DL,X2,y2,Z2,PX2,Fy2,PZ2)

* IF(PROJ) THEN
* CALL PROJECT IT(X1,Y1 ,Z1,X2,Y2,Z2)
* FROJ>.rALSE.~
* ENDIP

LTOC-IN HERA(X2,Y2,Z2)
IF ((. NOT. LPOO). AND. (FIRST)) THEN (IF OUT OF TARGET, THEN CALCULATE ENERGY LOSS
CALL LOSE IT
CALL EXTR~PARMS(FT)
FIRST-. FALSE.
ENDIF
CALL HERA TRACE(X1,Y1,Z1,X2,Y2,Z2,I PLANE,HIT)
IF(HIT) THEN ~
CLOSE!4)
RETURN
ENDIF
X1-X2
Y1-Y2
Z1-Z2
PX1-PX2
PY1-PY2
PZ1-PZ2
»»SQRT(X2*X2+Y2*Y2+Z2*Z2)
IF(R.LE.ISO.ODO) GO TO 10

9000 FORMAT(I<,3Fa.2 ,5X,3F10.4 ,3F10.1)
1234 FORMAT!/,3X, 'NSTEP' ,5X, 'X' ,7X, 'Y' ,7X, 'Z' ,13X, 'PX' ,9X, "PY-,

1«X, 'PZ' ,9X, 'HX' ,8X, 'HY' ,8X, 'HZ')
PX1-PX1M000.D0
PY1-PY1*1000.DO
PZ1-PZ1*1000.DO

RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE TRAJ (P,X1,Y1,Zl ,PX1,PY1,PZ1,DL,X2,y2,Z2,PX2,PY2,PZ2)
IMPLICIT EOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z)
COmON/«AP/RIMl<20) ,RIM2(20) ,ZIM1(2O) ,ZIM2(20) ,M1B(2O) ,M2B{20),

1JJA(20),KFA(20),RI(100),ZI(120),HZI(100,30),HRI(100,30),HH
COHHON/HXYZ/HX.HY,HZ,HO
DATA KM/V

C
C** CALCULATION OF A STEP OF DIMENSION DL(IN CM) ,H IN GAUSS
C«« XI,.. .PX1,... POSITION AND MOMENTUM AT START
C** X2....PX2,... POSITION AND MOMENTUM AT END (CM AND GEV/C)
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C " OZ 29 THE AXIS OF THE HMNBT AMD OX VERTICAL (Y-Z.X)
C

T-VL/t
I F ( ( F X l . E Q . O . O D O ) . A N D . < m . B Q . O . 0 M ) ) THEM

X2-X1
Y2-Y1
Z2-Z1+PZ1*T/2.ODO
PX2-PX1
PY2-PY1
PZ2-PZ1
RETURN

BNDir
XB-X1+PX1»T/2.DO
YB-Y1+PY1*T/2.DO
ZB-Z1+PZ1*T/2.DO
RB-»Q*T<XB««2+YB"2)
ZBAMABS (ZB) *

DO 31 JA-l.MM
R12-(M-R1M1<JA) )*<RB-RXM2( JA) >
ir<U2)32,32,31

32 Q.12-<tBA-ZIMl(JA))*(ZBA-ZIM2(JA))
IF(012)33,33,31

31 COHTZMUE
00 TO 4

33 JI-JJA(JA)
Mll-JI+MlB(JA)-2
KI-KTA(JA)
KTl-ltI+*UB{JA)-2
DO € J1-JI.M11
W.2- (M-RI ( J l >) • (RB-XX (J l+1) )
Xr(X12>3,3,<

6 COHTIMUE
00 TO 4

3 DO lKrtCX.KTl
Q12-(ZIA-ZI(Xn *(ZBA-ZI(K+1) )
IF(Q12)2,2 ,1

1 CONTINUE
4 HT-O.DO

00 TO 261
2 Kl-K-KX+1
9 W-NKKJl.Kl)

M-«nz(Ji,xi-t-i)
MMTC(J1+1,K1+1)
QE-HEZ(Jl,IUi
Qr-HZI(Jl+l,Kl)
QO-HZI(J1,K1+1)
QH-HZKJl+l.Kl+l)

RQIMtX(Jl+l)
ZP-II(K)

EMU-< ZBA-ZP)/(ZFIr-ZF )

HZ"( (Q0*EMU+4E* U .DO-DfJ) )*( 1 .D0-ELA)+(OH*EMO+OT* 11 .DO-EMU) ) •
2 ELA)*HO
HR-((*O*E«H-M*(1.DO-EMU) )*(1.DO-EIA)+(RH;>E«H-RF*(1.DO-EMU))*

2 EIA)*HO
ir<ZB.LT.O.) HR—HR
HX-O.DO
HY-HX
ir(RB.LT.lE-lO) 00 TO 120

120 JIT»3QBT<J1Z**2+HB**2)
IF(HT)261,261,260

261 X2-X1+FX1*T
Y2-T1+PY1*T

FX2-FX1
PY2-PY1
FZ2-PS1
00 TO 500

260 PHT-<PXl*HX+m«HY+PZl*HZ)/HT
PFT-SORK P* *2-PHT* »2)
RPH-FHT/HT
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PPXl-PXl-RPH'HX

PPZl-PXl-RPH'HZ
FX1-PPY1 *HZ-PPZ1 *m
FY1-PPI1*HX-PPXX*HI
FE1-PPX1 'HY-PPV1 *HX
FT*SQKT(FX1**2+FY1**2+FZ1**2)
*A-J>PT/<300 .DO»HT) *1 .C0»
TTT-PPT/HA*T
8-PHT*T
STET-3IK (TtT)
CmmCOB (TET)
X-RA*(l.-CTtT)
PX-PJT*9TIT
Y-RA'STBT
PE-PHT

Anr-m/rr
AFZ-rz i /n
APX-PPXl/TPT
APY"PPlfl/FPT
APX-PPI1/PPT
AHX-HX/MT

AHX-HX/m

500 CONTIHUC
MTUJW

C
c** KCAOINS OP n a HELD N U M A MOKIIIXMC or THE CENTRAL FIELD
C** HO-CnmtM. FIELD (DIVIDED IX 100)

ENTItY FIELD
«EAD(4,103)(MMl(J),RIM2(J),riMl(J),II«2(J),MlB(J),M2B(J),J-l,J«)

11 JF-0
XF-0
DO «00 JA-1,4
JI-JT+1
JF-JF-fMlB(JA)
JJA(JA)-JI

KI-KT+1

KTA(JA)«KI
READ(4,101)(XX(J),J>OU,JF)
*CAD(4,101) ( « ( J > ,MCI,KF)
UAD(4,101)((I»I(J,K),K*l,M2),J>JI,JF)
MBAD(4>101)((HXI(J,K)>K-l,M2),J-JI,JF)

100 COmXHUC
KETUM

101 FORMAT(5X15F5.2)
103 FOIWAT(2(5X4FC.1,213),IX)

EMD
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SUBROUTINE DETCOF<BVEC,XYZ,IN,IP,JB.NEXT)

THIS SUBROUTINE DOES A LEAST-SQUARES PZT TO A POLYNOMZAL
or ORDER-IP WITH A ONE POINT CONSTRAZNT. THIS SUBROUTINE
REQUIRE* SUBROUTINE PACXAOE d»OUT.»Ul . B.OMUIETT

BVEC- D-riELD VALUES TO BE FZT (BX,BY,OR BZ'S)
XYZ- 3xIN ARRAY OF X,Y,Z VALUES TO PIT
IN- MUHBER OF POINTS TO FIT
IP- ORDER OF POLYNOMZAL TO FIT
J B - B-FIMD COMPONENT IDENTIFIER BX-l ,BY-2,BZ-3

REAL*! SUM(t),BSUM(4)
REALM XYZ(3,5>,COFHAT(4,4)
REAL** WTMAT(3,3),BVEC(3,5),DZERO<3>
REAL** BDAT(3,7,4),VrrCOFFS(3,7),AZERO(3)
LOGICAL NEXT
COUCH /OUTPT/ BDAT,WTCOPFS,XYZMOT,XNEAR,YNEAR,ZNEAR
REAL** XyZMOT{3)
ZMTEOER XMEAR,YNEAR,ZNEAR

KKIB-3
DO 40 1 - 1 , 3
ASERO<I)-0.0D0
DEERO(I)-0.0D0

40 CONTINUE
DO 1090 K-1,3 IX-l,Y-2,E-3
Jl-IP+3
J2-ZP+1
J3-IP+2

DO 50 I-1.J1
90 3UM(I)-0.0D0

DO 75 I»1,J3
75 MUM(I)-0.0D0

DO *0 1-1,3
DO *0 J-1,3
WmAT(I,J)-0.D0

•0 CONTINUE
DO SO Z«l,4
DO »0 J-1,4
COFMAT(I,J)-0.D0

90 CONTINUE

DO SUMATIONS AND STORE ZN ARRAY- SUM

SOM(1)-1.0*DFLOAT(J1)
DO 100 J-2.J1

DO 100 I«X,IN
100 SUH(J>-SUK(J)-fXYZ(K,I)**(DPLOAT(J-l))

SUM(6)»1.0
DO 200 J-2,3

200 SUM(J'fJl)-XYZ(K,KSUB)**(DFLOAT<J-l))

READ SUMS INTO COEPPZCZENT AND WEIGHT MATRICES

DO 300 J-0,IP
DO 300 I«1,J2
COFHATfJ+l,Z)-SUM(Z+J)
WmAT(J+l,I)-SUM(I+J)

300 CONTZNUE
DO 400 L-1.J2

COFUAT(L,J3)«-SUH(L+J1)
400 CONTINUE IRON AND COLW. FOR CONSTRAZNT

COFMAT(J3,J3)-0.000
»
* B-FIELD SUMS AND READ INTO ARRAY- BSUM
*

DO 450 1-1,5
450 BSUM(1)»BSUMU)+BVEC(K,I>

DO 500 J-2.J2
DO 500 Z-1,IN

500 BCUM<J)-BSUM(J)-t-BVEC(K,I)*<XYZ(K,I)**(DFLOAT<J-l))>
BSUM<J3)-BVEC(K,KSUB)
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CALL CROUT(COnWr,4,BSUH,l,POO,4) fDETSRHINE COEFT'S
CALL MATIMV<HTMAT,3,3,DET) IINVERT WEIGHT MATRIX
AHRO(K)-BSUH<1>
DtBRO(K)«WTMAT< 1 , 1 )
ir (K.BQ.1) iorr-i
IF (K.EQ.2) I0FF-J2
IF (K.EQ.3) iorr-2«i»+i

IF (NEXT) TMOI
L>3
M-4
ELSE
L - l
H-2
ERDIF

DO 600 1 - 1 , 2
BDKr(JB,I+XOFF,L)»BSUN(I+l)
•DAT(J8,I+IOFF,M)»(MrMAX(I+l ,I+l))**.5

COO CONTINUE

BOAT<J»,1,L>-AIERO<1>
BOAT!JB,1,M)-<DZERO<1))•*.!

1000 CONTINUE
RETURN

SUBROUTINE MATIMV(AltMX,H,llOIU>BR,DR)

MATRIX iMvnaioM lumouni t i FROK MVIHOION P . 3 0 2
B-OAMOTt

ARRAy- n r v i MATRIX WHICH IS MPLACEO BY ITS xnvotsc
MRDCR,!!* DCOIICE OP MATRIX (ORDCR OP CCTtRMIKAIlT)

DRIRMIRAirr OP INPUT MATRIX

IMTMdt K,SURUBR
REAL*! AHtftX(M,lf),MWt,SAVI,OCT
IWTEOER IK(10 ) , JK(10 )

10 DCT>1.
11 DO 100 K-l.NORDOl

AKNC-0.
21 DO 30 I-K,M0K«R

DO 30 J>K,N0K»t
23 IP (AM(AMAX)-ABt(ARRAT(I,J))) 2 4 , 2 4 , 3 0
24 AKAX-ARRAY(I,J|

JK(K)«J
30 CONTINUE
3!. IF (AMAX) 4 1 , 3 2 , 4 1
32 DET-0.

00 TO 140
41 I-IKIX)

IP (I-K) 21,51,43
43 DO 50 J«1,NOM*R

SAVE-ARRAY(K,J)
ARRAr(K,J)-ARJVOr(I,J>

50 ARRNf(I,J)«-«AVE
51 J-JK(K)

IF (J-K) 21,61,53
93 DO 60 I*1,NQRDER

SAVE-ARRAY(I,K)
ARRAY(I,K)«ARRAY(I,J)

60 ARRAY(I,J)—SAVE
61 DO 70 I-l.NORDCR

IF (I-K) 63,70,63
63 AimJtt<X,K)a-MMX<X,K)/NtN(
70 CONTINUE
71 DO »0 I-l,M0K»t

DO (0 J>l,NORDDt
IF (I-K) 74,10,74

74 IF (J-K) 75,(0,75
75 ARRAY(I,J|«ARRAY(I,J)+ARRAY(I,IC)*AR11AY(K,J)
•0 CONTINUE
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•1 00 90 J>l,N0RDEX

ir <J-K) 83,90,«3
•3 MMY(X,JHNWMr(K,J)/MINC
90 COHTIHU*

100 DR»OCT*MttX
101 DO 130 1*1,MOHOCK

K-NOftDOMffl
J-IK(K)
IF (J-K) 111,111,105

105 00 110 I-1,MORDCR
SAVEaMtRAYd.K)
ARMY(I,K)~-A1U(AY(I,J)

110 ANUW(X,J)-3AVE
111 I-JK(K)

IP (I-K) 130,130,113
113 DO 120 J-1,NORDCR

/JWA3f(K,J)—
120 MUUUr(I,J)-SAVI
130 GOHTZMinC
140 RETUKI

END
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SUBROUTINE SCM_HF3(X,y,Z,BX,BY,BE,HIT)

THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES BX.BY.BZ POX AN ARBITRARY X,Y,Z VALUE
WITHIN THE FIELD HAP. THIS SUBROUTINE REQUIRES SUBROUTINE PACKME
DETCOP.SUB . B.OARNETT

PAMMETER VSCD-3
PARAMETER XDIM-41
PARAMETER YDIM-15
PARAMETER ZDIM-121
PARAMETER SCMXDIM-101.6
PARAMETER SCHYDIM-33.02
PARAMETER 3CMZDIM-153.63
PARAMETER XSCM-106.6*
PARAMETER YSCMM1.91
PARAMETER ZSCM-63.K3
REAL** XBXYZ,YBXYZ,BZXYZ
REAL** X,Y,Z
REALM XF,YF,Zr,TEHP
REAL** XHEW,YNEW,ENEW,BXYZ,BNOT(3)
REAL** XMR,YMR,ZMR,DX,DY,DZ,XYZMT(3)
REAL** XP,YP,ZP,BX,BY,BE,NEHXyZ(3,5)
REALM BDAT(3 ,7 ,4 ) ,BVBC(3 ,5) ,XYZ(3 ,5) ,WCOrrS(3 ,7 )
INTEOER«2 MAaHAP(VECD,XDIM,yOIM,»IM)
INTEOER XMIN,YMIN,ZMIN,XNEAR,YNEAR,ZNEAR
LOOICAL NEXT,HIT
COHBW/POLDAT/HAOMAP,Xr,CT',Zr
CO!WON /BNOTXYZ/ BNOTX,BHOTY,BNOTZ,XEA*,YEAR,ZEAR
INTEGER XEAR,rEAR,ZEAR
REAL** WOTX,BMOTX,BMOTZ
COmait /0UTPT/BQAT,HrCOrPS,XYZNOT,XNEAR,yNEAR,ZNEAR
CO11PW /DEBUa/TBUO
INTEOER IBOQ
XP-X

ZP-Z
*
* POINT NOT IN FIELD MAP, DROP OUT

IF ((XP.LT.-SCMXDIM).OR.(XP.aT.SCKXDIM)) 00 TO 999
IF ((YP.LT.-SCMYDIM).OR.(YP.OT.SCMYDIM)) 00 TO 999
IF ((ZP.LT.-SCMZDIM).OR. (ZP.OT.SCKZDIM)) 00 TO 999

*
* IF IN MAP, TRANSFORM X,Y,Z IN CM. TO X,Y,Z IN MAP COORDINATES
#

TEMP»<DTU3AT<XDIH)-1.1/2.
XP-(-XP/*CMXDIM)»TEMP+(TEMP+l.)

T E M P B < D F L O A T ( Y D I M ) - 1 . ) / 2 .

IF(Y.EQ.O.ODO) YP-TEMP+l.ODO
IF(Y.LT.O.ODO) YP-(-YP/(SCMYDIM-2.54))»TEMP+(TEMP)
IF(Y.OT.O.ODO) YP-<-YP/<SCKYDIM-2.54))«TEKP+<TEMP+l.)
TEMP-2.54-SCMYDIM
IF KY.OE.-SCMYDIMJ.AITO. (Y.LT.TEMP)) THEN

YP-(YP-TEMP)/2 .54+2.
ENDIF
Zr ((Y.OT.-TEMP).AllD.(Y.LB.Sam)IM)) THEN

YP-(YP+TEMP)/2.54+(DrU)AT(YDIM)-l.)
ENDIF

TEMP-(DFLOAT(ZDIM)-1. ) / 2 .
ZP-(-«r/SCMZDIH)*TEMP+(TEMP+l. I

*
XMIIMNT(XP)
YMIN-INT(YP)
ZMIN-INT(ZP)
XMR«DFLOAT(XMIN)
YHRBDFLOAT(YMIN)

ZMR-DTLOATdMIH)
XNEAR^IINT(XP)
YKEAR-NINT(YP)
ZHEMMIINT(ZP)

YEAR-YMAIl
ZEAR«ZNEAR
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DX-XF-DFLOAT (XNEAR)
DY-VP-DFLOAT (YNEAR)
DZ-ZP-DFLOAT( ZNEAR)

i r (XNEAR.EQ.XMIN) THDI
XYZNOT(l)-3.
ELSE
XYZNOT(l)-4.
ENDIF

IF (YNEAR.EQ.YMIN) THEN
XYZNOT(2)-3.
ELSE
XYZNDT(2>-4.
ENDIF

i r (ZHENt.EQ.ZMXN) THEM
XYZNOT(3>-3.
ELSE
XYZNOT<3)-4.
ENDIF

* HEAD IN XYI ARRAY FOR FIMT SET OF fOIIHS TO FIT, READ FIELD
* VALUES AT THESE MINTS INTO SVEC, AMD OCRKHZNE COEFFICIENTS.
*

CALL RAYRED(XMIN,YMIN,ZiaH,XyZ)
»
* RENORMAUZE THE XYZ VALUES TO MUSE FROM 1 TO 5 .
*

IF (YMN.EQ.l ) THEN
CALL RAVItED2(NEWCyZ)
ELSE
CALL RAntED(3,3 ,3 ,NEKnS)
ENDIF

*
NEXT-.FALSE.
DO 100 1 - 1 , 3 :n - l , IY-3 ,BS-3
CALL B MtAD(m,I,BVEC,l)
CALL DETCOF(BVEC>NEHXyt,5,2,I,NEXr)

100 CONTINUE

* SECOND SET OF POINTS
*

CALL RAXRED(4,4,4,NEMCYZ} IHENOKMALIZE SECOND SET
NEXT—.TRUE*
DO 200 1-1,3 IK-l,Br-2,Bt-3
CALL B READ(Xn,I,BVEC,2)
CALL DETCOF(BVEC,NENXVZ,5,2,I,NEXT>

200 CONTINUE

* CALCULATE HEIOHTED AVERAGES OF THE COEFFICIENTS
*

CALL NT AVE(XP,yP,Zr,XMIN,»aN,ZKIN)
* ""
* CALCULATE BX,BY,BZ FOR THE ARBITRARY POINT (X,X,Z)
*

DO 500 L-1,3
500 BNOT(L)-DFLOAT(HAOMAP(L,XNEAR,YMEAR,ZNEAR))

CALL BCALC(1,DX,DT,DZ,BXVZ)
l .OD-4BX-BXYZ4BNOT(1)

BX«I»X»XF*1.0D-4
rMOTX-nHOT(1)*XF *1.0D-4

CALL BCALC(2,DX,DY,DZ,BXVZ)
YBXYI-BXYZ'Wl.OOD-4

BY-BXYZ+BNOT(2)
BY«Br*YFU.0D-4
BNOR-BNOT( 2 > *YF*i .OD-4

CALL BCALC(3,DX,DY,DB,BXYX)
ZBXYZ-BXYI*ZF«1.OD-4

BZ-BXyZ+BMOT(3)
BZ-BZ*ZF*1.0D-4
BHOTZ-BNOT( 3 > *ZFU. OD-4

1000 RETURN
999 IF ((ZP.GE. -SaaDIM).AND.(ZF.LS.ZSCM)) THEN
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IF (ABS(XP).OE.XSCM) HIT-.TRUE.
IF (ABS(YP).GE.YSCM) HIT-.TRUE.

ENDIF
BX-O.ODO
BY-O.ODO
BZ-O.ODO
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE BCALC(INDX,XX,YY,ZZ,BXYZ>
REAL'S XX,YY,ZZ,BXYZ,XXYYZZ(3)
REALM BDAT(3,7,4>,WrCOFFt(3,7),XYZNOT(3)
REALM OBXYX(3),DBXyS2(3),XYSNK(3)
REALM X,Y,Z,DXM,DYM,DZM
COMHOtf /0UTPT/BDAT,mC0FF3,XYZN0T,XNEAR,YNEAR,ZNEAR
INTEGER XNEAR,YNEAR,ZNEAR
comoif /DCBUS/IBUO

INTEGER IBUG

XXYYZZID-XX

xxYYzz(2)»yy
XXYYZZ(3)-ZZ
J-0
DO 10 1-2,6,2
J-J+l
DHCYZ( J )4MTCOFFS (INDX, I )+2. "HTCOFFl (INK, 1+1) 'XYZNOT (J)

10 CONTZNUI

K-0
DO 20 1-3,7,2
K-K+l
DBXYZ2(K)-WTCOFF5(INDX,I)

20 CONTINUE

BXYZ-O.DO
DO 30 1-1,3
BXYZ-BXYZ+DBXYZ(I)*XXYYZS(I»+ DBXYZ2<I>*(XXYXZZ(I)**2.)

30 CONTINUE

RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE WT AVE(XX,YY,ZZ,XIN,YIN,ZIN)
REALM XX,Yr,U,A,B,C,D>TEHPl,TEHP2
REALM BDAT(3,7,4),DLOW(3),ntI<3),WrG0rFS(3,7>
ZNTEOER XJCW,rlN,ZIW,I,J,K
COWON /OUTn/BDAT.WKOFFfl.XrZIIOT.XNEAR.YNEAR.ZNEAR
REALM XYZNOTO)
INTEOER XNEAR.YNEMl.ZNEAR
COftlON /DEBUS/IBUO
INTEOER IBUO

DLOH( 1 )-XX-DFLOAT(XIN)
DLCH(2)BYY-DFLOKT(YIN)
DLOHO)-ZZ-DFLOAT(ZIN)
DHKl)-l.-DLOW(l)
DHI(2)-l.-DLOtf(2)
DHI(3)>1.-DLOW(3)
DO 5 1-1 ,3
DO S J - 1 , 7

5 WTCOrFS(I,J)-0.

DO 10 1 -1 ,3
DO 10 J - 1 , 7
K—999

IF (J.LE.3I K-l
IF <<J.CQ.4).OR.{J.EQ.S)) K-2
IF (J.0T.5) K*3

IF <(BDAT(I,J,2>.EQ.0.).OR.(BDAT(I,J,4).EQ.0.>) THEN
MrCOFF5(I,J)-BCAT(I,Jrl)*DLOW(K)+BDU(I,J,3)*CHI(K)
OO TO 10
ENDIF

A-BDAT(I /J,l)/BDAT{t,J,2)**2.
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B-BDAT(I,J,3)/BDAT(I,J,4)**2.
C«1./BDU(I,J,2)"2.
D»1./BDAT(X,J,4)**2.
TEMPl«A*DLOW<K>+B«tWI(K)
TEMF2-C*DLOW(K)+D*DHI(K)
WTOOrrS ( X, J)-TEKF1/TEW2

10 COHTIMUE
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE SCM MAP READ(IFS)
PARAMETER VECEM3 ~
PARAMETER XDIM-41
PARAMETER YDIM-15
PARAMETER ZDIM-121
ZNnOCK*2 MMMAF(VECD,XDIM,YDXM,SDXM)
INTEOERM ips
MAX.** XF.YF.ZF

irnra.tQ.2) ooio 2000
XF(IPS .NB.1 | STOP 'INVALID FltLD SELECTED IK SCM HU> HEAD'
MtZTK(6,l)
FOWMTC READina IN THE HIGH FIELD soaos JMP')
OPEN(50,IIM«-'SCH Y.HPL' .STATUS-'OLD'.READONLY)
READ(SO,*> TT

WAD(S0,M2>(((MMaMAP<2,I>J,K>,I-l,41),J-l,lS>,K-t>121)
CLOSE!SO)
OPEN(S0,IIAMC-'SCH X.HTL',«TATUS-'OLD',HEM0MLT)
HEADtSO,*) XT

CLOSE(SO)
OFEN(50,RAME-'SCM Z.HFL',STATUSB'OLD'.KEADOIILX)
HIAD(50,») SF ~

MAD<S0,M2)(((MhaHAP(3,I,J,K),I-l ,41),J-l> lS),X-l,121)
CLOSE(50)
RETUMI

2000 MtITE(6,2)
2 FORHKT(' READIN9 IN THE LOW FIELD SCK105 FIELD')

OPEN(50,NAME»'SCM I.LFL',STATUS-'OLD'.READONLX)
READ(50,*| YF

READ( 80,912) ((( l«flMAK2.I,J.K),I- l , 41) , J - l , 151, tmX, 121)
CLOSE(SO)
OPEN(50,NAHE>'SCM X.LFL'.STATUS-'OLD'.READONLY)
READ(50,*) XF

READ( 50,9«2)(((HMMAP(1,X,J,K), 1-1 ,41) , J - l , 15) , tml, 121)
CLOSE(30)
OPEN(50,NAME-'SCH C.LFL'.STATUS-'OLD'.READONLY)
READ(50,*) ZF ~

READ( 50,U2)<((HAaKAP(3,Z,J,K).1-1,41), J - l ,15) ,X- l ,121)
CLOSE(30)

M 2 FOilMAT(41A2)

SUBMOUTZNE RAYRED(IX,IY,«,XYZ)
REALM XYZ(3,5)
DO 10 J-l,5
XYS(1,J)-DFLOAT(IX-3+J)
XYZ(2,J)-DFLOAT(IY-3+J)
XYE(3,J)-DFLOAT(IX-3+J)

10 COHTIHUE
RETURN

XYZ(2,1)>1.5DO
DO 20 K-2,5
XYZ(2,K)-DFLOAT(K)

20 CONTINUE
DO 30 L-l.S
XrJd.D-DFLOATIL)
XYZ(3,L)-PFLOAT(L)

30 CONTINUE

SUBROUTINE B DETERM(TD»,I,VEC)
PARAMETER
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PARAMETER XDIM-41
PARAMETER XDUM5
PARAMETER ZDIM-121
I i m o n * 2 MAOMAP(VZCD,XDIM,TOIM,ZDIM)
REAL'S VIC(5),TEMP(3,5)
REALM xr.rr.zr
coHmi/roiaa/tatmu ,nr ,rr ,w
DO 10 11-1 ,9
J-WINT(T*MP( 1,11))
K»MINT(TEKP<2,IIM
L-HINT(TEMP(3,II))
IF ((J.LT.l) .OR. (J.OT.XDIM)) THEM
VIC(II)-0.1DO
•ui
IP ((K.LT.l).OR.(K.OT.YDIM)) THEM
VIC(II)-0.1D0
cue
IF ((L.LT.l).OR. (L.OT.ZDIM)) THUI
VEC(II)-0.1DO
ELSE
VEC<II)-DFLOAT(MAflMAI><I,J,IC,L>>
COIF
CMDIF

10 CONTINUE
M T U M
CMD

SUBMOUTIHI B «AD(BXYZ,III,BVEC,K)
REALM BXrZ(T,9),BVtC(3,9),TIMP(3,S),n»O>7,4)
MALM VIC(5),I«EARX,llEAlHr,IltAlU,XmiOTO)
REALM wrcorrs(3,7)

COHNOII /OUrPT/BMT.HKOFFS.XYSMra.XNIMt.fMMl.XMMl

MEAItX-DrLOAT(XWEAR)
NKARY>OFLOAT<XiaMl)
NCARt-DFLQKr(IM1AR)

I M A rex. or x
DO 10 1-1,9
TEMKl,I)-BXyi(l ,I)
TEMP(2,I)-MEARy
TEW(3,I)-HEARZ

io cotrntiuE
CALL lECOtCD(K,l,BXTI,TEMP)
CALL B DeTERM(TEMP,III,VEC)
DO 19 J-1,5

19 BVEC(1,J)-VEC(J)

* B AS A FCH. OF Y

DO 20 1-1,9
TBOU,I)-NEAIK
TEMP(2,I)-BX»I(2,I)
TSNP(3,I)-MEARZ

20 CONTINUE
CALL SECOND(K,2,BXYI
CALL B DETBRK(TBtP,III,VEC)
DO 29 J - 1 , 5

29 BVEC(2,J)-VEC(J)

•
• B AS A FCH. OF Z

DO 30 1-1,9
P(1,I)«

2,I)>
TEHr(3,I)-KnZ(3,I)

30 CONTINUE
CALL SECOND(K,3,BXn,TEMP)
CALL • Drrr*i(TBO',III,VEC)
DO 39 7 -1 ,9

39 BVEC(3,J)-VIC(J)
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RETURN

•umourx
REAL*! TEHFO,S>,Xtt<3,9>

IP (X.m.2) 00 TO 999
DO 10 1-1,5

10 TBtF(XNDCX,X)-im:|INDBC,I)+l.
999 RETURN

END

SUBROUTINE XYRENXOMRXr)
HEM.** CM«RXy(M),XOFP,yOPP
oPEN<co,NM»>'cwnanr.DNr' . S T A T U S - ' O W >
0PEN(64,HM«-'0rrSETS.DKr' ,*T*TO«-'OLD')
J-4
DO 10 1-1,22
READ(60, *)O«BJa7(J-3) ,CMMBWtr(J-2) ,OMRXy (J-l ),CJM»XY (J)
READ(64,*)xorr,YOPF

aiwuof(j-i )-aflwonr( j - i )+vorr
O1—XY(J)-O—Wnf(

10 CONTINUE
CbME(60)



Appendix D Spin Precession

Using a magnetic field, it is possible to precess the spin of a particle. Below is a brief

discussion of this phenomenon and how it was applied to this experiment.

In the laboratory frame, the spin precession is given by [Ja-75]:

where g is the gyromagnetic ratio. One can define an orthogonal coordinate system

(t, S, N) with L along the direction of motion and S in the horizontal plane a follows:

I = | (D.2)

S = yxl (D.3)

N = LxS (DA)

where y is a unit vector in the vertical direction.

Using (3 = 2 = lfv then dt = fedl in th» laboratory frame. With this result

equation D.I can be written in component form with respect to the above defined
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coordinate system as follows:

7+7

It should be apparent from the equations above that if the spin is oriented along the

field, there is no precession. During our experiment there was no component of N-type

spin, only a linear combination of S and L-type before the spin precession magnets,

LORRAINE and CASTOR. The field orientations of these two magnets were always in

the ±N direction, therefore giving 0• 8 = 0. Using ;^j- = j£/t, where /* is the particle

magnetic moment, Eqns. D.5-D.7 reduce to the following two equations:

;)<-«*>

Therefore, a particle with pure 5-type spin could be precessed to Z-type and vice versa.



Appendix E Spinology for

In order to extract pure Css values from the measured values oiC<,o, it was necessary

to do various spinology. The spin of the neutron beam at JPAN is given by

PB = (-isi

where 9g is the angle of a beam particle's spin with respect to its direction of motion

along the beam axis. The polarized target magnet was rotated in order to detect the

recoil protons. The expression for the target spin direction in terms of the rotation

angle is given by

PT = ( -

where 9j = 37.5". The neutron beam spin was precessed by the HERA field, so that at

the target center,

do
—

PT
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The negative sign reflects the fact that the gyromagnetic ratio of the neutron is less

than zero. The net rotation will be by an angle Op.

In order to find the modified beam spin direction at the target center, one must first

rotate coordinates such that the new z-direction is along ?T and y is unchanged. It

is then necessary to rotate Pg by 9p, and then finally convert back to the laboratory

coordinate system. Therefore, using the following rotation transformation

X — X1 COS $T - *' SUl @T

y = y'

z = x' sin 0T - z' cos 0y

it is possible to express the beam spin direction in terms of the rotated coordinate

system:

— = x'( - cos Or sin 9g + cos 9g sin <?r)

+ z'(sin 0g 'in #r + cos ffg cos 9T ) •

The precession by Op will leave the z' component unchanged, but will mix x' and y'.

Therefore, the beam spin direction as given in the precessed coordinate system is

P'B
—— = x' cos 9p{- cos 9T sin9g + cos Og sin 9j)
PB

+ y' sin 0p( - cos &T sin 9g + cos 9g sin Oj)

+ z'(sin 9g sin 9T + cos 9g cos 0r) •
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By using the following inverse coordinate transformation,

x' — x cos 9T + z' sin 9j

y' - y

z' — - i s in^x + icos^r

it is possible to express the precessed spin direction in terms of the laboratory coordi-

nates. This transformed spin direction is given by

= x[- cos 9p cos 9x sin(0fl - 9?) - sin9T coB(9g - 9j-))
PB

— y sin Op sin(0£ — 9T)

The magnetic field of HERA causes an effective rotation of the scattering plane

by causing the outgoing proton to spiral out of the target. This means that protons

with laboratory angles less than 9j will be bent down and hence, the particles will

originate above the horizontal plane of the polarised target center. The rotation angle

is proportional to P x S. If one calls the rotation angle OR, then PB and PT can be

rotated into this new coordinate system by the transformation:

y = -
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Therefore, by inserting the above expressions for the coordinates into the expressions

for PT and PT, given earlier, the net results are

- sin 0y (x" cos 9R + y" sin 9R) -f x" cos

P'B = PB{-{*" COS 0* + y" sin *n)[cos */» cos 9T tm{BB

si

z"[- cos dp sin^r sin9{9B -

The measured spin parameter is then given by

C,<r = aCss + bCjfif + dCii + eC$L

where

a = — sin 0T cos 8R{— COS 9R COS 9P COS (?r sin($B —

- cos 9n sin ̂ r cos(^ - *r) + »»» ̂ R »»n ̂ f> sin(

6 = - sin ̂ r sin9R[- sintfji cos 9P cos tfj- s in(^

- sin ̂  sin 9j cos(^ - tfy) - cos tfj| sin 9p sin(^5 - 9T)]

d = cos9T[-co8 9ps'm9Tg'm(9B - 9T) +COB9T

e = - sin 9T COS 0,R[- COS 9P sin 0r s in(^ - 9T) + cos^r COS(0B -
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+ cos 9T[— COS &R cos &p c°s &T >in(0g - 9?) - cos 9R sin 9T COS{9B — 9T)

+ sin 9R sin 9P sin(0B - 9T)} •

A computer program was written to calculate the neutron spin precession angle and the

rotation angle of the scattering plane in the HERA magnetic field.

frU.t. GOVERNMENT PRINTING Of FICE: 10«M73-OM/00102


